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ABSTRACT

In this projeot, it has been demonstrated that ouprous iodide -

sulphonium iodide double salts, similar to the silver iodide systems

previously studied by other workers, are sui table for use in ambient
temperatuI9 batteries for low cuzrerre applications.

A number of potential solid electrolytes, in which the mobile speoies
is oaloium, have also been investigated, and areas for further work have

been defined. The I9lavent seotion of the thesis is confidential as
patent proceedings a~ possible.
. The project has involved not only a search for new electrolytes, but

also the development of a search strategy. In view of the limitations of
di rect conductivity measurements on compaoted materials, arising from

electrioal contact probl~ms, ConsidllJrable use has been made of Lndirac t
methods. A critical ~view of standard electroohemical techniques, often
adapted from aqueous methods, has been oarried out. This has highlighted

shortcomings in the measurements of such parameters as electronic

conductivi ty, where the self-discharge rate, a parameter used by battery

technologists, has been found more meaningful than the results obtained
fran l-/agners blocking eleotrode teohn1que.

X-ray diffraction (XRD), and differential thermal analysiS (MA) have

been used to disprove the commonassertion that the effect of addition of

organio dopant materials to silver iodide has the effeot of stabilizing

the high temperature high conductivity alpha phase.
CuI based eleotrolytes have been found to differ significantly from

the AgI analogues in several respects. No simple structural cri terion,

such as the Group Weighting Coefficient for AgI systems, could be found

to prediot the effect of addition of organic sulphonium iodide dopants.

Battery cells based on CuI did not give the expected the rmodvnnmio

open circuit voltap:e (OCV), and three electrode meaauremen t a failed to

elucidate this anomaly. The possible involvement of the cupric ion was

explored in several ways, including the first application of Auger

electron spectroscopy for this type of electrolyte system.
The battery discharge characteristics showed a fairly low efficiency,

but indirect evidence including the inadvertent involvement of a novel

solid state aurous system, pointed to the majority of the anode material

being unavailable for reaction.
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 GENERAl,.
Electrpche~cal power sources have been in use for many years.

Indeed, artefacts have been found pre-dating Noah's Ark that are

thought to pe primitive lead acid batteries.

Unitl the last decade, batteries have mainly involved liquid
\.electrolytes. .. '''"!-he discovery of solids with conductivities comparable

~..

•to aqueous elect~olytes have heralded an interest in solid state

chemistry comparable to the enormous development in the technology of

semiconductlng materials. The range of battery cells available are

summarised ,chematically in figure l.l(i).

Solid state cells have the advantages of being mechanically stable,

with no spillage or leak~ge and, as they are sealed systems with no gas

evolution, they have long shelf lives. Some are compact enough to be

used in minlature devices such as watches, hearing aids and heart pace-
-2makers, where low current densities of about 100 pA cm are acceptable

(Van Gool, 1973; Foley, 1969, 1972 and Kennedy, 1972).
The efficiency and electrical properties of a battery depend on the

electrode and electrolyte materials and their chemical and physical

states. The aim of this project has been to search for new solid electro-

lytes, determine their characteristics and show their applicability for

battery systems, using a range of elect~olyte and electrode materials.

The batteries were designed to operate around ambient temperature. The

structure, chemical and physical properties of electrolytes and battery

cells have been examined as a function of temperature and chemical

composition,

- 1 -
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1.11 SOtID ELECIROLYJF;S
Some ~ different compounds are classed as being solid e1ectro-

1ytes (Van Goo1, 1973 and Rice and Roth, 1972). Almost a quarter of
these compo~ds contain the mobile alkali metal ions of group lA, while
a sixth are silver conducting compounds. There are a number of anionic

d • 1 . 1· 02- Fcon uctors, ma1n y 1nvo V1ng or as the mobile species, but these
are generally restricted to high temperatpre systems. From the point
of view of battery applications, the group lA ions are the most useful

I

because t~eir low e!ectronegativity means they have cell reactions with
. ..

a large electromotive force (e.m.f.),consequent1y offering the possi-
bility of batteries with high energy and power densities. There are
~any comprehensive reviews on the range of solid electrolyte materials
(e.g. MCGeehin and Hooper, 1977; Heyne, 1970, Van Gool, 1973). A
summary of the range is presented here.
SILVER ~~ COPPER CONDUCTING COMPOUNDS

Silver iodide is the classical fast ion conductor. At 145°C, AgI
undergoes a phase transition accompanied by a large increase in con-
ductivity from II 10-6 S em-1 at 2SoC to 1 S em-1 at lSOoC .(Cochrane and
Fletcher, 1971; Lieser, 1956). Substitution of a small percentage of a
dopant material into the low temperature form of silver iodide can in-
crease the conductivity to that of the high temperature phase (Geller
and Skarstad, 1974; Takahashi, 1973; Geller, 1972; Geller and Owens,
1972). The structural implications of this change are considered in

3. b .1 Substitution can be broadly classified as follows:-
2- 2- 4-anion substitution, for example usipg W04 ,S04 ,P207 '

and 52-; i~cluding the unique two-d!mensiona1 conductor,

PO 3-q.a)

Ag7144s04 (Scrosati, Papallo, Pistola and Lazzari, 1975).

- 2 -



b) cation substitution, which includes the well-known Ag4RbIS' the
first silver ion conductor to be studied for battery applications
(Owens and Argue, 1967 and Bradley and Green, 1967). Also in
this class are the tetra-alkylammonium, polymethonium,
sulphonium and bis-sulphonium halide double salts, with which
much of this thesis is concerned.

c) mixed ion substitution, involving ternary systems such as

Ag{.,ijgI2,Agl~' and the corresponding tellurides a~..d.~elenid~,:.

d) the cyanide. substituted electrolytes, e.g. RbCN.4AgI, KCN.4AgI,
and CE>CN.4AgI.
Silver bromide and silver chloride are also known to be ionic

conductors, although lower in conductivity than silver iodide, and have
significant electronic contribution (Rickert, 1973~

Copper iodide is similar to silver iodide, in that it undergoes
Ia phase tra~sition to form a highly conducting material, although the

temperature is much higher, 40SoC. Similar substitutions of dopant
~aterials iQto tbe room temperature f0rm produce electrolytes with high
ionic conductivities, but generally not as high as the corresponding
silver compounds. (Takahashi, Yamamoto and Ikeda, 1973; Takahashi and
Yamemoto, 1975; Scrosati, 1973~jSammels, Gougoutas and Owens, 1975).

The range of copper iodide electrolytes is fast increasing; how-
ever due to difficulties in predicting the effect of substitution and
obtaining the expected open circuit voltage from battery cells, they
~ave not been stQdied as much as silver iodide systems. Furthermore,
when new techniques such as solid state spectroscopy and specialised
electrochemical methods are applied to solid electrolytes, the well
documented Ag4RbIS or B-alundna are the likely candidates for appraisal.
For these reasons much of this thesis i8 concerned with Cu+ conductors.

- 3 -



TABLE 1.11(i): SILVER ION CONDUCTORS - E~amp1es of Inorganic
Electrolytes~

ELECTROLYTE RANGE OF IONIC CON- ACTIVATION REFERENCES
STABILITY/ DUCTIVITY/ ENERGY/eV

°c S cm-1

AgC1 > 150 8xlO-5 at 200°C 0.18 Rickert 1973
AgBr > 175 8xlO-4 at 200°C 0.15 Armstrong,

Bulmer &
Dickinson 1973

a-AgI > 146 1 at 200 0.05 , ",\... -... ..,. 1;' .,........
a-Ag2.,.S > 179 3.8 at 200°C 0.05 "
S-Ag3S1 > 235 0.1 at 200°C 0.17 "
a-Ag2Se > 133 3.6 at 220°C 0.1 "
a-Ag2Te > 150 1 at 220°C 0.1 "
a-Ag2HgI4 > 51 10-3 at 60°C 0.36 Browall and

Kasper 1975
RbAg415 > 32 I 0.27 at 2SoC 0.07 Raleigh 1973
KCN.4AgI 20-150 0.14 at 25°C Owens 1973

Ag614W04 0.047 at 25°C Liang 1973
Ag7I4P04 25-79 0.019 at 25°C Takahashi,

Ikeda and
Yamamoto 1972

AgAlU017 -3 23°C Yao, Kuhmer6.4x10 at
1967

- 4 -



•tABLE 1.11(ii) SILVER ION CONDUCTORS - Examples of Ammonium and
Su1phonium Double Salts.

ELECTROLYTE IONIC CONDUCTIVITY ACTIVATION REFERENCES
/S cm-1 ENERGY/eV---

AgI/(CH3>4N1 0.4 at 20°C 0.16 Owens, Christie la
Teidman 1971

-2 22°C Owens 1970AgI/(C2HS)4NI
2.2xlO at

AgI/@NHI -2 at 22°C .'-. 4xlO 3-4 OwenS',Christie-...la.. Teidman 1971

Ag!/ CN(Ql3)21
• 6x10-2 at 22°C 3-4 "

AgBr/C6HSNH
-3 at 22°C Samme1s, Gougoutas3.3x10

la Owens 1975
AgBr/@N.CH31

-2 at 20°C "1.6xlO

AgIl(CH3)3N(CH2)2
-2 at 22°C Berardel1i, Biondi,2.7xlO

N(CH3)32I
de Rossi, Fonesca

r la Giamini 1971

Ag1/(CH3)3N(CH2)10
-2 at 22°C "1.1x10 \

N(CH3)321

Ag1/(CH3)3S1 0.06 at 25°C Owens' 1970

1og1/CSCH3l -3 25°C Owens, Christie la1.8xlO at
Tiedman 1971

;\&1/CS-CH31
-2 25°C" "6xlO at

~1/(CH3)2S(CH2)3 -2 ° 0.17 Rande.ll 19791xlO at 25 C
S(CH3)221

- 5 -



TABLE l.~ii~): COPPER ION CONDUCTORS - Examples of Inorganic
Electrolytes

ELECTROLYTE RANGE OF IONIC CON- ACTIVATION REFERENCES
STABILITY/ DUCTIVITY/ ENERGY/eV

tiC S cm-l

CuCl > 160 III 10-6 at 200°C Prasad 1975

a-CuBr > 470 0.3 at 470°C small Armstrong,
Bulmer &

,\... - Dick;inson 1>~73..a-CuI > 407 0.1 at 450°C small ".. •

a-CuS . > 91 0.2 at 400°C "
a-cuS (Cu 0.2 at l300C 0.25 "deficient)
a-CU2Se > 110 0.1 at 210°C 0.12 "

a-cu2HgI4 > 67 10-5 at 67°C 0.60 "
! 5xlO-3 25°CCuCl/Cu2S 25 at Matsui &

Wagner J 1977a
CuCI/RbC1 25 -3 ° 0.19 Matsui &2.5x10 at 25 C

Wagner J 1977b
CuCl/T1Cl 100 2 x 10-2 Takahashi &

Yamomoto 1978
CuTeX 200 &II 10-3 Alpen, Fenner,

Marcoll &
Rabenau 1977

where
X • Cl,Br or

1

- 6 -



TABLE 1.11{iv): C%)PPER ION CONDUCTORS - Examples of Ammonium and
Sulphonium Double Salts

ELECTROLYTE

~CuBr IRN \._j NH2Br

IONIC CON- REFERENCES
DUCTIVITY!
S cm-l

8.6xlO-4 at 250C Takahashi,
Wakabayashi &
Yamamoto 1977

-3 04.3xlO at 25 C

-45.6 x 10

-34.2 x 10

-31.2 x 10

-211.3 x 10

-52.3 x 10

4 x 10-6

Takah{i8hi, .". . ',..Yamamoto & Ikeda
1973

"

Samuels, Gougoutas
& Owens 1975

Takahashi,
Wakabayashi &
YamolOOto 1976
Dahm, Backwood,
Linford & Pollock
1978 ~

"

"

..

"

- 7 -



A summary 0' silver and copper conducting electrolytes are
presented in tables l.ll)i), (ii), (iii) and (iv).

OXIDE CONDUCTORS
The oxide conductors have the oxide anion as the mobile species,

and are groupnrA oxides with alkaline earth or rare earth dopants.
(Estell and Flen~.~, ~970; Alcock and Starvropou10s, 1971).

The presence of divalent or trivalent cations in the lattice causes
. 2-the form~ion of anieu vacancies, alLowing ° conduction •."lpnic eo~-

.. -1ductivities are afPund 0.1 S em at lOOOoC; the high temperature pre-...

eludes them from being used as heart pacemaker batteries. The main
~plications of these materials are in the measurement and monitoring of
oxygen activitY,a, high temperature fuel cells and in kinetic studies
(Strickler and Caflson, 1965; Tien and Subbarao,1963; Schroeder, Kvist
~d Ljungmark, 1972).

I

Some o~ide conductors are listed in table l.ll(v)

TABLE 1.U(v): TYPICAL OXIDE CONDUCTORS (McGeehin and Hooper, 1977)
ELECTROLYTE IONIC CONDUCTIVITY ACTIVATION ENERGY

at looooc/S cm-1 leV

0.055 1.1

0.25 0.65

0.12 0.8
0.0048 1.1
0.0047 1.1
0.029 1.1
0.024 0.88

zr02 + 12% CaO

zr02 + 10% 8"203
Zr02 + 9% Y203
ThOZ + 8% YZ03
Th02 + 5% CaO
Hf02 + 8% Y203
La203+ 15% Cao
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OTHER ANION CONDUCTORS
Apart from oxide ions, the only other anion to be consistently

~bi1e is the fluoride ion. CaF2 has been extensively studied (Nagel
~nd O'Keefe, 1973). Doping CaF2 with NaF produces F- vacancies, whilst
doping with lF3 produces F interstitials; both have significantly higher
conductivities than CaF2 (Bollman, Mothes, Gorlich and Hauk, 1970).

As well as the alkaline earth fluorides, lead fluoride and
substituted lead fluorides have been studied (Schoonman and Boone, 1977;,

\ -.. ... ~ .',.
Schoonman, Dirksen and B1asse, 1973; Boyce and Mikkelsen, 1976; Hwang,
~owe, tau an4 Vaughan, 1976).

As wit~ the oxide conductors, the fluorides are high conductors
only at elevated temperatures, and there is the problem of conatructing
fluorine eleatrodes; this is further discussed in Section V.

The fluoride conductors are summarized in Table l.ll(vi).
i

TABLE 1.U(vi) : TYPICAL rLUORIDE CONDUCTORS

ELECTROLYTE IONIC CONDUCTIVITY ACTIVATION ENERGY
(single ~rysta1s) IS cm-1 leV (mobility)-
J3 PbF2 10-1 at 2000C 1.05

PbFC1/lto C axis 10-5 at 2000C 0.74

PbFC11to C axis 10-3 at 2000C 0.46
CaF2 10-3 at 4500C 0.55

LaO.95$rO.05F2.95 10-1 at 200°C

---
There is currently considerable interest in the possibility of

finding soli4 electrolytes with mobile anions other than 02- and F- e.g.
carbide, nitride and sulphide. The probability of finding a room
temperature conductor is low however, and their applications are likely
to be restricted to monitoring elements in industrial processes.
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HYDROGEN ION CONDUCTORS

A low temperature fuel cell using a hydrogen ion conductor would be
desirable, bpt few materials have been found to exhibit suitable conduct-

-ivities. This ie associated with the instability of the hydride ion, H t
and the ease with which the small H+ is trapped. Much work has been
done on KHF2 (Br~inik and Broers, 1972): the conductivity is about
10-7 S cm-l at 196C. ~ d' 1" I'd~ ~lIereare lrect app lcatlons to so 1 state
battery ce lLs ,
ALKALI ION CONDUCTORS

There is considerable tehcno10gical interest in the app~icatio~ of\ -.. . . . ..
alkali ion condu~tors to solid state batteries. The highly electro-

•positi~e alkali ion provides the possibility of large cell voltages and
very high energy densi ties. A vast amunt of work has been done on the
~-alumina group of compounds (Whittingham and Huggins, 1971; Kennedy and
Sammels, 1973: Armstrong, Dickinson and Willis, 1974). They have the
general formula H20 11 A1203t where M is an ion in group lA or IB of
the Periodic Table. The most commonly studied compounds involve M as
Na or Ag, but all of the isotypes are readily formed by ion exchange.

I

Beta-alundna is a two-dimensional conductor, no motion is possible
in the c-clir,ction. The mechanism of conduction is not fully understood,
put crystallographic evidence suggests tunnel arrangements of spinel blocks
(Strom et aI" 1976; Feldman et al., 1976; Sato et al., 1976).

The highest reported ambient temperature conductivity for sodium
~-a1undna is 0.033 S cm-1 (Yao and Kuhner, 1967). This was for a single
crystal at SOOK, with current flowing perpendicular to the c-axis.

In addition to the different forms of p-a1umina, which involve the
replacement Qf sodium by Ag, Lit K and Sr, there are also materials in
which aluminium is replaced by gallium or iron (Boilot, Zuppiroli,
De1phanque and Jerome, 1975).

Beta alqmina electrolytes are used in sodium sulphur batteries
which can provide power and energy of 20 kW and 20 kWh respectively.
Pioneer investigations at the Ford Scientific Laboratories in the late
1960's showed the suitability of sodium sulphur batteries for road
vehicle traction. They are being intensively studied and extensively
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,
~eveloped in the U.S.A., Europe and Japan for road and rail vehicle
~raction applications.

Many battery systems based on lithium ion conductors have been
investigated (e.g. Liang and Bro, 1969; Liang, Joshi and Barnette, 1976).

Perhaps the most successful is the LiI heart pacemaker battery
(Brodd, Kozawa and Kordesch, 1978). The conductivity of LiI is low,

-7 -1 0about 10 S cm at 25 C, but the voltage produced bya Li/LiI/12 cell is
high, around 2.8V. It is ideally suited to pacemaker appli~ation where

\... -~. !\. ~ .... ,..

currents of l-lO~A can be drawn with energy densities as high as 0.8
3'"Wh/cm. The iodine cathode is a charge transfer complex e.g. iodine

~01y-2-viny1pyridine, and the battery is formed by bringing lithium
~tal into contact with the iodine electrode. The electrolyte, LiI,
is formed in situ as a thin film, which builds up an increasingly
resistive layer as the cell discharges (Liang, Epstein and Boyle, 1968).

PIVALENT CATION CONDUCTORS
A divalent cation conductor would be extremely desirable in a

battery as the voltage would be high; however, a doubly charged ion
would be less likely to be mobile in a crystal lattice. Some glassy
materials are known to be divalent ion conductors, e.g. calcium silicate

d •• flO-II 5 -1 2000C (5 h d M k .bas a con uctlVlty 0 cm at c wartz an ac enZle,
1966). Ca2+ is the mobile species, but the conductivities are too low
to be of any use in a battery system.

A novel battery has been suggested which essentially consists of
~ charge transfer complex, e.g. X2_polyethylene or X2-polypropylene
capable of donating a halogen molecule, in close contact with a metal
anode. As w!th the Li/~, a layer of electrolyte is built up during dis-
charge. Calcium and magnesium have been used as anode materials (U.S.
Patent No.3660-l64, 1972).

Batteries containing divalent ion conducting electrolytes of the
general formula A(Mg6-x)E6 where A - Ca,Ba,Sr and E - 5,Se have also
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been patented U.S. Patent No.140 1837. The batteries are inefficient
and self discharge in 3-4 days.

Lithium sulphate has long been known to be a good lithium ion
conductor (Benrath and Drekopf, 1921); if small amounts of a divalent
sulphate are added, highly conducting phases form at specific temper-
atures. These electrolytes are very interesting as both the monovalent
and divalent ions are mobile. If the divalent metal is used as the
anode in a battery cell, emf's in the order of l-2V can be produced.
A brief summary of some of these electrolytes that have been used in

"

battery ~stems v-e iisted in table 1.U{vii) (Schroeder, 'i.975;
•~jungmhrk, 1974; Oye, 1963).

TABLE 1.11 (vii): MIXED SULPHATE BATTERY SYSTEMS

ANODE CATijODE ELECTROLYTE TEMP/ emIl ' CONDUCT-
o C V IVITY!

S'cm-l

Mg Mn02 Lil.76MgO.12S04 745 2.3 0.7
ICa Mn°2 Lil.85CaO.075S04 650 2.6 1.0

Zn Mn02 Lil.28ZnO.36S04 500 1.3 1.9x 10-2

Mg Mn02 Na1.6MgO.2S04 360 2.4 1 x 10-3

Zn Mn°2 Nal.6ZnO.2S04 380 1.2 2 x 10-2

Zn Mn02 LiO.22Nal.33ZnO.22S04 540 1.2 1 x 10-1

Mg Mn02 LiO.9NaO.9MgO.ls04 385 2.3 2 x 10-1

Ag 12 LiO aMgo 110 (S04) 22 0.67 2 x 10-3
• • ·4 0.8 -

LiS04 has a face centred cubic 'crystoba1ite' structure, analogous
to Si02; the Si atoms are replaced alternately with S and Li (Heed,
Lunden and Schroeder, 1977). The sulphur and lithium are in tetrahedral
positions and lar&e interconnecting 3-dimen.ional tunnels are formed.
It is thought tha~ half of the divalent cations are in the tunnels and
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are highly mobiie. The lithium ions on the other hand are in tetra-
hedral positions, and are much less mobile (Andersson and Bovin, 1977)
The mixed sqlphates are examined in more detail in section V.

Much of the work presented in this thesis is concerned with copper
iodide base4 electrolytes, although to elucidate structural factors and
cell reactions in battery systems, silver iodide based electrolytes and
batteries have also been examined.

Concurrent with the work on copper iodide. the possib..ility of
~ -.. .... l' ",.

finding a divalent ion conductor has been considered. and work on
calci~ electrolytes has been initiated and will continue in successive
projects.

1.2 IONIC MOBILITY
In this section of the thesis it is intended to present the

principles of ionic diffusion, and show the relationship to ionic con-
ductivity. The structure and energy factors will also be discussed
with reference to known solid electrolytes. Only if the optimum con-
ditions for conduction are known is it possible to predict and design
new solid electrolytes.

Originally a crystal lattice was envisaged as being a perfect
arrangement of atoms or ions occupying a set of crystallographic sites;
under such circumstances no translational motion would be possible until
the lattice ~elted. A crystal must have imperfections such as vacant
lattice sites and interstitial particles in order to create possible
pathways for ions or atoms to move. The amount of possible disorder is
therefore an important factor in ionic mobility. An activation barrier
exists between adjacent sites; the energy difference between sites, and
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the size of the activation barrier are also important factors.

The theory of diffusion relates parameters such as particle size,

charge and lattice environment to mobility. Ionic conductivity is

closely related to diffusion; the presence of an electric field essent-

ially increases the mobility in the direction of the field and decreases

the mobility in other directions. The theoretical equations of ionic
•conductivity are usually modifications of diffusion theory.

1.2.1 MOLECULAR DYNAMICS AND LATTICE PROFILE CALCULATION~'~'

Molecular dynamics and lattice profile calculations are useful,

tools for el~cidating the effect of factors such as lattice parameters,

polarizability, particle size etc. on ionic mobility. Both methods are

essentially ~thematical games using a computer and differ from other

methods of d~termining mobility because gradients of temperature, con~
cent ration and other fields can be applied to the system in a controlled way.

I

In such computer calculations, the nature and the value of all the parameters

are controlled by the 'experimentalist', the results that are obtained

relate preci~ely to the chosen 'experimental' system. The difficulty

is that the chosen system may not mimic the real situation with suffi-

cient fidelity for the results to be useful.

LATTICE PROFILES
Lattice profile calculations predict the distribution of ions at

a particular moment in time, analogous to an instantaneous photograph.

The interaction between an ion moving in a lattice and another

ion that is part of the lattice, consists of coulombic, induced dipole

and other energy-related separation and size terms. The profile

corresponding to the minimum energy path as a function of co-ordinate

in the direction of motion has peaks and valleys, the peak heights
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corresponding to'tbe activation energy of the mobile ion, as shown in
figure 1.2.l(i)

FIGURE 1.2.1(i): SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF ENERGY CHANGE WHEN
ANION MOVES FROM ONE LATTICE SITE TO ANOTHER

httHetII laJtiN rik
ltIQXimUll1 enuy!j

A\
I
I
I
I
I

DCrV4hi»1 &/"99
I ..'~
I

W;b~ rill
",i"imMItt 1I1et9!J

The energetic interactions encountered when an ion moves from one
lattice site to another are complex, but can be simplified by consider-
ing only monopole-induced dipole interactions and ignoring the less
significant multipole-multipole interactions. For practical calcu-

I

lations this is permissible (Ruckenstein and Dadyburjor, 1976).
The coulombic energy term Ec' between single mobile ion, i, of

algebraic charge. Z.e, and a lattice ion, j, of algebraic charge Z.e
1 . J

is given by:
E • e2Z.Z./r ..c 1 J 1J

1.2.l(i)
where r.. is the interatomic distance between centres. This is the

1J

monopole-monopole interaction.
There is also a monopole-induced dipole int~raction from each of the

two ions, which is given by the coulombic energy term Ed:

Ed .- I a.(Z.e)2/r •.4 - ~ a.(Z.e)2/r •.4 1.2.l(ii)
. J J 1J 1 1 1J

where a. and a. ere the ionic polarizabilities of i and j.
1 J

Ed and E ere both attractive forces.c
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,
The other energy term to be considered is the electron shell

overlap repulsion energy, E , which can be written:s

( z. z. ~Es • 1tN1.+tf bexp I(r. +r. -r •.)/pl
i j 1. J 1.J

where N. and N. are the number of electrons in the outermost shell of1. J

1.2.1(iii)

the two ions (Cubiccioti, 1959).
Figure 1.2.l(ii) illustrates the sum of equations 1.2.1(i), (ii) and
(iii)

-..
I,,/:lracQOI1 hlbvttn
a I11~J,,1' IiJn and a
IAtt,Cg IOn01 ()ppolitr cha'9'

/.2J.PIi)
npulllCII

+ro

The miniIllUmproduced at rm'n (where r. > r ) is the equilibriumnun max
position of the mobile ion. The potential function is physically un-
realistic in that repulsion at very close separation is not predicted, a
similar limitation to that of the Buckingham potential (Linford and
Mitchell, 1971). This short-coming could be wercome by the inclusion
of a hard sphere repUlsive term.

These equations can be expanded to take into account the large
number of repeating structuresinthe crystal lattice which surrounds the
mobile ion. The activation energy of transport can be calculated as a
function of lattice co-ordinate as the mobile ion moves through a
lattice.
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These calculations have been performed on a-Ag!, (Ruckenstein and

Dadyburjor, 1976) which is known to have a high Ag+ mobility.

The a-phase of AgI is cubic, space group Im3m in Hermann-Maguin

notation; the unit cell contains two Ag! formula units, with the I at

the corners and body centre. The tetrahedra of I share faces (Geller,

1978). 42 possible crystallographic sites are available for occupancy

per unit cell (Strock, 1934). There are twelve sites surrounded by

tetrahedra of I ions which share faces. The equilibrium distribution
e

of Ag+ ions are known to be confined to these 12 most favour~d lattice
.;

~ites ~Geller, 1918).

It is always difficult to try and represent the three-dimensional

arrangemepts of crystals in two dimensions; the model shown in figure

l.2.l(iii) shows the 42 crystallographic sites in a unit cell of a-Ag!,

figure 1.2.l(iv), shows some of the tetrahedra of! that share faces.

figure 1.2.1(iii) ~ODEL FOR a-Ag!

! ion

o ::: +possible site for Ag
ion

3 pairs of edge diagonals (110)
p lane s

4 sites in each pair
12 possible sites
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6 sites in the centre of faces

4 sites in each face
!unit cell along lines

connecting mid-points
of edges

24 possible sites

TOTAL - 42 sites per unit cell

An energy profile can be constructed to show the interactions that
.would influence a cation if it were to move through a unit cell.

The unit cell fractional co-ordinates are taken as 1. m and n, ~n

tpe x, y and z directions; the equipotential contour lines are plotted

in the x and z directions and 1 is taken as 0, 0.25 and 0.5 (Ruckenstein

and Dadyburjor, 1976). The energy profil~s of a-AgI are shown in
figure 1.2.l(v).

-From the energy profile it can be seen that the energy surfaces

are not simple~ there are local maxima, saddle points and minima. The

anions are surrounded by infinitely high potential walls; the lowest

energy site for the cation will be at one of the m~n~ma. The profiles

are presented here not only because they are interesting in their own
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,
right, but because they demonstrate that difficulties will be encountered
When calculating the activation energy, 6E, for a given lattice. For
example, if 6E is computed, a minimum will be predicted for a particular
path through a saddle point position; the path at right angles to this
would have a maximum at the saddle point position.

The activation energy calculated by the above method is found to
be 0.08 eV (RuCkenstein and Dadyburjor, 1976), and compares quite
favourably with the experimentally observed value of 0.10 e~ (Weidersich

\. -. .... ~ ."""
and Geller, 1970)."

K>LECULAR DYNAMICS CALCtn..ATIONS.

A molecular dynamics calculation predicts the motion of an ion
through a lattice, so that its position at a given time can be computed.

The point defect models used normally in diffusion in solids are
Qften inadequate and cannot always be used to explain the properties of

I

Qighly conducting materials (Whittingham, 1975). A number of models
Qave been proposed to explain high ionic conductivity:
i) The Path Probability technique of Sato and Kikuchi (Sato and

Kikuchi, 1971), suggests a liquid-like model for the cation
lattice in a-AgI and a-CuI, in which the movement of one cation
causes a relaxation in the remainder.

ii) Van Gool (Van Gool, 1973) suggests that the momentary structure
of an ionic lattice consists of domains within which the mobile
ions occupy one type of site. Migration occurs through the walls
between domains •

.iii) Rice and Roth (Rice and Roth, 1972) and Haas (Haas 197+) propose
that the mobile ions have an energy which exceeds an energy gap,
giving a model analogous to the free-electron model for electronic
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•conductors. The ions can be thermally activated to a free-ion
state, whicp allows high ionic mobility.

Molecular dynamics calculations are based on models such as the
above; for example, a liquid-like anion lattice is assumed by Rahman
for CaF2 (Rahman, 1970) and a-CuI (Rahman and Vashishta, 1979).

Although molecular dynamics and lattice profiling may be somewhat
long winded ways to calculate ionic mobilities and activation energies,
and the results are !~rgely dependent on the model chosen t~ represent

\~ ';". ~ .~..,

the system, there"is great merlt in monitoring the effect of altering
•

one parameter at a time, both in elucidating the mechanism of conduction
and designing a lattice to optimise mobility.

The use of computational techniques is a novel approach in
aearching for new solid state electrolytes. Complete crystallographic
structures of a number of AgI and CuI based electrolytes are known, and
it would be interesting tb apply the computer calculations of
ftuckenstein and Dadyburjor, and the simulations of Sato and Kikuchi to
see how far predictions could be made. Time did not permit this to be
done during the course of this project. There is also the advantage of
screening for new possible electrolytes without the experimental
problems arising from electrochemical measurements, such as electrode
polarizability, which could perhaps give erroneous conductivities.

1.2.2 DIFFUSION IN IONIC CRYSTALS
Experimentally the rate of diffusion is measured by applying a

concentration gradient across a lattice and monitoring the migration.
The quantitative treatment of diffusion is based on the work of Adolf
Fick (1855); essentially the flow or flux of diffusing species is pro-
portional to the concentration gradient of that species in the diffusing
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Medium, which is fick's first law
i.e.

J - 1.2.3(i)

where J - flux of compound 1 across a given plane (mol m-2 a-I)
G~~t - concentration gradient of that componentin the

direction x, at time. t (mol m-3/m)
D - constant of proportionality, i.e. diffusion coefficient

(m2 S-1)
I .

If the co'ucentration-gradient is variable. 1.2. 3ei) becomeS'" Ii "',r...
. (a2e,

D1 -:2)
ax t,T,p

which is Fick's second law. '.

ae- .at 1.2.3 (ii)

The rate of diffusion is dependent on the mechanism and type of
diffusion. The jump frequency is related to the number of ions which are
free to move and the fraction of jump attempts which are successful

I

(Lidiard,1957). The process is thermally activated; therefore there is
a Boltzmann distribution of energy terms, which can be written:

D - t 1I
2
nd w exp~~,n) 1..2.2(iii)

where z - ~umber of available lattice sites
l\ - interplanar spacing (m)

nd • number of defects
-1w - frequency of jump attempts (5 )

118m - Gibbs free energy of activation
k • Boltzmann constant
T • absolute temperature

If the Gibbs energy of formation. Asr. of defects is included in
equation 1.2.2(iii). it becomes (Lidiard. 1957):
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_ i.2 __/~) (~\D l w eAl'\2kT exp kT J 1.2.2(iv)

~solving into the corresponding enthalpies
I 2 (tJ.Sm+ 1/ 26SF"\

D - l w exp, R -,) exp
(tJ.hm+1/2l1hf)

- Do exp \: kT

and entropies this becomes:
_(ilhtf\ :; / ~hf )

1.2.2(v)

where all the entropy and other temperature independent constants have
been included in the pre-exponential factor, Do. Equation 1.2.2(v)
shows tha~ there will-·be a linear relationship between lnDend i. .~.

~is assumption is made in the above derivation that the number of
sites available for migration outweighs the number of defects produced
by impurities. For example, if a divalent cation is present in a host
lattice, extra cation vacancies will be generated to maintain electrical
neutrality. At temperatures less than about 0.6 Tm, where Tm - melting
temperature, this is often untrue. Such impurity controlled defects are
present in a constant, temperature-independent concentration, and
diffusion will be determined by the ~gration of defects already present,
with a diffusion coefficient given by (Pollock, 1970):

D - D~ exp _@~m) 1.2.2(vi)

As the temperature is increased, the nunber of defects produced
tP,ermallyeventually outweighs those present due to impurities, and
diffusion obeys equation 1.2.2(v). A plot of InD against lIT may show
a break into two regions described as INTRINSIC and EXTRINSIC. The

1
slope of the intrinsic (high temperature) region is (tJ.hm+ 12 hf) /k
~d that of the e~trin8ic (low temperature) region is -tJ.hm/kthus en-
~ling the enthalpies of formation and III)tionto be calculated.
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1.2.3 IONIC CONDUCTIVITY

If an electfic field is placed across a lattice, the probability
of mobile ions migrating in the direction of the field is increased, and
migration away from the field is decreased.

By analogy to figure 1.2.l(i), this can be shown by figure 1.2.3(i).

FIGURE l.2.3~i): SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE EFFECT OF AN ELECTRIC
FIELD ON THE ENERGY CHANGE WHEN AN ION MOVES FROM
ONE LATTICE SITE TO ANOTHER
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Where the differepce in peak height is proportional to the charge, e,
the distance from site to site, a, and the field gradient, 'E.

Ionic conductivity is given by (Lidiard, 1957):

a • nell 1.2.3(i)

II • lOObility of carrier

(m-3)

(C)

(Vm-2) -1 s-l

where n • nunber of charge carriers
e - charge on carrier

a • conductivity
The S.I. units of conductivity, a, are siemens per metre (S m-l),
(McGlashan, 1971); however conductivities are usually reported as S cm-l
-1 -1(n cm), and to maintain continuity with current literature,
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conductivities in'this thesis are reported in S cm-l.
Conductivity is related to diffusion by the Nernst-Einstein

equation given by (Lidiard, 1957)
2 n F2a ne c

"D-kf-R"T 1.2.3(ii)

or aT
2_ ne Dk'. ..

R
• D

where n - number of defects
concentration of defects in mol -3m • ,

\. ~. ~ '''',a.

This can be~substituted into equation 1.2.2(v) and the variation
•of conductivity with temperature is given by:

_ a e' {_ (f1hm+ 1/2A~)}
o xp kfaT 1.2.3(iii)

where ao - ne2Dolk. and contains the entropy factors and other constants
similar to those included in Do. A plot of In{o'D against lIT, known as
an Arrhenius plot. should be a straight line. the gradient giving the

I

activation energy. Experimentally, lna is often plotted instead of
In(aT);this does not produce significant change in the gradient over a
limited teq>erature range.

As with diffusion, two regions. for intrinsic and extrinsic cm-
ductivity may exist, depending on purity and thermal pretreatment.

Arrhenius plots for some electrolytes are presented in Figure
1.2.S(ii).
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fIGURE 1.2.3 (H):' ARRHENIUS PLOTS OF SOME SOLID ELECTROLYTES (Rickert 197~)
T (OC)
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1.2.4 FAST ION CONDUCTORS

It is necessary to clarify that in discussions relating 'good' and
'poor', 'fast' and 'slow' or 'high' and 'low' conductors, 'good' is

-2 -1 -5 -1generally taken to be above 10 S cm and 'poor' below 10 S cm •
Materials generally classified as fast ion conductors differ from

slow conductors in three respects:
i) The IOOstobvious is the magnitude of conduction, which can reach

values comparable to, but not higher than, liquids at relatively
low temperatures.

ii) The pre-exponential factor in the Arrhenius expression, eq.
1.2.3(iii), is small (Huggins and Rabaneau, 1978).
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iii) Most fast ion conductors have a low activation energy typically
0.05-0.5 eVe As pointed out by Huggins, however, this is neither

energy for AgI/pyridinium iodide is about 4 eV).
a necessity nor a distinguishing feature (e.g. the activation

The above experimental observations imply that:-
1. Mobile ions must be available, as found in the stoichiometric

materials of the silver and copper iodide group. These cannot be
arranged in an~rdered manner as in the S-phase, but mu~t be~ ~. . ~...randomly distributed over a large number of structurally and•

occupancy, i.e. the number of mobile ions/number of sites
energetically similar sites. Table 1.2.4(i) shows the fractional

available per unit cell (~ler, 1978 and Chan and Geller, 1978).

TABLE 1.2.4(i): FRACTIONAL OCCUPANCY OF SOME ELECTROLYTES

ELECTROLYT~ FRACTIONAL OCCUPANCY
aAgI 2h2 • 0.16

Ag4RbIS 15/ • 0.28756
[(CH3)4NJ2Ag13I15 13/41 • 0.39

(CSH5NH)5Ag18I23 18/55 • 0.327

(CSHSNH)2CuSBr7 20/52 • 0.385

2. The sites must be accessible to the ions, that is the activation
energy for motion must normally be low.

3. It is also important that the site must be of a size compatible
with that of the ion which is going to occupy it.

4. Most fast ion conductors have a low co-ordination number, which is
thought to be due to the widening of the bottleneck between sites
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(Reau, Portier, Levasseur, Villeneuve and Pouchard, 1978); for

example AgI and CuI based electrolytes have a co-ordination number
+of 2, 3 or 4, whereas Ag in AgF, AgCl and AgBr, which are poor

conductors, has a co-ordination number of 6.

A number of silver and copper compounds satisfy the energy and

structural requirements suggested to optimise mobility. From size and

polarizability considerations, Ag+ and Na+ are ideally suited; if an

ion is very small, it is easily attached to a lattice as in ~he case of
\. --. -x . , • '~.

Li+ in Li-B alumina, which has lower mobility than Na+ in Na-B alumina.

However fast ion conduction is not confined to Na, Ag or Cu compounds;

as succintly pointed out in a recent article by Huggins (Huggins and

Bab~ne~ 1978) there are no 'magic ions'; a number of anions and cations

Qave high mobility, and as will be discussed in Section IV of this

thesis, the mobile species need not necessarily be monovalent.

Fast ion conductors 'with a high degree of disorder in one lattice

~re often termed 'superionic', which is rather an unfortunate term for

a number of reasons. Firstly it suggests an analogy to the 'super-

conducting' phases of metals, for which there is no evidence as the

physical phenomena are quite different. Secondly the occurrence

massive disorder or a 'molten sublattice' does not necessarily coincide

with a large enhacement of conductivity, but rather to a saturation or

reduction of the measurable transport properties e.g. a-AgI has lower

fractional occupancy than tetramethylammonium iodide/silver iodide

(Figure 1.2.2(ii» but has higher ionic conductivity. Thirdly, the l4SoC

transition in AgI, and the 40SoC transition in CuI, have been called

'superconductive' or 'order-disorder' transitions. This naive concept

cannot be extended or generalised as fast ion conductors show a wide
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•range of transitions, as do solids in general, including first order,

second order, order-disorder and disorder-disorder transitions, or no

discernable transition at all. Some have congruent melting points,

others show peritectic or e~tectic behaviour. They may have wide or

~arr.ow stoichiometric ranges, on or off stoichiometric compositions.

These factors will be further discussed in Sections l11and 1V

-.
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SECTION II

2.1 Ir'll:.rodlActiol'\

This section of the thesis is concerned with the experimental
techniques available for studying solid state electrolytes and battery
systems. The subject is wide and interdisciplinary in nature. covering
materials science, electrochemistry, crystallography, surface science,
computer simulations and thermodynamics. The diversity precludes
expertise in evefY aspect during a three year project.-.. ~e range of

. '_.

some of the majof. techniques, particularly ,those used in this thesis,
are outlined and discussed in terms of their validity and usefulness.

2.2 ELECTROCHEMICAL MEASUREMENTS
Electroch~ical measurements can be made under transient or steady

state conditions, using two, three or four electrode arrangements. In

many cases a time or fre~uency dependency is observed. When this is
found, it is common to measure various quantities, such as apparent
resistance or capacitance as a function of frequency and then to relate

,
these results to physical phenomena within the electrode/electrolyte
system.

When evalu4ting solid electrolytes there are several important
properties to be considered; these include the magnitude of the total
conductivity, 0; the'fraction of the charge carried by ionic and
electronic species, designated as the ionic transference number t., and

1

the electronic transference number t , where:e .

o •

and 1 • t. + t
1 e
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It is also often 'important to be able to separate out the true bulk
single crystal behaviour from that due to or influenced by grain
boundaries, particle boundaries etc.

2.2.1 ELECTRODE TYPES
The type of electrode and the amount of contact it makes with the

electrolyte will influence the properties of the system; generally there
are four types of electrode that can be used:
a) Fully reversible electrodes, where both ionic and el~ctronic

".

species may cross the interface. The ratio of current density, .
to potential difference gradient across the sample gives the
total conductivity, a. In silver iodide cells, metallic silver
would be a suitable electrode material, and in copper halide
systems metallic copper. Reversible electrodes ~intain a
constant composition across the electrolyte, and allow rapid

I •charge transfer at the 1nterface. The rate of charge transfer
can sometimes be too slow e.g. in the system 02/pt/Zr02/Pt/02
(Raistrick and Huggins, 1976), this kinetic hindrance results
in non-linearity in V-I curves.

b) Non-reversible electrodes, which allow ionic and electronic
species to cross the interface once (and only once). For example,
an iodine-perylene electrode in .ilver and copper iodide systems
will allow the reaction

- +e + Ag + 112 + AgI

to take pl~ce, but will not allow the reverse. This is probably
due to iodine volatility and the problem of recombination to form
the origin~l charge transfer complex with perylenev These
electrodes limit the battery to being used as a primary cell.
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c) Electronically blocking 'electrodes', Which allow ionic but not
electronic conduction e.g. AgI in the ~ystem Ag/AgI/Ag2S/AgI/Ag
(Hebb, 1952). The role of the Agl is gs a filter to petmit
ions but not electrons to pass, and it would perhaps be better
to describe it as part of the electroljte, rather than the
electrode.

d) Ionica1ly blocking electrodes which ar' used principally to
determine the electronic contribution to conductivity. The
electrodes can be inert metals such as platinum, or graphite in
the form of a colloidal suspension or powder.

2.2.2 MEASUREMENT OF TOTAL CONDUCTIVITY
In principle total conductivity can be measured by use of the

relationship between the steady state charge flux and the applied
potential difference between a pair of fully reversible electrodes.

d •• • h • IbThe con uct1v1ty 18 t en g1ven y:
I (1) -1a • VaS cm

Where 1 • length (cm) 1 • current (amps)
a • cross-sectional area

(cm2)
v • potential (volts)

This assumes that there are no interfacial effects and no concentration
~, polaTization i.e. the electrodes are rever~ible thermodynamically and

kinetically.
Experimentally, conductivity is measured using an a.c. bridge.

The electrolyte is assumed to behave as a pure resistor and is therefore
independent of frequency. The Wayne-Kerr Autobalance Universal Bridge
(model number B642) was used for conductivity measurements in this
project; the bridge operates at 1592 Hz (a frequency nominally chosen
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to simplify calculations involving ~. 2nf).
A variant on this technique, the four~oint method • caftsome-

times be used when the electrode/electrolyte interfacial impedance
cannot be neglected (Raistrick and Huggins, 1976). The equivalent
circuits can be represented as in Figure 2.2.2(i).

FIGURE 2.2.2(i): TWO PROBE AND FOUR PROBE MlASUREMENT OF CONDUCTIVITY

2 Probe Method 4 Probe Method

r
I
I
I

pot,ntio.l ;
p/'Obis I

IL l.__ current ---- J
electrodn

I
I
I
I
: pottJ1biJ.l
I probtS
I
L_ Currt"t __J

t,ltctrodtS

The outer two contacts in the four probe method act as current
measuring electrodes, while the inner pair measure voltage. There are
a number of points to note on this technique:
1) Potential measurements are made at points on the ~urface and may.

not represent the properties of the material. ~In crystals with
. "I'

anisotropic crystal structures, containing layers or tunnels,
there may be poor electrical communication between the surface
and the interior, particularly with single crystals.

A possible circuit analogue is shown in figure 2.2.2(ii).
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FIGURE 2.2.Z(ii): FOUl PROBE MEASUREMENT ON AN ELECTROLYTE WITH
DIFFERENT TRANSVERSE AND toNGITIJDINAL RESISTANCE

I I
I I

L__DpfutrJ voll:o!jfl (VJ-J

Current flowing through bulk of
electrolyte

v. \
Current flowing through surface of

electrolyte

~XT •
v

The ratio of IEXT to lINT is equal
to the ratio of the potential difference at the surface,,,', and
the applied voltage, V.

If ~ » ~, this becomes

: s:
V

The actual longitudinal resistivity of a sample may be greater
than inferred by the measurement of potential difference on
the surface.

...
2) The primary assumption in two and four probe methods of measuring

.... ' ~
conductivity is that the interfaciSi i~edance 'is composed of
resistive terms. However, a capacitive component may also be
present e.g. double layer capacitance, which would give currents
out of phase with the currents through resistive elements. The
in phase and out of phase components can be measured as a
function of frequency, and the results presented as a complex
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impedance plane plot (Armstrong and Mason, 1973; Armstrong, Dickinson
and Willis, 1974; Grant, Ingram and West, 1917). Equivalent tircuits
have been suggested for a number of solid state electrolytes, and they
do contain capacitive elements (Hodge, Ingram and West, 1974;
MCDonald and Garber, 1977).

2.2.3 MEASUREMENT OF IONIC CONDUCTIVITY
The fraction of total current carried by ions, i.e. the ionic

transference number, can be determined by a method first proposed by
Tubandt (Tubandt, 1932).

When an ionic current flows through a 'olid, mass is transported
from one electrode to another; by Faradays LAws of electrolysis, this
is related to the amount of current passed.

If a cell is made up of several separate cylinders of known mass,
as shown in figure 2.2.3(i), the amount of current passed in a specific
time will be proportional to the inctease in weight of the cathode.

FIGURE 2.2.3(i): TUBANDT'S CELL FOR DETERMINING IONIC CONDUCTIVITY

+anodt M
MX MX N.X

M ..- Vf coJ:hode
'I!., .....
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The increase in weight of III + cathode •• hou1d equal the decrease
in weight of I + anode. If the amount of masl transported is less than
that expected from Faradays Law, then some of the current is e1ecttonic
in nature.

The major problem with this technique i~ that the pellets tertdto
fuse together, making accurate weight measurements difficult. The applied
voltage must also be maintained below the decomposition voltage of the
electrolyte.

Transport numbers can also be determined by measuring the open
circuit potentials of a system under a chemical potential gradient
(Wagner J.B., 1975).

This method was first described by C. Wagner (Wagner, C., 1933)
working on silver sulphide. The potential is measured between the
metal, M, and the electrolyte, MK, which is ih contact with X in its
standard state (which can give rise to problems if X is e.g. C12, the
standard state being gaseous).

The ratio of the measured open circuit ~oltage to that calculated
from the free energy of formation of MK, i.e. from ~G • -nFE, gives
the transport number, i.e.

~XPERIMENTAL/ ECALCULATED • troNIC • 1 - tELECTRONIC 2.2.3(i)

.~" 2.2· •.4 MEASUREMENT OF ELECTRONIC CONDUCTIV_ITY

Unlike most liquid systems, solid electrolytes may exhibit sig-
nificant electronic conductivity. A battery ~th an electronically
conducting electrolyte will self discharge on standing.

Electronic contributions to conductivity are usually measured by
Wagner's polarization technique. Wagner (WagnerC,1956) and others
(Rebb, 1952b) have shown that electronic cond~ctivity can be measured
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using a blocking electrode,i.e. the ionic part of the current is blocked
by using one electrode material that is not reversible to the conducting
species. The other electrode is reversible, and the electrochemical
potential is fixed by the half cell reaction at that side of the cell.

With silver and copper iodide electrolytes, two cells ate
possible, e.g. for AgI:

TYPE A
-ve Ag

AgI
METAL/ ELECTROLYTE / C(GRAPH1TE)

+ve
TYPE B

AgI
12 / ELECTROLytE I C(GRAPHITE)

+ve (CCliPLEXED) -ve

In this work only cells of type A have been considered. Iodide
was not thought to be a mobile species, and, because of the re.ctivity of
iodine vapour, type B cells are more difficult to study experimentally.

The theoretical behaviour of cells of type A is well deacrib~d by
Raleigh (Raleigh, 1963~) and is summarised here.

I

A potential, below the decomposition potential of the electrolyte,
is applied to a cell in the configuration of type A.

The chemical activities of Ag and 12 at the inert electrode are
fixed by the externally applied cell voltage rather than the chemical
composition of the electrode.

The activities of Ag and 12 at the inert electrode are given by a
~l form of the Nernst equation (Rickert, 1973.)

toGm
. 0

• lJ - lJAg(INERT) Ag • - EF •

where p is chemical potential, and
PAg • lJ~ + RT In aAg • p:S + NA kT In(aAgla°Ag)2.2.4(i)

where aAg • activity of Ag at the inert electtode, then
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aAg/a~ • exp(-EF/iT) • exp(-Ee/kT) 2.2.4(H)

and aI • p~ ~xp (Ed - E )FliT] • p~ exp (Ed - E) e/kT
2 2 2

where E • applied potential

E • decomposition potential of ele~tro~yted
e • charge on an electron

k • Boltzmann constant

T • absolute temperature
o· partial pressure of I2 in its standard state.p •I

Below Ed there can be no effective discharge of 12 at the inert
electrode.

As a consequence of the applied potential, a concentration
gradient is built up in the cell and under steady state conditions,
migration of ions due to t·heexternally applied electric field is
balanced by diffusion dUe to a concentration gradient. The cell ia
said to be polarised, and residual current will be carried exclusively
by electrons or electron holes.

a) FOR ELECTRONS
A situation of one dimensional diffusion is assumed and the

diffusional flux of electrons obey Fick's Law (see section 1.2.2)

J •e
-D (~)
e ax t T, ,p

..• ~
\ 2.2.4 (Hi)

where J • flux of electrons through the systeme

D • diffusion coefficient for electronse

(~ne). concentration gradient of electrons in the x direction
oX t
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At steady state, J must be the same throughout the electrolyte,e
and 2.2.4(iii) can be written:

Je
.- ~

D e
e -,;;:-
(no - n )D e e

e L
2.2.4(iv)

where

-D nO (1 - t1 )e e e- -L nO
e

nO - n - difference in concentration of electronse e

- -
i.e. n~ - number of electron carriers (at the
interface)on the LHS of cells of type A.

n - number of electron carriers (at the interface)e
on RHS of cells of type A

L - thickness.

b) FOR HOLES
A similar expression as 2.2.4(iv) can bt written for elettron

holes: -
where Jp - flux of holes through the system

D - diffusion coefficient for holes
p(::P~ · concentration gradient of holes in the x direction.
t,T,p

lm

"'"
. J • - D __l?.

.,;" .". 1.e • ".p p 6x
0 -D n0 - 1)(n - n ) (j- -D 2 2 - E 2 2.2.4 (v)p L L

p
where o

n - n
p p

- difference in concentration of holes, i.e.
nO • number of hole carriers on the RaS of cells of
p

type A.
np - number of hole carriers on the LHS of cells of

type A.
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The electrode reaction of cell A may be written
. + +Ag + e ~ Ag or Ag ~ Ag + P

Therefore ne aAG (n )-1_ _ ...::,Q.. ..i.
000

n aAg ne p

Using equation 2.2.4(ii) for electrons equation 2.2.4(iv)
becomes:

J -e

o-D ne a
L ~ - eXP<-EF/RT)] 2.2.4(vi)

and for holes equation 2.2.4(v) becomes
-D nO

Jp - t P ~XP(EF/RT) - ~ 2.2.4 (vii)

Diffusion is related to conductivity by the Nernst-Einstein ectuation
<as shown in section 1.2.3)

D _(.!L~ a
O

e 0 2 eflet:e
2.2.4(viii)

where nO is the concentration of electron carriers.e,c
IGiven that current is related to the flux by:

ELECTRON CURRENT I - FJ Ae e
HOLE CURRENT I - FJ A where A - areap p

Equations 2.2.4(vi) and (vii) can be written:
FOR ELECTRONS I

RTA
a~~ - exp(EF/RT~ 2.2.4 (ix)--a LF

FOR HOLES I
RTA

a~ [ exp(EF IRT) - IJ .. 2.2.4 (x)- --P LF
Y,., ...

Therefore, the total current, l.r, as a funl:tion of applied voltage, E,

is given by
I.r - Ip + Ie - ~{a~~ - eXP(-EF/RT)] + a; ~xp(EF/RT) - I]}

2.2.4 (xi)
In many electrolytes either hole or electron conduction usually

predominates:
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if a; > a: as in CuBt, equation 2.2.4(xi) can be simplified by
ignoring the electron contribution, and at voltages above 0.3V,

~xp (EF/RT) - 1] 11& exp (EFfRT)
RTA 0 r: "and IT • ~ ap ~xp(EF/RT)J

For hole conductors, a plot of 10glOIT ~8. E should be a straight
line, with a slope F/2.303 RT, and an intercept of (RTA/2.303 LF)
an experimental plot is shown in figure 2.2.4(i)

FIGURE 2.2.4(i): EXPERIMENTAL PLOT OF 10g1 vs. E FOR
Ag/Agl3IlS·(CH3)2S(CH2)3S(Ca3)2/c
A HOLE CONDUCTOR AT 327 K (Randell 1979)

lo~/amps)

Experimental Slope • 13.61
Calculated Slope • 13.85

E/vo1ts
It aO ) aO as in AgBr, quation 2.2.4(xi) ~an be simplified bye p

ignoring the hole contribution, and at voltagls greater than 0.3V,
Q. - exp (-EF/RT)] 11& 1

and I . ~ aO ..
T ·LF e

...".For electron conductors the current "should show ne dependence on
voltage, and the slope of IT vs. E should be a plateau of zero gradient.

Some electrolytes show significant conduction from both electrons
and electron holes, and equation 2.2.4(xi) cannot be simplified by
neglecting one term, e.g. CaO.Zr02 (Paterson, Bogren and Rapp, 1967),
and silver B-alumina (Whittingham and Huggins, 1971).
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It is expedient to rearrange equation 2.2.4(xi) as follows:
IT~XP(EF/RT) - ~ - RTA/LFG~ exp(- EF/RT) + 0-;] 2.2.4(xii)

A plot of the LHS vs. exp(- EF/RT) gives 0-0 from the slope, and 0-0e p

from the intercept on the I/~xp(EF/RT) - lJ axis.

Comments on Wagner's pOlarization technique

a) 0
0 and 0-0 are mea.ured in a cell with ohe reversible and onee p

blocking electrode. i"he ce1l is polarized by applying a yol tage
across the electrolytic cell

-ve MIMXII~RT ELECTRODE +ve

The values 0-0 and 0-0 refer to the electronic conducti~itye p

expected in the cell
-ve MIMXIM +ve

which cannot be measured directly as a ~redominantly ionic current
would flow. What is actually wanted is the electronic contribution
to conductivity in a battery cell, i.e.

MIMXlx2
Electronic transfer is a function both of the electrode and of

the interface between electrode and electrolyte; the latter will be
different for each of the above cells.

b) The polarized cell also differs from a'battery because the com-
',',; .....bination of an appl.Led voltage and 8- blbcking electrode allows an

electronic but not an ionic current to flow. This causes a
depletion of ions at the anode and a build up at the cathode. as
shown in Figure 2.2.4(ii).
N.B. In the electrolytic cell +ve MIMXllNERT ELECTRODE -ve, the

anode is the electrode where oxidation occurs, i.e. the +ve
electrode.
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FIGURE 2.2.4(ii):' SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF ATOMIC INTERFACE DURING
POLARIZATION.

Electrolyte

Reversible
electrode

~e

Blocking
electrode

+ve

To some extent this would also occur in a battery cell but reversible

electrodes would allow the ions to be replaced.

c) In the cell:

MIMXIINERT ELECTROD~ +ve
I

The potential at the left-hand electrode is fixed by the reaction

M+ + e ~ M whereas the potential at the right-hand electrode is a

function of the applied voltage. If the electrolyte is an electron

conductor, when the applied voltage is increased, the concentration

of electron carriers will decrease. If the electrolyte is a hole

conductor, when the applied voltage is increased the concentration

of hole carriers will increase; the hole current increases ex-

ponentially with applied voltage, as shown in eq.2.2.4(x)

(J.B. Wagner, 1973). This means that in any electrode environment

more positive than M ~ M+ i.e. in all battery systems the trans-

ference number of electrons is always less than calculated, and

the transference number of holes ie larger than calculated

(Kennedy, 1977).
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d) If the reveTsible electrode is made of the non-metallic con-
stituent

i.e. +ve x21MXI INERT ELECTRODE -ve
The potential at the lefthand side is fixed by X + X + e. the
potential at the right-hand side is a function of the applied
voltage. The sign of (n - n) in equations 2.2.4(iv) and (v) iso

therefore reversed, which means that for a Wagner test cell based
on the cathode reaction of the battery cell, equation 2.2.4(xi)

~.. ··f.becomes:
exp(-EF IRT)] + 00 [exp(EFIRT)e

Hence the electron current is exponentially related to the voltage,
and the hole current is independent (Raleigh, 1969).

e) TOTAL CONDUCTIVITY· c:; (IONIC + ELECTRONIC CONDUCTIVITY)

or in terms of transference numbers:
I

a~
t. • _2:_ and t •1 0 e

°TOT
where t. an4 t are the transference numbers of ions and electrons

1 e
o Q 0and 0TOT' 0i and o~ are the total. ionic and electronic con-

ductivities respectively.

In battery applications however, the real question is the amount
of charge transferred ionically with external electronic transfer
(Qi) vs. the amount of charge transferred by internal electronic

conductivity (Qe)' with faradaic
Q.
1

nF - ~OT

efficiency, 'lp _giver\ b.Y

(Kennedy, 1977)

It is often implied that ti is related to "F' but nF will depend
on the rate at which charge is drawn from the device. In the
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extreme, if a battery is not used it will self discharge even
through the smallest electronic path ,

f) If a battery cell. such as that shown b~low, were under discharge,
+ •M would m1grate across the cell from left to right and electrons

would complete the external circuit, also moving from left to
right.

NORMAL DISCHARGE

M

If the electrolyte was an ele~tron conductor, se1f-distharge
would occur as electrons would complete the circuit intetnally;
similarly for electron holes if the electrolyte was a hote
conductor, with corresponding cell reactions:

FOR ELECTRONS
+

Ag + i12 + e : AgI

+
Ag + 112 = AgI +, P "FOR HOLES

." SELF DISCHARGE PROCESS ,,~
..
\

For electrons For electron holes

MX Xl MXM

o.node
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An important point to notice is that in both mechanisms electrons
and holes are moving against a field gradient. This is something
that never arises in Wagner's polarization cells. The consequence
of this must be that in a battety system, electronic and hole
conductivity is les. than calculated using Wagner's theory.

g) Contact resistane' is always a problem in electrochemicgl meAsure-
ments on pressed p~der electrolytes. For relatively plaAtic
electrolytes, a small applied ptessure on the cell is sufficient to
ensure good contact. A useful experimental check is to use a number
of polarization cells of identical cross-sectional area, but various
electrolyte lengths. According to equation 2.2.4(xi), a plot of
I vs. l/L should gi~e a straight line for the same applied potential
and temperature, if contact resistance is negligible.

Wagner's method has been discussed in some depth here because the
experimental values of 0p and 0e are often quoted to be the hole and
electron contribution to conductivity in a battery cell. Many useful
parameters can be measured by polarization cells, and there are many
variations on this theme, but they refer to th~ MIMXIINERT system, And
are not intrinsic properties of the electrolyte alone.

° and ° for an electrolyte system are a function of the electrolyte,pe. '
the interfacial region, the electrode material, ..the applied voltage, the

''-' .. -amount of charge drawn from the system, and possibly numerous other
factors. For example, an electrolyte may show different electronic
conduction in different directions.

It is not valid to use Wagner's technique to determine a and a ,e p

and say that this is the electron and hole conductivity of the electrolyte

in the battery.
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Other Methods of dete~ning electro~ic conductivity
Various other methods have been suggested, such as that of Yokoto

(takoto, 1953). where a dc voltage i~ applied to the cell MIMXIM and
current measured; a voltage pulse is then superimposed, and the change
in current noted. If there is an instantaneous change in current, rather
than a gradual increase, this is taken to be the electronic contribution.
This is shown schematically in figure 2.2.4(iii).

FIGURE 2.2.4(iii): RESPONSE OF THE CELL M MX M UNDER APPLIED VOLTAGE El'
TO A PULSE VOLTAGE E2 (where EZ > El)

i,atE,
~
I

ejDh'litd

I
I
I
I

Q~Vtd

I
I
I
I
I
I

~

Hespan,sI il lID
",tCrDnic
contrib~hDn

I

4itmDV«lt.' otE,

However, once again, MIMXIM is not a battery system, and experimental
datails are somewhat vague (there is no indication of how long E2 is
applied) •

The two methods used in this work to determine electronic con-
~, ductivity were: to see if the open circuit.~voltage me8"1?uredwas lower

than calculated from thermodynamic data on energies of formation;
secondly, and perhaps the most obvious, see if the battery self dis-
charged on standing. Both of these methods use the battery cell
MIMXlx2, and do not perturb the system. The cell reactions have to be
known for the first method, and the second method assumes no build up of

electronically insulating layers.
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2.2.5 ELECTRODE REACTIONS AND ELECTRODE KINETICS
The transfer of charge between the electrolyte and the electrode,

across an electrode interface, is a complex phenomenon. This is of
practical as well as academic interest in solid state batteries, because
the effect of altering parameters such as area of contact, rate at which
charge is drawn etc. can be observed. Most ot the techniques are modi-
fications of standard aqueous electrochemical methods. A number of
reviews have been published e.g. Vedel, 1976 (Vedel , 1976; Armstrong,
1976). This project has not been concerned with an in-depth study of
electrode kinetics, but Tafel plots have been constructed, and so a
brief description of the principles involved are presented here.

The overall rate of an electrochemical reaction depends ob a rtumber
of steps. The slowest step is rate determining; this could be mass
transport to or from the electrode, charge transfer across the electrode
or the presence of a coupled chemical/reaction.

CHARGE TRANSFER KINETICS
The exchange current of the charge transfer, I , and the transfero

coefficient, a, can be determined by measuring the current re'ponse to
an applied potential, and constructing a Tafet plot.

I , the exchange current density at an electrode surface is the
o

.-" partial current that flows at the particul~r potential, for which the
change in Gibbs energy for the forward and reverse reactions are zero,
i.e. when G: • G:, in Fig.l. It is an intrinsic property of the redox
system being considered in that it is a measure of rate of charge transfer;
if a system has a high I , the intrinsic rate of the reaction ~1l beo

fast, and vice versa. The charge transfer coefficient. a, {sobetimes
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called P) is the proportional chang. in free ~nergy of the transition
state with respect to potential difference.

These parameters can be described diagramatically by showing the
variation in free energy as a function of reaction co-ordinates for a
charge transfer reaction, as shown in figure 2.2.5(i) (Albery, 1975).

FIGURE 2.2.5(i): FREE ENERGY SURFACE SHOWING VARIATION OF FREE ENERGY

WITH REACTION CO-<lRDINATE, AND OVERPOTENTIAL ~ • OFs-
AN ELECTROLYTE (WHEN THE ELECTRODE IS CONNECTED TO

EARTH).

o

AS

The lines OP and QR describe the free en4rgy of the stabl~ stdtes
+ • . .'of Ag and Ag respectively; TS descr1bes the c~ange 1n free energy of

~I
.

the transition state with respect to change in potential difference, i.e.
the gradient is a measure of a.

At the potential described by the curve BB', the free energy of the
forward reaction equals the free energy of th. back reaction, i.e. there
is no net flow of current, and there is kinetic equilibrium

If (FORWARD) .,. ~ (BACK )
REACTION REACTION

- 1 (EXCHANGE )
o CURRENT DENSITY
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I is a quantitative measure of the rate of reaction, when there is noo

net transfer of charge. I cannot be measured directly (as there is noo

overall charge transfer).
The Butler-Volmer relationship describes the dependence of current

I, on applied overvoltage ; (for a one electron process)
I • 10[exp «nF/RT - exp(<<- 1) nF/RT] 2.2.5 (i)

where exp o.nF/RT is a measure of the rate of the forward reaction
and exp (a - 1) nF/RT is a measure of the rate of the back reaction.

Usually only one of these terms is significant at high overvoltages ,
(i.e. the electrode is behaving irreversibly), and equation 2.2.5(i) can
be simplified, e.g.if reduction is predominant

I - I (exp o.nF/RT)o
and if oxidation is predominant

2.2.5 (ii)

I • I ~xp - (1 - a) nt/Rf]o 2.2.s(iii)
2.2.s(ii) can generally be written:

1nl • 1 I. + n anF/RT where n • number of electrbnso

transferred in electrode proc~

which is a form of the tafel equation.
A plot of 1nl vs. n should be a straight line, with an intercept at

I and a gradient of n ~F/RT.
o

Practically, if the slope is not linear,'charge tra~sfer is the
~, limiting step in the electrode reaction. ··1 can give ·a measure of theo

intrinsic rate of the charge transfer reactiort; nO.can give an indi-
cation as to the effect of potential on the transition state. no.can
also show whether a one or two electron transfer is occurring. (Ho~ever
there may be a problem in deciding whether a ~alue of 0.35 for « refers
to a two electron i.e. n - 2 transfer, or a orteelectron transfer with a
low energy transition state.)
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Tafel relationships are determtned on cells using a three electrode
arrangement. connected to a linear sweep generator and a potentiostat.
In this project a Che~cal Electronics (Model DD50 SU) potentiostat was used.

Results are plotted on an X-Y recorder. The experimental
procedures of Armstrong (Armstrong, Dickenson and Taylor. 1974) were
followed, and are described in section 3n~Problems were encountered in
using three electrodes, and making reproducible measurements on compacted
powders; these factors are further discussed in section 3.7.4

2.3 DETERMINATION OF STRUCTURE

'1\,

The electrical properties of a solid electrolyte are strutture
dependent; the three-dimensional artangement of ions or atoms dictate
the mobility of the conducting species. Structural investigations are
useful in determining mechanisms of conductivity. They can alBo show
the effect of altering parameters such as addition of dopant materials
on the crystal lattice.

One of the great advantages of applying .tructural techni4ues to
ionic conductors' is in screening for new electrolytes; predictions on
mobility can be made without the hazards involved with electrochemical
measurements. For example, a material might show erroneous conductivity
because of poor or short circuiting electrod~ contacts. ,A structural
Lnveat Lgatdon might indicate that the mat~.~iaf be re-illvestigated before
discarding as a poor electrolyte.

A regular crystal lattice exhibits the phenomenon of diffraction
when irradiated by radiation of suitable wavelength. which can be X-rays,
electrons or neutrons. A wealth of information can be gleaned by
analysing the diffracted beam.
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2.3.1 X-RAY DIFFRACTION
If X-rays are directed onto a crystal, a number of possibilities

arise:
a) they can pass str4ight through without ~ing affected;
b) they can be absorbed, which may cause the material to fluores~e;

the characteristic fluorescenc* can be ubed in chemical analysis;
c) they can be scattered, with some construttive interference which

produces a diffraction pattern,
This is illustrated in figure 2.3.l(i)

FIGURE 2.3.l(i): DIFFERENT ABSORPT10N PHENOMtNON

o/:htr pJt0bJn4 of

/

diHefVJl1t ~
(phototltcl:ric ,Ffld)

---~) tl'fJ.l1smittlJti /)qfJll1
(some of which is

absorJ;qd)

..
'-" .".A complex and rigorous analysia of tb_ediffractel\ beam was put

forward by Lawe (comprehensively described by Lipson and Cochran, 1966).

Bragg simplified this approach by describing the crystal lattice in
terms of reflecting planes of interplanar spacing, d. Reflection of
X-rays from these plan~s produces the diffraction pattern, and if the
wavelength of incident light is known, cl can be calculated.
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Reflected beams ~st be in pha8e to reinf ce, otherwise they ~ll
cancel each other. The relationship between wavelength, d-spacing and
angle of incidence is described by the Bragg equation. Diffracted
beams will reinforce if

n i\ • 2d sine
the geometric derivation of this equation is shown in figure 2.3.I(ii).

FIGURE 2.3.l(ii): REFLECTION FROM BRAGG PLANES

Incident X-rays strike the crystal ~lanes A and B, at an angl. of
incidence 6; if positive interferen~e is to occur, the reflected beam
must be in phase. This condition is satisfied when the path lengths of
parallel beams differ by an integral number of wavelengths i.e. the
length 2x, given by 2d sine, must equal n~ (where n is an integer).

2.3.2 DIFFRACTION AND CRYSTAL STRUCTURE
'" ..~

A crystal lattice can be seen as being made up of sets of families
of identical planes. These are described by Millar Indicies h,k,t for
the X,y,z directions. Some possible planes in a cubic system are shown
in figure 2.3.2(i).

At a particular value of e, each of the sets of planes will satisfy
the Bragg condition, and give rise to a characteristic diffraction pattern.
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A regular crystal lattice can be described as a series of repeated
unit cells. The unit cell is defined geometrically by the lengths of
its edge along the axes a, band c, together ~th the interaxial angles
a, Sand y. There are seven crystal systems some of which contain just
one lattice point (primitive), some two (base or body centred) and some
four (face centred) lattice points. The combination of primitive or
centred unit cells for the seven crystal systems, yields a total ot ~our-
teen possibilities, the Bravais lattices, whith are given in figur~
2.3.2(ii) ., '.1

A complete crystallographic determination usually requires a aingle
crystal of known orientation, although the mote symmetrical systems e.g.
cubic, can be solved by powder methods. Photographs or diffractiometer
traces are recorded as a function of orientation. Interpretation is
complex, but lattice dimensions and symmetry elements can be obtained.
FIGURE 2.3.2 (iii): CONVENTIONAL CO-ORDINATES OF THE FOURTEEN BRAVAIS

LATTICES.
Co-ordinate System

1. Triclinic
2. Monoclinic
3. Monoclinic
4. Orthorhombic
5. Orthorhombic

'Ii, .. '".6. Orthorhombic
7. Orthorhombic
8. Tetragonal
9. Tetragonal
10. Rhombohedral
11. Hexagonal
12 Cubic
13 Cubic
14. Cubic

Axes and Angles Centering
a ~ b ~ c, a ~ B ~ y
a ~ b ~ c, a - y - 900 ~ B
a ~ b ~ c, a - y • 900 ~ S

Primitive
Primitive
Side t:entred

oa ~ b ~ e, a - B • y • 90 Primitive...
oe, a - B - y -·SO ..

\

End centred
e, a - B • y - 900

oe, a • S • y - 90
oa - b ~ e, a • B • y • 90

a ~ b

a ~ b

Face centred
Body centred
Primitive

oa - b ~ e, a - S • y - 90 Body centred
oa - b - e, a - S • y ~ 90 Primitive

o 0a • b ~ e, a • S • 90 • y • 120 Primitive
oa - b - e, a • B • y - 90 Primitive
oa - b - e, a - S • y - 90 Face centred
oa - b - c, a • S • y - 90 Body t:entred
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2.3.3 THE POWDER METHOD
The simplest technique for obtaining X-ray diffraction data is the

powder method, first used by Debye and Scherr~r. Instead of a single
crystal with a definite orientation to the X-ray beam, a mass of finely
divided crystals with random orientations is taken. Each crystallite in
the powder is able to diffract X-rays when th~ Bragg conditions for 9
are satisfied. There are two ways of locating the position of the
diffracted rays; the first is to place photographic film around the
sample and record simultaneously all values of 9, and the second is to
scan the diffracted beam by rotating a detector around the sample which
is fixed. Instrumentation for the latter is the more expensive as the
incident beam must not vary.

POWDER X-RAY CAMERAS
A fine powder sample, contained in a Lindermann glass (Li borosilicate)

capillary tube is rotated in a coll{m~ted bea~ of X-rays. The diffracted
beam from each set of crystal planeS is cone ~haped, the radius being
proportional to 29. Where the cone of X-rays intersect a strip of photo-
graphic film, a dark line is produced. A typical Debye Scherrer camera
is shown in figure 2.3.3(i).

Data can be recorded as 29 or d spacings. To minimise calculation
•the Philips camera (model Pw 1024) used in this work, is constructed with

..

a radius of 11.483 cm. This means that 2~ =1/9 on the film, and values
of 9 can be read directly.

Specialised cameras, such as the Guinier and Guinier-Lenne can also
be used (see 3.b •.2.).
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X-lAY POWDER DIFFRACTOMETER

A fine powder sample is mounted on a flat glass sample holder and
a counter rotates about the specimen in a fixed plane, iu order to vary
9. A divergent beam of X-rays from a line source <as opposed to a point
source used for cameras) is diffracted by the sample, and passes through
a receiving slit into the detector. The detector con~erts the
individual X-ray photons into voltage pulses, ~hich are counted and a
spectrum of 29 against number of counts plotted on an x- Y plotter.
Counters can be Geiger, gas or scintillation counters. The number of
counts are proportional to the line intensities on a film.

The geometry of a diffractometer is presehted in figure 2.3.3(ii)
(Philips have published an excellent introductory booklet describing
the experimental details of X-ray cameras and diffractometers, Jenkins
and De Vries, 1967).

Diffractometry has the advantage of being a fast experimental
I

method; powder photographs can take upto 8 hours for suitable intensities
to be recorded. However photographs provide, at a glance, an overall
pattern and can be physically superimposed on another photograph for
comparison.

2.3.4 INTERPRETATION OF DIFFRACTION PATTERNS ...

a) SYSTEMATIC ABSENCES AND LINE INTENSITIES. ~ ..
\

X-rays interact with the electrons around an atom or ion; the phase
of the resulting wave depends on the oscillation of the outer electrons.
When the angle between impinging radiation and the direction of
observation is zero, there is no phase differehce. As the angle increases
the waves emitted from the outer electrons will gradually become out of
phase, and their contributions will partially cancel; the amplitude of
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the resulting waves thds diminishes. The scattering power of an atom
thus depends on its atomic number, and the direction of observation.
This is one of the reasons why difftaction intensities tend to be lower
at high diffraction angles.

The atoms or ions are not absolutely stationary in a lattice
position. There will be a certain amount of thermal vibration, which
will increase as the temperature in~reases. This will tend to cau$e a
line broadening (which can be corrected for).

The intensity and width of lines also depends on the effects of
exti~tion. A perfect crystal will give far lower diffraction
intensities than expected. The reduction is caused by secondary
teflection from the underside of atbmic planes. This effect is mini-
mised by grinding specimens to fine powders.

The condition given by the Bragg equation for diffractiori is that
waves reflected from successive planes have a path difference of one,

wavelength. This meanS that the wa~es must be in phase. If the unit
cell is a body centred cube the (200) planes ~ill produce a diffra~ted
beam equal in intensity to the (100) planes, but will be exactly out of
phase. This is illustrated in figure 2.3.4(i).

FIGURE 2.3.4{i): DIFFRACTION FROM (lOO) AND, (200) PLANES OF A CUBE.
Fro!" r,oo)
from (2.00)

From (100)

resultant amplitud€
= i!ero
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The net result is that the (100) reflection has zero intensity.
The (200) reflection ortthe other hand will b~ strong because the Bragg
condition is that waveS should be respectively one and two wavelengths
from the (200) and (100) plane; all atoms consequently scatter in phase.
In general, all planes with (h + k + ~) odd are absent. Rules for
lattice absences are summarised in table 2.3.4(i).

i
TABLE 2.3.4(i): CONDITIONS IMPOSED BY VARIOUS LATTICES FOR SYSTEMATIC

ABSENCES
~ttice Type possible Reflections

CUBIC SYSTEMS
A (Front face centred)
B (Side centred)

.~, .'" C (Top or bottom centred)
I (Body centred)
F (All faces centred)

k + t • 2n
.h + t • 2n
..

..~ h + k -",2n
k + k + t

_
2n

h + k )
)

k + t ) • 2n
)

h + R. )

RHOMBOHEDRAL
h, k and t are either all

\ odd or all even
R (Trigonal and Hexagonal systems) h - k + R. • 3n
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The characteristic patterns prbduced by these lattices are shown
in figure 2.3.4(ii). Although by no means accurate enough to index
from, they are useful for rapid idehtification of lattice type.

FIGURE 2.3.4(ii): CHARACTERISTIC PATTERNS PRODUCED BY SOME LATTIC~S.

primibw cuht B.C.C. r.tc. diQmond

hkl hkl
100

19 no
10.0

III 00.1
200 10.1

210 10.1211

220 11.0
300.221 10-3

310 20.0
3" 11.2

20.1
222 00.1
320 20.2
32' 'O.~
400

440,'322 203
411330 21.0

33' 211
I~+

-1-20 ..
'11,: . ,. ", \

Diffraction intensities are measured by the peak height in a
diffractometer trace. A densitometer can be used to measure line
intensities of a photographic film, but generally a visual comparison
is accurate enough (with a certain amount of experience and eyestrain).
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b) INTERPRETATION OF DIFFRACTION PATTERNS
Detailed structural analysis is usually obtained from single crystal

data, but if the system is relatively simple, unit cell dimensions a, b
and c can be calculated from powder data. If the unit cell shape is
known, this is relatively simple. ~ is related to the unit cdll length
and the wavelength of incident X-rays. For a cubic system this is
given by:

· 2nn 8hk.t - 3.2.4 (i)

for a tetragonal system:
• 28S1n bkt 3.2.4(H)

for a hexagonal system.
· 2e

S1n hk.t 3.2.4(iii)

These relationships are presented in the International Tables of
crystallography (International Tables of Crystallography, 1967).

I

Progressively more complicated equations exist for orthorhombic,
trigonal, monoclinic and triclinic systems.

If ~he cell shape is unknown, it is much more difficult to calculate
cell dimensions. Initially a cubic system iQ assumed, and experimental
data compared to calculated data. If there is insufficient correlation,
a tetragonal shape is assumed. The calculat'ions become "progressively

..", more complicated, and are almost impossible with monoclinic and
triclinic crystals ~ consequently powder methods are not suitable for
complex structural analysis.

The simplified nature of the powder pattern does however render it
attractive for a different purpose. Generaliy enough lines are detected
to give the characteristic pattern for a given lattice, but not so many
that the pattern is hard to recognise; it therefore serves as an
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excellent fingerprint for specimeus. Powder diffraction files have been
collated for thousands of different compounds and elements and unknown
substances can quickly ~e compared with those in the files. JCPDS
(Joint Committee for Powder Diffraction Studies) were used for reference
(formerly ASTM America~ Society for testing Materials). Mixed samples
can also be studied. If two solids are mixed together, the diffraction
pattern will show if a chemical reaction has occurred, producing new
lines. If no reaction has occurred there will be a straight super-
imposition of one pattern on the other. This is of great importance in
solid state electrolytes, as the effects of addition of dopant
materials can be monitored.

Powder diffractometry was used extensively in this project to
determine structural and phase information of electrolytes.

2.3.5 OTHER DIFFRACTION METHODS
Although the vast majority of crystal structure determinAtions are

based on X-ray diffraction data, there are t~o other diffraction
techniques of practica1 importance; these use electrons or neutrons as
the diffracted beam.

A moving particle can also be described by a wave; the wavelength
is given by the de Broglie equation: ...

" . h
iiii ..

\'~i

where h • Planck's constant
m • mass of particle
v • velocity of particle.

Since the kinetic energy, E, is given by:
2E • ~mV, this can be written as

h
i\ .-

12mE
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The kinetic energy of neutrons depends on the temperature of the
generating pile, while that of the electrons depends on the accelerating
voltage to which they are subject.

a) NEUTRON DIFFRACTION
There are problems with mon~hromating and collimating neutron

beams; consequently fairly large ctystals ar~ required for neutron
diffraction (at least 1 mm). Diffracted bea~s are recorded on a
counter. The apparatus must be he*vily shielded and close to a neutron
source (which are quite rare); typical wavel~ngths of thermal neutrons
- 1-1.5 i. The advantage of neutron diffraction is that neutrons are
diffracted by the nuclei of atoms, and not the electrons. Diffraction
from nuclei produces little destruetive interference, as they are much
smaller than the electron cloud. Neutron scattering is not proportional
to atomic number, unlike X-ray diffraction, scattering factors vary
comparatively little and quite irreghlarly throughout the periodic table.
This property means that the positions of light atoms can be determined
in the presence of heavy atoms, which may be difficult or impossible
from X-ray data (e.g. the position of hydrogen atoms can be deduced in
an organic molecule).

As neutron diffraction locates the nuc~ei of atom~ and X-ray
di~fraction gives a picture of their electron clouds. a combination of..~
the two techniques can show how electron clouds are distorted in bonds
between atoms. Some neutron diffraction studies have been made on
fluorites (Shapiro, 1976) and p-alumina (Tofield, Jacobson and England,
1976) and recently on RbAg4IS (Shapiro, 1977). It would be interesting
to further this work and look at some of the organic doped AgI and CuI

electrolytes.
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b) ELECTRON DIFFRACTION
Electrons will also be diffracted by a grating such as a crystal

lattice. As electrons are charged species, a high proportion of them
will be diffracted by atoms, but penetration is restricted to the first
few monolayers of the surface. High and low energy electron diffraction
(HEED and LEED respectively) methods can give detailed diffraction data
on surface structure and thermal vibration. To date these have not been
applied to solid electrolytes, but they do hold possibilities for
examining in situ structural properties of the products of an electro-
chemical reaction. The main disadvantage of electron diffraction is
the necessity of high or ultra high vacuum (UHV) conditions which may

-7perturb the system (UHV a 10 Pa).

2.4 SURFACE TECHNIQUES FOR STUDYING ELECTRODE/ELECTROLYTE INtERFACES
The interfacial region between the electrode and electrolyte is of

Igreat interest. Many of the electrochemical techniques described probe
the complicated electrochemical pro~erties of the interface; the
structure and composition of the interface is also complex, but difficult
to study without distutbing the system. Ideally, it would be desitable
to know the phase, composition and ~alence state of the reaction products
built up during discharge of a battery. Practically, insufficient

.~, product; is formed to remove a sample from..,theelectrode to examine by
X-ray powder diffractometry or differential thermal analysis. An in
situ technique would eliminate this problem, and have the advantage of
characterising the system without disturbing it. Actually getting at
the surface is also a problem, which can possibly be overcome by
cleaving the sample near the interface and depth profiling into the
sample.
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2.4.1 SURFACE CHEMICAL Ca-tPOSITION
The surface chemical composition can be determined by a number of

techniques.
a) Secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) where atoms are desorbed

from a surface by heating, or by bombarding the surface with
electrons, atoms or ions. The ejected atoms pass into a mass
spectrometer where they are ionized by electron bombardment. The
ion passes into a mass filter which, for a particular combination
of magnetic and electric fields, allows only ions of a chosen
mass/charge ratio to reach an .Uectron mtlltiplier tube detector.
The disadvantages with mass spectroscopy are associated with ~on-
trolling the desorption of atoms from th~ surface.

b) X-ray emission spectroscopy, where the sample is bombarded with
electrons or high energy X-rays so that ~any atomic levels in
the solid are ionized. The atoms return to their ground state by
emitting characteristic X-rays, which are detected by an X-ray
spectrometer. This is non-destructive, but not as sensitive as
mass spectroscopy because of the low efficiency of X-ray spectro-
meters.

2.4.2 PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY ..
The most important methods of surface ch~cal a~alysis ihvolve

energy analyses of electrons emitted from a surface after it has been
+bombarded with UV photons, X-ray photons, electrons, He ions etc. All

these methods of electron spectroscdpy use the fact that some of the
electrons emitted have ~nergies characteristic of particular combin-
ations of the energy levels in the solid. The processes involved in
ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS), X-ray photoelectron
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spectroscopy (XPS) and Auger electton spectroscopy (AES) are described
in figure 2.4.2«)

XPS and UPS are dne electron ~rocesses. An ultraviolet photon
(in UPS) or an X-ray photon (in XPS) of sufficiently high energy, h~,
is able to ionize an electronic shell, and an electron which was bound
to the solid with energy ES' is ejected into the vacuum with kinetic
energy EK• ~ conversion of energy

EK • h~ - ES
(neglecting the very small recoil energy of the emitting atom). If the
incident radiation is monochromatic and of known energy and if EK can
be measured using an electron energy analyser then the binding energy,
EB, can be deduced. In UPS the source of radiation is usually a helium
discharge lamp (which operates at 21.2 eV or 40.8 eV). In XPS X-ray
tubes with anodes of aluminium or magnesium are used, which give

I

energies of 1487 eV and 1254 eV respectively for Ko radiation. The
helium radiation has insufficient energy to eject deep core electrons,
and is used to study electrons in the valence band. X-rays have
sufficient energies to eject core ~lectrons, and are used to study
valence and core states.

...The Auger process is an alternative to'X-ray emission and occurs
~, af'ter an atomic level has been ionized bY'"incident photons or electrons.

The hole created in an inner electron shell is filled by an electron
from a less tightly bound level and a second electron escapes into the
vacuum with the remaining kinetic energy leaving behind a doubly charged
ion. The energy of this Auger electron is approximately
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for the transition shown in figure 2.4.2.Ci> because ~ - ~l- is the
amount of energy released by an electron falling from the Ll shell to
the K shell, and the electron that escapes uses up EL2 3 of this energy,
to overcome its own binding energy. As in UPS and XPS the emitted
electrons due to this process will have energies characteristic of the
atoms from where they originally ca.me, and etlergy analysis will enable
identification of the materials present.

For light elements (atomic number Z < 20) Auger emission is more
probable than X~ray emission; for Higher Z Auger processes dominate for
transitions involving initial state holes i.e. the Is, 2s, 3s etc.
(or KI, LI, MI etc.) shells. The High probahilities ~ Auger emission
and the high flux of incident electrons (or photons) lead to Auget
spectroscopy being an ~xtremely sensitive technique for surfaee chemical
analysis.

The theoretical dpects of ESCAtechniques are rigorouslY discussed
I

by Kittel (Kittel, 196?), and comprehensively reviewed by Prutton
(Prutton 1975) .

The application of surface techniques such as UPS, XPS and AES to
solid electrolytes is an approach with many possibilities; during the

..
course of this project, AES has been successfully applied to AgI and CuI

.,
based electrolytes. 'l11eexperimental method and the problems of organic
constituent volatility in high vacuums are discussed in the experi~ental
section of the thesis, along with the interpretation of spectra. Due
to time limitations an in-depth study of the numerous techniques
available for surface chemical composition and surface structure was
precluded, but is worthy of further investigation in a new, and hitherto
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virtually unexplored field. Auger electron spectroscopy has been tried
on fracture surfaces of p-alumina (Stoddart and Hondros, 1974), but
not on the interfacial regions in compacted powder electrolytes.
Particularly interesting is the possibility of argon ion bombardment of
the cleaved interface surface, allowing a spectroscopic investigation
layer by layer; also the possibility of detecting valence states e.g.
C I II..u or Cu 1n S1tU.

2.4.3 MICROSCOPY AND EDAX
Microscopic examination of solid electrolytes is a simple, but

important and often neglected technique. With a high power light
microscope, surface features such as cracks and dendritic growth can be
seen; homogeneity of phase can be examined with a polarizing microscope
and more sophisticated electron microscope examinations give topo-
graphical and morphological information.

During the course of this proje~t electtolytes, and partIcularly
the electrode/electrolyte interfacial region, have been examined by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersion analysis of
X-rays (EDAX). The two techniques together provide a visual image of a
surface and a dispersion profile of specific elements.

In SEM a rastered beam of electrons scans a surface and an image
'~I is .bui Lt;up by recording the beam after ~.~has been reflected from the

sample. An electron micrograph looks like a photograph (although it is
,really a measure of the samples permeability to electrons, and not a

reflecting technique).
In EDAX electrons of known energy are directed onto the sample,

and the secondary emission caused by electron excitations recorded.
The results are displayed visually as in SEM. Particular elements are
looked for by varying the energy of the incident beam.
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As the photographs are on the same scale, direct comparisons of
topography and element concentrations can be made. As with ESCA the
sample must be subject to high vacuum; but once again this type of
analysis has not been conducted to date on solid state electrolytes,
~l1d warrants further investigation.

2.S THERMAL ANALYSIS
Thermal analyses can provide u'eful information and are valuable

techniques in the study of solid state electrolytes. The variation of
conductivity with temperature can give the enthalpy of motion (as shown
in 1.2.3), TGA, DTA and DSC can give information on changes in chemical
and high temperature X-ray techniques show change in structure (Gam,
1965) •

2.S.1 DIFFERENTIAL THERMAL ANALYSIS (DTA)
As a substance und~rgoes a change in state, such as a pha*e

transition, or reaction, it will absorb or gi~ out heat. Thi8 can be
detected as a difference in temperature between a reference, which does
not undergo a transition, and the sample. This relatively simple
technique can provide qualitative and semi-quantitative information on
the change of state. Its practical use for solid state electrolyte
applications is two-fold: firstly the absence Qf a predicted ttansition,

~, . -or the appearance of an unpredicted transition in a two (or more) co~
ponent'system is a meanS of detecting compound formation; secondly a
phase diagram of composition as a function of temperature can be con-
structed and compared with conductivity data to show the regions of high
conductivity. The first application has been used in this project for
AgI based electrolytes, and the second for screening new electrolytes
based on CaS04/Na2S04•
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Commercially available DTA's are expensive and have limited
temperature ranges. During the course of 'this project a DTA has been
constructed, designed to meet the specifications required for lookihg at
solid electrolytes. Considerable help in design and construction was
given by Dr. David ~tage (Leicester Polytechnic). The technical
specifications and circuit diagrams of the DTA are presented in
Appendix I.

The DrA was designed to ramp the temperature of a furnace in a
linear fashion, by means of a proportional controller. The initial and
maximum temperatures were set by digital potentiometers and shown on an
LED display on the front panel. Rat~s of heating and cooling were ~on-
trolled by scaled potentiometers, and the ramp signal fed to the LED
display. The current supplied to th~ furnace was monitored by an ~eter
on the front panel. To compensate for base line drift of temperature,
caused by different heat capacities of the reference and sampld, a base

I

line drift facility, which could be automatic or manual, was incorporated.
Sample temperature and differential temperature were tteasured by pyro-
tenax insulated chromel-alumel thermocouples. A constant temperature
reference was provided, and the temperature fonctions shown on the LED

display.
,

The temperature difference between sample and reference was fed to
~

the 'Y-channel of an X-Y recorder, and was ~lotted agairtst sample temper-
ature which was recorded on the X-axis.

2.5.2 DIFFERENTIAL SCANNING CALORIMETRY (DSC)
DSC is essentially similar to DTA, in that it is a method of

detecting changes in state of a substance. The energy required to main-
tain a sample at the same temperature as a reference material is recorded
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as a flmction of temperature. The area under such a curve is a measure
of the total energy of the transition and the gradient at any point is
the heat capacity of the sample, relative to the reference. Heat
capacity curves c~n be used to determine the order of transition, and
for determining thermodynamic data such as entropy and enthalpy of
transitions. Heat capacity measurements have been made on solid
electrolytes, particularly RbAg4IS twiedersich and Johnson, 1969;
Johnson, Wiedersich and Lindberg, 1969).

Heat capacity measurements can provide ab interesting method of
looking at sublattice disordering. As a solid, such as RbAg4IS undergoes
a phase transition, it may be accompanied by a massive disorder~ng of
one sublattice within another (see 1.2.4). Ib the case of RbA&4IS'
above 27oC, there is an anomalous drop in the heat capacity, caused by
the loss of the Ag+ contribution to vibration (Silva Moreira, 1977).
This can be detected as a drop in the heat capacity curve (as shown in

I

figure 2.S.Z(i» or by missing peaks in the phonon spectra.

FIGURE 2.5.2. (i) : HEAT CAPACITY CURVE

Cp

expected curve

....

actual curve..

T
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SECTION III
EXPERIMENTAL WORK ON COPPER AND SILVER HALIDE SYSTEMS

3.1 INTRODUCTION
Much of the work for this project was directed towards finding a

copper ion conducting electrolyte; however for reasons discussed below,
~ilver iodide based electrqlytes and ba~tery systems were also
investigated.

~. 'k
~

3.1.1 COPPER ION CONDUCTORS
As outlined in 1.1.1, silver iodide is known to form a highly

oconducting material above 145 C. The high ionic conductivity is attri-
buted to the mobility of silver ions allowed by the structure.
Addition of dopant materials produces compounds with high conductivity at
~oom temperature.

ICopper iodide is closely analogous to silver iodide; it too forms a
highly conducting material, with a similar structure to silver iodide.
Conductivity of the room temperature form can be greatly enhanced by the
addition of dopant materials.

Figure 3.l.l(i) shows the temperature range at which yarious phases
of copper and silver iodide exist (Wells, 1962).

Although copper halide electrolytes tend to show lower conduct-
ivities than silver halide electrolytes. copper would be desirable in a
battery system, as a higher open circuit voltage would be produced.

e.g. ANODE ELECTROLYTE CATHODE OCV/V
~ AgI 12 0.b9

Cu CuI 12 0.72 -
(data from 'Specific Energies of Galvanic Reactions, 1973).
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PIGURE 3.l.l(i): PHASE TRANSITIONS IN COPPER AND SILVER IODIDE

SILVER IODIDE

B-AgI

Ill-defined transition
at l370C (Majumdar and
Roy (1959)

- Cubic Zinc Blende
Structure, with Ag
in Tetrahedral
Positions in Iodine
Lattice

Thought that room temperature
AgI is intermediate between
Cubic and Hexagonal Structure
(Wells t 1962)

Well characterised
Phase Transition At
l450C. 1

y-AgI - Hexagonal Wurtzite Structure
with Ag in Tetrahedral
Positions in Iodine Lattice

a-AgI - Cubic Body Centred Cubic
Arrangement of Iodine Atoms.
Ag Occupying a Number of
Tetrahedral and Octahedral
Sites (High Conductivity torm)

COPPER IODIDE

y-CuI - Cubic ZirtcBlende Structure.
(As B-AgI)

Phase Transition 1
at 3690C.

B-Cul - Hexagonal Wurtzite ~tructure
•

Phase Transition
.",at 407oC. 1

a -CuI

Cubic (as ~.-AgI) High Conductivity
Form.
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Copper is also mote readily available abd cheaper than silver.
The dopant material can be organic or iborganic (as reviewed in

1.1.1). Tetra-alkyl ammonium doped CuI and AgI electrolytes have been
prepared, and exhibit high ionic conductivity at room temperature
(Fauchen et al., 1979). Organic sUlphonium iodides are also known to
produce high conducting material with AgI (Linford, Pollock and Randell,
1975, 1976 and 1977; Takahashi, Wakabayashi, Miyazaki and Yamamoto,
1975; Christie, Owens and Tiedman, 1974), and it has been suggested
(Linford, Pollock and Randell, British Patent No.1474 246, 1977) that
they would be likely to do so with CuI. The results from this part of
the project, and also from similar studies, that unbeknown to us were
proceeding in Japan, have been published. (Takahashi, Wakabayashi and
Yamamoto, 1977; Dahm, Backwood, Linford and Pollock, 1978).

3.1.2 COMPARISON TO SILVER IODIDE ELECTROLYTES
Much of the experimental work presented in this section of the thesis

was initially conducted on copper iodide based electrolytes and battery
systems. However a number of difficulties were later encountered (e.g.
in determining structure and phase of electrolytes, and cell reactions
of battery systems) that necessitated a comparison to the well charact-
erised silver iodide analogues. The silver,iodide electrolytes uSed for
these comparison have been studied prior to tbis work (Owens, Christie".
and Tiedman, 1971; Owens, 1970 and Randell, 1979), and so were prepared
at optimum compositions by the methods suggested by these workers.
Detailed investigations of conductivity and preparation conditions were
restricted to copper iodide electrolytes.

Preparation of the silver iodide electrolytes is included with the
preparation of copper iodide electrolytes in 3.2. A structural
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comparison of silver and copper iodide electrolytes is presented in 3.5;
copper and silver iodide battery systems are compared in section IV

3.2 PREPARATION OF ELECTROLYTES
The preparation of organic/inotganic electrolytes involves th~ee

stages:
i) preparation of organic materials.

ii) solid state reaction between the organic and inorganic
constituents.

iii) construction of a conductivity cell from the powdered
electrolyte.

3.2.1 PREPARATION OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
MOno sulphonium halides: The monosulphonium salts were prepared by

I

addition of the appropriate alkyl halide to an alcoholic solution of
the parent sulphide (Trost, Schinsky amd Mantz, 1969). For example, in
a typical preparation of l,ethylthianium iodide (~S-C2H5I), 1 mol of
thiacyclohexane was mixed with 3 mol of ethyl iodide (in this case. no
solvent was needed); a dark precipitate formed after standing for 1 hour.
This mass was dissolved in dry AR (analytical reagent) ethanol, and

'II" recrystallised from sodium dried AR ethe~,!_
Experimentally 4.1g thiacyclohexane + l8.4g ethyl iodide produced

6.48g ethylthianium iodide; which ia a 67% yield.
The general reaction can be written (Randell, 1979)

R, X, R'S+-R" -:S:J I ) X
R' ({" {(/

alkyl habat$nt sulphon fum salt
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where R • alkyl group, which may cobtain a heteroatom, e.g. O.
The sulphcnium iodide compounds were recrystallised from AR sodium

dried ether, and washed several times with AR sodium dried acetone.
The sulphonium bromides were recrystallised from AR DMF (dimethyl

formamide) as they were found to be soluble in acetone.
Bis-sulphonium dihalides: Bis-sulphonium salts of the general

+ + -formula (CH2)mS (CH2)nS (CH2)m2X , were prepared according to the
method of Greenbaum (Greenbaum, 1966).

The dihaloalkyl halide was refluxed for several hours in AR DMF

with the parent sulphonium compound. Certain of these compounds had
previously been prepared by C.F. Randell, and these were used after
recrystallisation from AR acetone, and washing in sodium dried AR ether.

The general reaction can be written:

2 R, + .;oR
+ X(CH2) X - /S (CH2) s+-

n R' n'R' bis $ulphcl1ium so1t

where R • alkyl group
n • number of carbon atoms in bridge positions.

All of the sulphonium compound' were dried over P20S for 12 hours.

Table 3.2.l(i) presents a list of sulphonium salts prepared by the
above methods; the melting points add results fro~ elemental analysis

•are also given. The stbichimetries of the dopant materials were deter-
mi~d solely by elemental analysis, as it"nad been found (Randell, 1979)
from comparison of 60 Maz proton Nuclear Magnetic Resonance results with
those obtained from elemental analysis that this was an adequate
procedure.

The elemental analysis results are presented as a percentage
deviation between calculated and experimental compositions.
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Quaternary ammonium halides: These were readily available from
Aldrich Chemdcals Ltd. They were washed in dry ether and dried over
P20S. The ammonium salts were used to make silver iodide electrolytes
only.

RESULTS OF ORGANIC SYNTHESIS
Generally, the organic compounds were easily prepared; white needle

shaped crystals formed readily on cooling. However the l,2-bisdimethyl-
su1phonium ethane diiodide and 1,2-bisthiolanium ethane diiodide did not give
satisfactory results from elemental analysis. It is thought that this
is because a polymeric material is tormed during reaction (Randell. 1979);
consequently they were not used to ~ke condtlctivity cells. l-methyl-
thiattium iodide and 4~ethyl-l,4-oxathianium iodide both gave high
yields (> 80%) and elemental analysis confi~ed the product stoichiometry
to be satisfactory. The remaining 8u1phoni~ salts gave satisfactory
yields (20-60%) and satisfactory elemental artalysis.

Sulphonium salts are extremely water sertsitive and turn yellow,
from liberated iodine, on exposure to air. They have a characteristic
small of decomposing garlic, and are best suited to being stored in a
vacuum desiccator •

.~ ~-
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TABLE 3.2.1(i): SULPHON1UM SALTS

Formulae Name Melting Results from Elemental
Point/oC Analysis

~drosen Carbon

(CH3)3S1• Trimethylsulphonium 132 ± 0.2% ± 0.2%
iodide

(C2HS)3S1 Triethylsulphonium 93 ± o.ix ± 0.1%
iodide

n-C6~3S(CH3) 21 Dimethyl-n-hexyl 104 ± 0.2% ± 0.3%

CS.CHS1
sulphonium iodide
I-Me thy1thiapanium 64 ± 0 % ± 0.2%
iodide

(CH3)2S(CH2}2 1,2-Bis [dimethyl- 77 ± 8 % ± 7 %
S(CH3}221

sulphonium] ethane (preparation
diiodide unsuccessful)

(CH3)2S(CH2}4 l,4-Bis [dimethyl- 146 ± O.S% ± 0.3%
S(CH3}221

sulphoni um]butaae
diode

~S-cH2·CH2·S~ 1,2-Bis U:hiolanium] 138 ± 7 % ± 5 %
ethane diode (pteparation2I not pure)

~S-CH2·CH2·S~ 1 ,2-Bisthianium- .. 146 ± 0.5% ± 0.2%
ethane diiode I21

CS-CH31 1,Methylthiolanium 180 ± 0.5% ± 0.4%
iodide

CS-C2H51 1,~thylthiolanium 167 ± 2.5% ± 2 %
iodide

CS"!"CH31 1,~thy1thianium 154 ± 0.2% ± 0.2%
iodide

CS-C2H51 1,Ethylthianium 210 ± 0.2Z ± 0.1%, ('Veryhighiodide
.~.. yield)

08~-CH31
.._

4,Methy1-1,4-oxa- 128 ± 0.1% ± 0.14
thianium iodide (very high

yield)
r=; 4,Ethy1-1,4-oxa- 97 ± 0.2% ± 0.2%O~S-C2H51 thianium iodide
(CH3) 3SBr Trime thylsulphonium 141 ± 0.8% ± 0.6%

bromide
C:;S-CH2·CH2·~ 1,2-Bis[dimethyl 73 ±ll % ± 8 %

sulphonium] ethane (preparation
dibromide. not success

ful)
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3.2.2 CUPROUS AND ARGENTOUS HALIDES
The purity of the cuprous halide used to make the electrolyte is

known to have a profound effect on the conductivity (Lazzari, Pace and
Scrosati, 1974). This is not surprising as cupric iodide, which could
be present as an impurity,is an electronic conductor and has low ionic
conductivity. Free iodine could also be present, which would be likely
to react with the sulphonium iodides.

Cuprous iodide can be purified by recrysta1lisation from concen-
trated hydroiodic acid. but this was found to give very low percentage
yields (and was extremely hazardous). Ultra pure grade CuI from Alpha
Products was therefore used to make electrolytes during this project,
although commercially, this would not be viable as this grade material

is expensive.
Silver iodide can be obtained by precipitation from silver nitrate,

but Johnson~atthey AR grade was found to be adequate.

3.2.3 FORMATION OF ELtCTROLYTE MATERIAL
High conductivity material is formed by bringing the organic and

inorganic constituents into close ~ontact, and compacting the powder
into a disc under pressure. Conductivity is measured by embedding or
pressing electrodes into the disc.

~
Various mole ratios of organic constituent and CuI (ranging from

60 to 95 mole % CuI) were ground together in an agate pestle and mortar.
A number of procedures were then adopted:
i) the materials were ground together and pressed in a die press;

conductivity was measured immediately.
ii) the materials were ground together, dried over P20S for 72 hours,

then pressed and conductivity measured.
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iii) the materials were slurried together with sodium dried Ai acetone,
dried over P20S fOr 72 hours then pressed and conductivity
measured.

iv) as (iii), but after pressing the drying procedure was repeated.
v) as (iv), but the pressing and drying was repeated several times.

3.2.4 CONDUCTIVITY CELLS
Conductivity cells were made by forming a three-layered pellet of

electrode material/electrolyte/electrode material. For CuI electrolytes,
Cu powder was found to be a suitable reversible electrode material. The
electrode materials were prepared by grinding a 2:1 weight ratio of
Cu powder with the electrolyte; this was to ensure good contact at the
interfaces, and to aid adhesion of the electrode to the electrolyte.

A conductivity cell is shown in figure 3.2.4(i).

The pellets were pressed in a ~tainless steel die press df cross-
I

sectional area 1.33 cm~, under an applied pressure of 50-500 MPa;
conductivity a8 a function of applied pressure was recorded.

Typically 0.15-O.25g of electrode and 0.8-l.5g of electr~lyte
material were used. The electrolyte thicknegs was measured by a
travelling microscope, although a ruler would suffice, as the exact

..
location of the interface is imprecise.

Y, " Electrical contact was made by placing gold plate'dnickel electrode
caps (Mallory type 825) onto the pe1let; these were held in place by an

insulated, spring-loaded clamp.
Crocodile clips were attached to the caps, and total conductance

measured on a Wayne-Kerr Autobalance bridge (model number B642).
The cells were wrapped in a paper collar and then in Bostik Blu-Tak

(which is an insulator) to offer some protection from moisture.
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FIGURE 3.2.4(i): A CONDUCTIVITY CELL

,Ltctrode

3.2.5 SILVER IODIDE ELECTROLYTES
Silver iodide electrolytes were prepared by method (v) in 3.2.3,

and conductivity cells with silver electrodes were made up as described
I

in 3.2.4.
The electrolytes ~ere chosen tb represent a range of silver iOdide

conductors. The electrolytes prepated are listed in table 3.2.5(i)

TABLE 3.2.5(i) AgI ELECTROLYTES

Elec trolyte Mol% Decompos~- Conduct"" References
tion Temp- ivity /
erature/oC S cm-l.

"'!.,

(CH3)4NIlAgI 14:86 184 4.6xlO-2 Owens. Christie
and Tiedmann(1971)

(C3H7)4NI/AgI 15:85 146 -2 Owens (1970)2.5x10
(CH3)3SI/AgI 16:84 198 1 • 10-2 Randell (1979)
(CH3)2S(CH2)3S(CH3) 22I/AgI 7:93 146 1 x 10-2 II

CS-<CH2)30 2I/AgI 8:92 160 1 x 10-2 "
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3.3 COPPER-ION CONDUCtORS
Some su1phonium iodides used as dopants produced high conductivity

material with CuI, others did not. The magnitude of the condbctivity
was, in all cases, dependent on the preparation conditions, pelletising
pressure and composition. However some materials were inherently poor
conducting electrolytes, which showed no improvement when measured under
optimum conditions.

The effect or preparation conditions, pe11etising pressure and
composition on conductivity are discussed in 3.3.1, 3.3.2 and 3.3.3.

3.3.1 CONDUCTIVITY AS A FUNCTION OF PREPARATION CONDITIONS
The time taken for the onset of high conductivity varied greatly

according to the method of preparation. Electrolytes prepared by
method (v) in 3.2.3. aehieved high conductivity values in the shortest
time (after 24 hours); electrolytes produced by methods (iii) and (iv)
achieved high values ot conductivity'after several days; and ~th~ds (i)
and (ii) failed to produce high conducting electrolytes after three
months.

For electrolytes ~roduced by methods (iii), (i~) and (v) con~
ductivity increased gradually and showed a maximum after 14 days, 8 days

and 4 days respectively. ..
Conductivities as a function of time and method of preparation are

,,_

shown in table 3.3.l(i) and figure 3.3.l(i) for the electrolytes
CUl/o~s~eI (84:16 mole ratio) and CUI/<==)S-EtI (84:16 mole ratio).
Similar results have been observed for AgI/sulphonium iodide electro-
lytes (Randell, 1979).
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3.3.2 CONDUCTIVITY AS A FUNCTION OF PEU,ETISING PRESSURE
Conductivity increased significantly with increase in pelletising

pressure (measurements were taken after the source of the pressure was
relOOved);a maximum is reached at around 300 MPa, and increasing
pressure beyond this point has little effect on conductivity.
Conductivity as a function of pelletising pressure for the el~ctrolytes
CUI/O~S-MeI (84:16) and CuI/ ~S-EtI (84:16) are shown ib figure
3.3.2(i). Si~lar results have been noted by Scrosati et al. (Scrosati,
Germano and Pistoia, 1971) for RbA84I5' and Shari et al. (Shari and
Chandra, 1975) for Ag13[(C2H5)4N~ 115• A comparison of compaction
pressures used by different workers is presehted in table 3.3.2(i)

TABLE 3.3.2(i): COMPARISON OF COMPACTION P~SSURES

Pressure/MPa Electrolyte Systems

400 CuI/Ammonium Iodides

References

350 CuBr/Ammonium Bromides
400 CuB/Ammonium Bromides

400 CuBr/Ammonium Bromides

300 CuI/Su1phonium Iodides

'".220 AgI/Ammonium Iodides

300 AgI/sulphonium Iodides
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.
TABLE 3.3.1(1): CONDUCTIVITY (in S cm-1) AS A FUNCTION OF TIME

.. ELECTROLYTES

Time/hrs OC):'MeI CS-EtI OO·MeI
Prepared by Prepared by Prepared by

Method (v) Method (v) Method (iii)

0 8.8 le 10-7 -6 1.9 x 10-81.0 x 10
24 7.9 le 10-5 7.2 x 10-5 7.1 x 10-8

48 -4 3.7 x 10-4 4.4 x 10-84.6 le 10
100 -2 -3 10-72.3 le 10 4.2 x 10 6.2 x
200 -2 6.3 x 10-3 4.3 x 10-42.5 x 10
350 -2 -3 2.4 x 10-22.6 le 10 5.2 x 10
450 2.8 le 10-2 5.7 x 10-3 -23.2 x 10
550 3.1 le 10-2 6.8 x 10-3 -23.2 x 10

i
600 3.7 le 10-2 -3 -27.'" x 10 3.4 x 10
650 3.4 le 10-2 -3 -27.4 x 10 3.7 x 10

1000 3.8 le 10-2 -3 -24.6 x 10 3.7 x 10

3.3.3 CONDUCTIVITY AS A FUNCTION OF COMPOSItION ..
~, Conductivity was measured by the two probe method described in

• "t"

2.2.2, using a Wayne Kerr Autobalance Universal Bridge (model B642).
Conductivity is then given by:

1 S cm-1a • g-a

where 1 • len3th/cm g • conductance recorded on bridge/S
a - cross sectional area/cm2
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·Generally, hig~ conductivity material was formed over a relatively
wide stoichiometric range; between 75 and 95 mole percent CuI. A
maximum was achieved at 84-85 mole percent CuI. This is characteristic
of copper halide double salts. Silver halide double salts tend to
achieve higher conductivities over a narrower stoichiometric range
(see figure 3.4.2(i».

Conductivity results are tabulated in tables 3.3.3(i) and (ii) and
are shown graphically in figures 3.3.3(i) - (vi).

Maximum conductivites of the 8ulphonium salts, published by
Takahashi, are compared to data from this project in table 3.3.3(iii).

~, .~ -_ ~
\
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TABLE 3.3.3{i): CONDUCTIVITY (in S em-I) AS A FUNCTION OF CQ1:P05IT10N

%CuI . (CR3)351 (C2R5)3S1 n-C6RI3·S(CR3)21
70 2.1 x 10-5 -5 8.2 x 10-68.5 x la
75 -5 -4 -56.3 x 10 9.1 x 10 6.0 x 10
80 -5 -3 -48.4 x 10 1.7 x 10 3.9 x 10
84 -4 ' -3 -41.0 x 10 2.1 x 10 8.7 x 10
85 -4 -3 -31.1 x 10 2.7 x 10 2.1 x 10
86 -4 -3 -31.3 x 10 2.3 x 10 1.3 x 10
88 -4 -3 -41.2 x 10 1.2 x 10 7.2 x 10
90 -5 -4 -47.6 x 10 7.1 x 10 2.6 x 10
95 -58.3 x 10

%Cu1 CSCHaI (CR3)2S(CH2)4' CS.CH2·CH2·S0
S(CR3)221 21

70 -4 -4 -66.8 x 10 7.2 x 10 5.7 x 10
-4 -4 -575 8.1 x 10 9.8 x 10 7.4 x 10

80 -3 -4 -47.2 x 10 3.8 x 10 1.7 x 10
-284 1.0 x 10 I

-2 -5 -585 1.0 x 10 2.1 x 10 8.9 x 10
86 -21.7 x 10

-388 3.2 x It)
-3 -6 -690 1.7 x 10 9.3 x 10 6.1 x 10

95

';','

%CuI CS-eR31 CS•C2RS,I
70 -4 4.0 x 10-42.9 x 10

-4 '- -375 8.7 x 10 1.1 x 10
-3 -380 2.8 x 10 3.1 x 10
-3 -384 4.1 x 10 4.6 x 10
-3 -385 5.2 x 10 2.8 x 10
-4 -386 3.8 x 10 1.6 x 10
-4 -488 4.1 x 10 5.7 x 10
-5 -590 3.7 x 10 7.2 x 10

..
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TABLE 3.3.3(1i): CONDUCTIVITY (in S em-I) AS A FUNCTION OF COMPOSITION

%CuI . CS-CH3I CS-C2HSI
70 9.3 x 10-5 -4-5.8 x 10
75 -4 -35.2 x 10 5.2 x 10
80 -4 -38.1 x 10 5.7 x 10
84 -3 -31.0 x 10 6.8 x 10
85 . -3 -31.2 x 10 7.2 x 10
86 -4 -39.7 x 10 4.6 x 10
88 -46.4 x 10
90 -4 -43.7 x 10 6.7 x 10
95 -45.3 x 10

%CuI r=: I""'O'\.J S-CH3I 0\-1 S-C2HSI
70 4.2 x 10";3 8.1 x 10-4

75 -3 -37.6 x 10 4.1 x 10
80 -3 -38.4 x 10 . 8.7 x 10
84 -2 - -31.2 x 10 9.3 x 10
85 -2 j -31.3 x 10 9.8 x 10
86 -2 -31.1 x 10 9.1 x 10
88 -3 -39.5 x 10 6.4 x 10
90 -3 -38.1 x 10 5.3 x 10

-4 -495 6.3 x 10 2.1 x 10

- ".

%CuBr (CH3)3SBr
-570 1.7 x 10
-575 3.8 x 10
-580 7.6 x 10
-584 9.7 x 10
-485 1.3 x 10
-586 7.8 x 10
-588 3.1 x 10
-590 2.0 x 10

95

...

~
\
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TABLE 3.3.3(iii): MAXIMUMCONDUCTI\tITIES REOORDED BY TAKAHASHI;
(Results from this project are included in

brackets)

ELECTROLYTE COMPOSITION CONDUCT IY1TY/
mol % S cm-

Cull (CH3)3S1 84:16 Electronic -4(1.3xlO )

Cull (CH3)2C2HSSI 84:16 Electronic

Cull CS•CH31 83.4:16.6 Electronic -3(S.2xlO )

CuBr/ CS•CH3I 85:15 1.4x 10-3

CuBrl Cs.HBr 84:16 8.4 x 10-6

CuBrl CS-CH3Br 88:12 < 10-7

CuBrl CS-C2HsBr 88:12 -62.0 x 10

r=. i -5CuBrl 0'-./S-cH3Br 85:15 5.0 x It>

Cull 08S-CH31 85:15 -47.2 x 10

..

'J, .. ..... "_
"'I
\
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3.4 DISCUSSION OF CONDUCTIVITY RESULTS AND COMPARISON TO SILVER IODIDE
ELECTROLYTES
The conductivity results for CuI/sulphonium iodide electrolytes are

discussed in 3.4.1, and compared to known silver iodide electrolytes in
3.4.2.

3.4.1 DISCUSSION ON CuI/SULPHONIUM HALIDE CONDUCTIVITY RESULTS
The method of preparation of the electrolytes is compatible with a

slow solid state reaction occurring between the organic and irtorganic
constituents. Slurryirtg in acetone. and repeated pressing and grinding
~uld be expected to irtcrease contaet area, 4nd therefore increase the
rate of reaction.

Increasing the ap9lied pressure during construction of conductivity
cells would be expected to suscitate an incrdase in area of contact
between electrode and electrolyte materials. Conductivity may also in-
crease with applied pressure because particle-particle contact in the
electrolyte is increased. Unless the mechanism of conduction is via
interparticle voids, the spaces between the particles would be a hindrance
to ionic mobility. A maximum in cortductivity is reached when irreversible
compaction is a maximum (i.e. interparticle voids have been extruded); a
further increase in compaction pressure will deform the ~lectrolyte•
reversibly, i.e. elastically.

Although densities were not investigated in great detail, it was
noticed that pellets produced by applying pressures between 300-450 MPa
had a fairly constant density of 6.lg/cm3•

High conductivity materials were formed over a wide stoichiometric
range. The bromide analogues produced electrolytes of lower conductivity

than the iodides.
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The materials produced were stable over long periods of time (when
moisture was excluded). The conductivities are slighly higher than
those recorded by Takahashi.

3.4.2 COMPARISON WITH SILVER IODIDE ELECTROLYTES
. The .conductivity of CuI/su1phohium iodide electrolytes was found

to be lower than their silver analogues~ this is in agreement with the
results for ammonium iodide found by Faucheu (Faucheu et al., 1979).
The CuI electrolytes also show high conducti~ites over a wider stoichio-
metric range than AgI electrolytes. CuBr/sulphonium bromide electro-
lytes showed comparatively low conductivity (this was also found by
Takahashi (Takahashi, Wakabayashi and Yamamoto, 1977»). A Comparison of
some AgI and CuI electrolytes are shown in figure 3.4.2(i). the maximum
conductivities of CuI/sulphonium electrolytes are given in table 3.~.2li).

It would be useful to find a correlation between conductivity and
the type of organic material added; tor example, if a particular
organic compound produced good electrolytes, ascending or descending the
homologous series could be predicted to increase or decrease conduttivity.

Silver iodide/organic ammonium iodide electrolytes have been
extensively studied (Owens, 1970), ~nd a method of predicting the effect
of a particular dopant was proposed, based o~ the molar ,volume of the
isoelectronic hydrocarbon analogue bf the ammonium ca~ion. It was found

-
1. (0 3that if the molar volume of the ana ogue was 1n the range 30 A) to

85 (X)~the electrolyte would exhibit a conductivity greater than
3 x 10-45 cm-l (Owens, 1971),. The molar volumes were determined ftom
critical data or parachor determinations. It was found to be successful
for all the saturated fully substituted ammonium cations for which data
we,.,available.
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TABLE 3.4.2 (i): MAXIMl1M CONDUCTIVItIES OF CtJI/SULPHONIUM IODIDE
ELECTROLYTES

-1 Relative
Organic Constituent Conductivity/S cm Molar (CWC)

Masses
r>: -20'L.../S-MeI 1.3 x 10 246 4.5

CS-MeI -21.0 x 10 258 7
r=. -3O\_/S-EtI 9.8 x 10 250 6.5

CS-Etl -3 2587.2 x 10 7.5

CS-MeI -3 2305.2 x 10 4

CS-EtI -3 244 62.8 x 10

(C2HS)3S1 2.7 x 10-3 246 9

"~-C~H1J .S(CH3)21
-3 273 221.0 x 10

CS-MeI -3 244 5.51.2 x 10

(CH3)3S1
-4 204 31.3 x 10

CS-CH2• CH2• -5Cs t,\-C~C)21
8.9 x 10 486 9.6

(CH )2S(CH2)4S(CH3'221 -5 434 5.32.1 x 10

..

....' ..~
It is not possible to extend this concept to sulphonium cations because

the iso-e1ectronic analogues would be organic phosphines, for which
little data are available.

Silver iodide/sulphonium iodide electrolytes can be predicted to
show high conductivity by assigning a Croup Weighting Coefficient to the
8ulphonium constituent (Linford, Pollock and Randell, 1976). Each carbon
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atom is assigned a position index, being one for nearest neighbours,
2 for second nearest neighbours and so on. The summation of the
individual position indices is the Group Weighting Coefficient (GWC).

For example consider:
1 CH3 <, + -.
1 CH - S I

3/
1 CH3 TOTAL • 3

3 2 1
+ -CH3.CH2.CH2.S I

6' TOTAL·

1.0 0.5

TOTAL • 4

';" 1.0 0.5

/CH2-CH~ + 1
1.5 + 0.5 0, /S CH3I-

CH2-CH2
1.0 0.5

TOTAL • b.O

the carbon atoms in each m~thyl group
tl.re assigned a positional index of
1; the Gwe is therefore 3.

in an n-alkyl chain each successive
carbon atom is assigned a positional
index corresponding to the distance
from the cation; the Gwe is there-
fore 6.

the positional index for ringed
systems is halved. (This takes into
account the fact that ringed systems
h~ve much less flexibility than
n-alkyl systems); the Gwe is 4.

the positional index for btidge atoms
is divided by 3 (this is also to
account for the decrease in flexibility);
the GWe - 5.33

a contribution of~O.S is added for
each group VI heteroatom present;
the GWC • b.O

For A~I it was found that organic compounds with a GWC of 7.4 or
le•• would produce electrolytes with high conductivity.
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This eleganbly simple idea of a positional index for each carbon
atom takes into account the degree of flexibility in a carbon chain, as
well as the number of carbon atoms present.

It is apparent that size and volume may not necessarily be the only
parameters of importance for predicting organic dopant suitability.
This was pointed out by Takahashi et al. (Takahashi, Wakabayshi and
Yamamoto, 1976) in connection with CuI/ammonium iodides, as the molar
volume criterion of Owens failed to correlate with conductivity
measu'remea ts , ';'.

The ewc and relative molar mass of the sulphonium iodides used in this
project are given in table 3.4.2(i). Unfortunately for CuI there seems to

be little correlation. Catalin (space-filling) and Drieding (structural
flexibility) model. of the organic sulphoniums were constructed. The
only conclusive statements that can be made are:-
i) long, flexible chain~, e.g. n-C61l3S(CH3)21 do not produce high

conductivity electrolytes;
it) small, tetrahedral org~nics e.g. (C~)3S1 also do not produce high

conductivity electrolytes;
iii) the presence of heteroatoms e.g.

. r-\
O\..__/S-EtIgiv'#shigh

conductivity electrolytes.

In conclusion, there seems to be no simple method of predicting the
effect of organic constituent on the conductivity of CuI/su1phonium
iodide electrolytes. Volume and flexibility considerations do not show
lIWlrkedcorrelation, e.g. ",CbHI3.S(CH3)21 which is flexible, did not
p;oduce such a higq conductivity electrolyte as O~S~I which is less
flexible; on the other hand, <==;S~I. which has about the same degree
Ot flexibility, and is of cQGparable ~lume, produced materials with
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lower conductivity than n-C6~ S(CH3)2I• Possibly the degree of
polarizability is an important factor as electrolytes with heteroatoms

r-\such as O,--,S-HeI produced good electrolytes.

FIGURE 3.4.2(ib: SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN COPPER AND SILVER ION
CONDUCTORS.

Silver Halide Electrolytes Copper Halide Electrolytes,
Gave maximum conducti~ities Gave maximum conductivities around
around 87 mole % AgI. 85 mol % CuI.

Produced high conductivity Produced moderate conductivity
materials with bis-sulphoniums materials with bis-sulphoniums

Maximum conductivity ~ith bis- Maximum conductivity with bis·
sulphoniums around 93 mol % sulphoniums around 70 mol %

Empirical ewc can predict high No obvious method of predicting
conductivity ,ffect of organic dopant on

conductivity.

Maximum conductivity when Maximum conductivity from ringed

dopant materials have GWC of sulphoniums particularly with

7.4 or less (for sulphoniums), oxygen in ring.

(18 for ammoniums) ,

.~ .._
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3.5 STRUCTURAL STUDY OF COPPER AND SILVER HALIDE ELECTROLYTES

Electrolytes were investigated by:
(i) Thermogravimetric analysis (TCA),differential thermal an4lysis

(MA> •

(ii) X-ray powder phot~graphy and d!ffractomstry.

3.5.1 TEMPERATURE RANGE OF STUDY

TGA was used to determine the deco~osition temperature of the electro-
lytes; the results are presented in table 3.s.l(i).

The decomposition temperatures were found to be of the same order
as the organic constitUent melting points given in table 3.2.l(i); there
were sufficient differences however to suggest that compound or solid
solution formation had occurred.

r=;The electrolytes O,--,S-MeI/CuI and
examined by DTA; they did not show a phase transition between room
temperature and the decomposition point of the electrolyte.

3.5.2 STRUCTURALANAL1SIS, X-RAY pamER PAT'l'ERNS

X-ray powder photographs of th~ copper iodide electrolytes, cuprous
iodide and some of the organic sulphonium iodides were taken. The results
for the organics are presented in figures 3.S.2(i) and (ii): rtotall of
the sulphonium iodides gave indexable patterns (which is often the case

.~.. witb organic compounds). "_
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TABLE 3.S.l(i): TGA RESULTS

Electrolyte Mol % Decomposition
Temperature / le

CuI/(CH3)3SI 84:16 143
CuI/(C2HS)3SI 85:15 84
Cull, n C.,H'3 S(CH3) 21 85:15 74

Cull CSCH3I 84:16 92

CuI/(CH3)2S(CH2)4S(CH3)221 85:15 147

Cull CS~2.CH2.sJ 84:16 123

Cull CS-CH3I 85:15 127

CuI CS-C2H5I 85:15 118

Cull CS-CH3I 85:15 152

Cull CS-C2H51 85:15 110

Cull
r=: 84:16O'-./S-CH31 152

r=; 84:16 148CuI O\.._/S-C2H5·1

CuBr/(CH3)3SBr 85:15 82
..

. "".'
.._

X-ray patterns of the high temperature, high conductivity a-form of
CuI, and the low temperature Y'-form (from JCPDS) are shown in figure
3.5.2(iii); the X-ray diffractometer trace obtained for the Cut used in
experimental work for this project is also included.

X-ray diffractometer traces of the CuI electrolytes are shown in
figures 3.5.2(iv), (v) and (vi). This work was carried out at Aberdeen
University, with the help of Dr. F.P. classer.
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3.5.3 INTERPRETATION OF X-RAY PATTERNS FOR CuI
The room temperature form of CuI did not correspond exactly with

that given in the JCPDS files. It was therefore decided to investigate
the crystal structure in further detail, and to estimate the unit cell
parameters.

There is some confusion in the literature as to the phase transitions
occurring in cuprous iodide, and the temperature at which various phases
exist. The CuI used to make the electrolytes was examined by DTA in
order to clarify the number of phases and the temperature at which
transition occurred.

These results are presented and examined in Appendix II.
It was concluded that room te~perature CuI is face centred cubic

owith a unit cell size of 6.082 A. Phase transitions occurred at 367 and
4080C, with perhaps a further transition at 4280C.

3.5.4 INTERPRETATION OF X-RAY PATtERNS FOR CuI ELECTROLYTES
The electrolytes showed a number of ch4racteristic features:-

a) the principal peaks expected for CuI were present, at approximate
00029 values of 25 ,41 and 50. In most cases there were also peaks

corresponding to CuI at around 29 • 75°.

b) Peaks expected for the organic sulphonium iodide were absent e.g.. '
ofor (CH3)3SI. there was a high intensit, peak of a 29 value of 31 ,

. ~,
this was not detected in the diffractometer traces of the electrolyte.

c) Extra peaks, not from the parent materials, were present particularly
at low 29 values (high d-spacings) e.g. at 50 , 29 ~ 15°, and

°29 III 30 •
d) the crystal structure of the electrolytes differed significantly

from the high temperature, high conductivity a-form of CuI.
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3.5.5 X-RAY POWDER PATTERNS OF AS! ELECTROLYTES
X-ray diffractometer traces ot ASI and AgI electrolytes are shown

in figures 3.S.5(i) and (ii).
Silver iodide did not give well-defined X-ray patterns. Diffract-

ometer traces required a slow scanning speed and photographs of two to
three hour exposure time (this was due to the high absorption of Ag).
Silver iodide also sh~ed a discolouration on exposure to X-rays, but
continuous runs over a 72 hour petiod on the same sample showed that
there was no structur4l change. '11leroom temperature form of silver
iodide showed characteristic peaks for the a and y phases. It is
suggested that Ag! exists as an intermediate between the cubic and
hexagonal phases (Weus, 1962). Even after melting and cooling the
sample, room temperature X-ray patterns showed both Sand y phases.

The results for silver iodide electrolytes were similar to those
of copper iodide electrolytes, and may be summarised:-
a) the principal peaks expected for room temperature AgI were

o 0 0present at approximate 29 values of 23 t 38 and 45 •
b) peaks expected for the organic constituent were absent.
c) in most of the electrolytes, extra peaks, not from the parent

materials, were present.
d) the crystal structure of the electrolytes differe~ significantly

~, .~, from the high temperature, high cond.uctivity fom of AgI.
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3.6 DISCUSSION ON TaS STRUCTURE 01 COPPER AND SILVER HALIDE
ELECTROLYTES

The copper and si1ver halide electrolytes examined by X-ray powder
crystallography showed a number of common features:
a) the crystal structure did not alter dra~atica11y on the addition

of dopant materials.
b) the lines expected for the room temperature forms of AgI or CuI

were always present.
c) extra lines were present (although some AgI electrolytes produced

such poor photographs that only the three principal AgI peaks
were visible).

d) the electrolytes did not show the configuration of the high
temperature, high conductivity form of AgI or CuI.

3.6.1 ALPHA PHASE STABILISATION IN COPPER AND SILVER HALIDE ELECTkOLYTES
As discussed in 1.1.1, 1.2.1 ahd Appendix II, the a-forms of CuI and

AgI exhibit high ionic conductivities above 405 and 1450C respectively.
Statements are often made that the a-phase can be stabilised to room
temperature by the addition of dopant materials (McGeehin and Hooper, 1977;
Samme11s, Gougoutas and Owens, 1975; Linford. Pollock and Randell, 1975;
Takahashi, Wakabayashi, Miyazaki and Yamamoto, 1975). ~is can be taken

•
to imply that high conductivity at room temperature is caused by the
preservation of the a-form, i.e. a depression in the B4« transition to
below 2SoC. If this were so, then X-ray patterns of the electrolytes
would be similar to those expected for the a-phase. However, it was
found that electrolytes showed a closer similarity to the room temperature

form of CuIo.ruiASI
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The concept of the a-phase being stabilised by the addition of
dopant materials is somewhat naive, as a two-component syste~ is present.
This allows the following possibi1ities:-
a) a two-phase mixture of the original c~onents, i.e. an

inhomogeneous system.
b) a one-phase solid solution or compound, i.e. a homogeneous system.
c) a combination of (a) and (b) with two or more phases present.

When a high conducting material is produced, the cause is not
stabilisation of the a-phase. but the production of a system with high
ionic conductivity from a combination of th~ organic and inorganic
constituents.

The X-ray evidence did not show a straightforward mixture of the
components, even allowing for the fact that the low percentage of
organic materials could give comparatively faint lines.

The electrolytes are therefore either homogeneous solid solutions
I

(or compound), or two-phase mixtures of th~ original CuI (or AgI) and
some new material. A two-phase situation could arise from a reaction
between the organic component and CUI (or AgI) on the surface of a
granule; a new compound would then form on the surface, leaving a core
of unreacted material (producing a peritectic mixture). When the

•electrolytes were examined under a po1arizin~ microscope, they seemed to
b~ "homogeneous, but this cannot be conc Iusive as a core of urtreacted
CuI would not easily be detected.

A complete structural ana1ysi' pn all but simple cubic systems
requires a single crystal of the ~teria1. However, single crystals of
these electrolytes are difficult to prepare. They cannot be grown from
the melt as the organic constituent would decompose; hot solution growth
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~echniques have been trled (Skarstad, 1978) but to date these have not
peen successful for CUI electrolytes, although CuBr/ammonium bromide
~lectrolytes have been ,r~ recently af single crystals (Skarstad and
farker, 1978; Chan and Geller, 1978), a8 have electrolytes based on CupS)s8r
(Kuhs Nitsche and Scheunem~nn, 1978).

As the preparation conditions for lingle crystals are so different
from those used to prepare the powdered electrolyte, it cannot be laid
with certainty that they have the same structure.

,
ComPlete structures of a number of silver iodide electrolytes have

been determined (Coetzer, Kruger and Thackeray, 1970; Geller and Lind,
1970; Thackeray and Coetzer, 1977(a); Thackeray and Coetzer, 1977(b);
Geller and Owens, 1972; Geller and Skarstad, 1974; Geller, 1978) although

.
to date, electrochemical measurements on these have not been reported.

3.6.2 DETERMINATION OF THE B + a TRANSITION
I

As discussed in 2.5, the absence of an expected phase transition in
a two or more component system is an indication that compound formation
pas occurred. and none of the starting waterial remains (as would happen
if the electrolyte material were to grow on an AgI or CuI granule). It
ls impossible to look for the 4OSoC transition in copper iodide
electrolytes as the decompQsition temperatures, given in table 3.S.l(i)
are between 100 and 200oC. However a number of Agl electrolytes will
survfve beyond ~he Itt-SoC e + ~ transition as shown in table 3.2.S(i).

The electrolyte (CH3)4Nl/Agl was e¥amined by DTA and X-ray techniques
~o determine the existence of the B + a transition.

X-ray investigations involved the ~se of a Guinier-Lenne camera.
A Guinier focussing camera is an alternative to the Debye-Scherrer

camera. Tbe Lenne camera is a specialised, high temperature version of
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the Guinier camera. The sample is supported on a platinum grid within
a cylindrical furnace, which has an equatorial slit through which the
diffraction pattern emerges. The film is held in a cassette, which is
much broader than that for the standard Guinier camera, and is driven
,lowly past the slit by an electric motor. The temperature of the
furnace is recorded as it increases or decreases, and the film gives a
continuous record of changes in the diffraction pattern. Chemical
reactions and phase transitions can be studied on a single piece of film•.

Results from Guinier-Lenne photographs and DTA traces for Agl and
. ,

..
Ag~CH3)4NI are presented in figures 3.6.2(i) and (ii). This work was
also carried out at Aberdeen University,

The photographs and DTA traces confirm the presence of the 8 ~ a
phase transition at l4SoC for pure Agl, b~t its absence in the electrolyte
~gI/(CH3) 4NI, i.e. no changes in structure or enthalpy were recorded
~ntil the decomposition t~mperature at 1840C.

These result. are in ~greement with the electrolyte being a homo-
geneous compound, i.e. there is no core of unreacted Agl. This cannot
be catagorically stated to be the case in CuI electrolytes, as the ~ ~ a
transition cannot be used as a means of detecting homogeneity, but as
Agl and CuI show similar properties it is likely that CuI electrolyte.
are also single phase compounds.

3.6.3 COMPARISON OF SINGLE CRYSTAL AND POWDER DIFFRACTION DATA
As mentioned in 3.6.1, single crystals of compounds with the same

,toichiometry as $ome of tqe silver iodlde electrolytes have been grown.
The techniques used tq produce single crystals are very different

from those used to make powdered electrolytes. Single crystals are
grown from the melt or by ~ot solution ,rowth, and the powdered
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electrolytes are prepared by slow solid state reaction under mild
conditions. The single crystals are very small (1-2 mm) and to date
results of conductivity measurements have not been published; this is
mainly due to problems of making electrical contact with such small
crystals (Skarstad, 1918). The possibility therefore arises that single
crystals have only their stoiChiometry in common with the powdered

electrolyte.
Single crystal data, r~ported by Geller (Geller and Lind 1970) were. . .~

compared to powde~ diffract'on data for ~he electrolyte (CH3)4NI/AgI.
tVa~ues of ~kl were ca~culated from the cell formula for a hexagonal

and rhombohedral ~it cell (belonging to space group R32-D3). The
calculations and t~bulation of results are presented in Appendix III.

It was found ~hat all of the lines produced at particular d-spacings
for the powdered electrolyte could be accounted for by the calculated
values of ~kl calculated/from the single crystal data.

This indicates that the powdered electrolytes could have the same
crystal structure as the single crystals; and furthermore, the structure
is similar to the room temperature form of Agl. The results also
corroborate the evidence from Guinier-Lenne photographs, that the
electrolyte is a homogeneous compound and not a mixture of two phases.

3.6.4 CONCLUSIONS ON ELECTROLYTE STRUCTURE
The addition of dopant organic materials to silver iodide do not

stabilise the a-phase to room temperature. The compound formed has all
of the planes of reflection of room temperature Agl.

The high conductivity of these materials based on Gelle~'s single
crystal data. has been inveetigated (Raleigh, 1977; Phillips, 1976). It
is suggested that the commo~ feature between doped electrolytes and
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~-modifications of AgI or QuI.is the large number of crystallographic
~ites available for the cations to occupy, and that the optimum cation
positions are in the share4 faces of iodide polyhedra (particularly
~trahedra).

Unfortunately this work was not extended to single crystal studies,
as they are not readily available and time did not permit attempts to
arow crystals. It would, however, be interesting to continue this work,
particularly to make electrochemical measurements on single crystals.

•.. ~ .
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3.7 ELECTROCHEMICAL MEASUREMENTS IN CONDUCTIVITY CELLS
Electrochemical measurements were made to:

a) determine the decomposition voltage of the electrolyte;
b) determine the electronic contribution to conductivity;
c) calculate transport n~ers of conducting species;
d) construct Arrhenius plots to determine activation energies of

motion.
As well as the above two-electrode techniques, attempts were made to

construct. Tafel p.~ots"using a three-electrode method. The ·...theoretica1.
aspects of these t~chniques are described in 2.2.

3.7.1 DECOMPOSITION VOLTAG~
Several of th~ above methods require that a voltage below the de-

composition volta~ of the electrolyte be applied across a conductivity
cell. For cuprous halide/ofganic halide electrolytes, the decomposition
voltage is appxoimately equal to the voltage calculated from the Gibbs
energy of formation of the cuprous halide (Takahashi and Yamamoto, 1977).

The Gibbs eneJ'8Y of formation of a substance is given by:

AG • -nFE(FORMATION OR DECOMPOSITION)
-1-69.54 kJ mol (Specific energies of GalvanicFor CuI, AG •

Reactions, 1971, Gibson and
Sudworth)

EDECOMPOSITION • 0.72V

Decomposition potentials were measured by applying a direct voltage
and measuring the resulting current of the conductivity cell GRAPHITE/
ELECTROLYTE/GRAPHITE. At the decomposition voltage, there should be a rapid
rise in current (Takahashi and Yamamoto 1977); this presumably means that
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electrolysis commences. Actual values of the decomposition voltage of
silver and copper halide conductors are not quoted in the literature,
and consequently there is 6ifficulty in making experimental comparisons.

EXPERIMENTAL
A three layered pellet

r=.GRAPHITE/Cul.0\__/s~el/G~HlTE
was made up. Powdered graphite (cabot lO~m)was used. In order to reduce

"

brittleness and increase adhesion to the electrolyte, a small amount of
electrolyte materIal was incorporated into the graphite prior to pressing.

Current was recorded 4s a function of applied voltage, which was
,lowly increased (o.o2V/mi~) to a maximum of 1.DV. The results are shown
in Figure 3.7.l(i).

A sudden change in current was not detected. Similar results were
obtained for Cull <==)S-~tI. However on maintaining a voltage of 1.5V
for 24 hours, fine copper dendrites were seen to have grown from the
negative electrode, as shown in Figure 3.7.I(ii>: as these are photo-
graphs they are included at the back of the thesis. ~ese results were
unexpected because:
a) there was no sudden change in current, but obviously some

decomposition had occurred at 1.5V;
b) when the voltage was decreased, the current also decreased, i.e.

there was little hysteresis.
These results indicate that decomposition of the electrolyte doe.

~ot occur instantaneously at a particular voltage, i.e. copper ia
gradually plated out. Cell~ maintained under an applied voltage of
Q.SV for several days did nQt show dendritic growth of Cu. Iu
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,ubsequent experiments 0.5 was taken a8 being below the decomposition
voltage of the electrolyte.

3.7.2 ELECTRONIC CONDUCTIVITY
Electronic conductiVities of two electrolytes were measured by

Wagner's technique. discussed in 2.2.4.

EXPERIMENTAL
The experimental method involved pressing a three-layered pellet

-.. '. . . ",
Cu/ELECTROLYTE/G~HITE; once again the electrode material contained a
small amount of the electrolyte to improve adhesion. The cells were
wrapped in a paper collar and seated in quick setting epoxide resin with
gold caps for electrical contacts.

The cell was then polarized with Cu as the negative terminal. The
electronic circuit is shown in figure 3.7.2(i); it is known to be capable

-10of measuring currepts as low as 10 amps (Davies, 1975). The applied
voltage (Vl-V2), was kept constant at 0.3V for 48 hours; initially the

-3current was approximately 10 A. but this decreased to a lower, constant
value after 48 hrs. The voltage was then increased and the current
recorded; the resistor. R2, was exchanged for one of a higher value when
necessary. The applied voltage did not exceed 0.6V.

At steady state, i.e. when there is no overall ionic transfer, the
current and voltage are related by equation 2~2.4(xi)

I .. 1 + I .. LRTpA{O'°[j.-exp(-EF/RT)] + O'°lexp~EF/RT) - lJ}T pee p-
wpere I and I are the hole and electron currents respectively. At

p e
voltages above 0.3V, if the material is a hole conductor this can be

simplified, as described in 2.2.4 to:

IT - ~;A a; [ixp(EF/RT)]
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A plot of 10glO IT vs. applied voltage, E, should be a straight line
with a slope of F/2.l0l RT 4nd an intercept of (RTA/2.l03 LF) aO•

p

If the material is an electron conductor:
I .!!! aOT LF e

[RTAlogloIT • loglO rv-OJ,'

For electrons, the current, IT' should show no dependence on voltage,
...... ......

'".and the slope of a plot of loglOIT vs E should be a plateau of zero
...gfadient.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
1\Experimental results for the electrolytes CuI.O,--,S-MeI and

CuI.CS-EtI (16:84 mol ratio) are presented in tables 3.7.2(i) and (H).

and logloI
T

vs. E plots in figures 3.7.2(iO and (iiO.
I

TABLE 3.7.2(i): ELECTRONIC CONDUCTIVITY RESULTS FOR CUI.00S-MeI

-
(Vl-V2)IV VI IV V2/V Ir/A loglO(IrlA)

- -
0.300 0.307 7.1 x 10-3 0.18 x 10-E -6.74

0.l21 1.1 x 10-2 -6 -6.410.310 0.39 x 10

0.318 0.33P 1.2 x 10-2 0.52 x 10-6 -6.28
0.421 0.471) 4.9 x 10-2 -6 -6.240.58 x 10

0.468 0.S5p -2 0.59 x 10-6 -6.238.2 x 10
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'!ABLE 3.2(ii): EIJCTRONlC PONDUCTlVITY RESULTS FOR CuI CS-Etl

(Vl-V2/V VI 'V V2/V ITIA 10glO (ITIA)

x 10-3
,

10-60.30 0.308 o.! 0.08 x -7.10
0.31 0.324 1.2 x 10-2 0.13 x 10-6 -6.89
0.38 0.396 1.6 x 10-2 -6 -6.850.14 x 10
0.44 0.482 4.2 x 10-2 O.l.bx 10-6 -6.80

.0.50 -"0.547 4.7 x 10-2 0.17 x 10-6 ., '-6.78..
..The two electrolytes studied would appear to be electron conductors

above 0.3V, as the 10glOIT vs. E plots have almost zero gradients.
oThe conductivity for electrons, 0 , is given by:e

00 - r, ,~1e RT A e

• where 1 - current carried by electronse
I

L - 0.21 cm (cell length)
2A • 1.33 em (cell area)

apd for
"O\.._/S-Mel/CuI,
CS-Et/CUI,

3.0 x 10-6 S cm-lFor

The electronio condpctivity in both cases was extremely low, but as
discussed in 2.2.4, thes~ results are not meaningful when applied to
battery systems as the electrodes are different, and the electronic current
is flowing against a field gradient. The current for self discharge in a
battery cell would be li~e1y to be much lower than predicted from these
conductivity values.

The silver iod~de/sulphonium iodide electrolytes were found to be

hole conductors (Randell, 1979), with conductivities in the order of
10-8 S cm-I.
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3. 7 .3 ARRHENIUS PLOTS

As discussed in 1.2.~, conductivity can be related to temperature
by a form of the Arrhenius equation (1.2.3(iii»

aT • a exp _(6hp>+ '6~)
o ta 1.2.3(iii)

A plot of InaT against lIT should be a straight line with the
gradient giving a cpmbinatiop of the activation energy of motion and the
enthalpy of formatien of the conducting species.

• 1 T 10 a _ (6Hrn+ i.6Hf)1.e. oglOo • glO 0 2.303 RT 3.7.3(i)

...
6Hm • enthalpy of motion (kJ/mol)
6Hf • enthalpy of formation (of defect or mobile species){k~/m~)

where:

A more empirical form of the Arrhenius equation can be written (Armstrong,
Bulmer and Dickinson, 1973):

o -Eo.
a • a exp( RT) 3.7.3(ii)

where E~ • activation energy of mobile species.
Experimentally equation 3;7.3'ii)isthe easier equation to apply to systems

such as these, where the temperature range is limited and it may not be
possible to differentiate between intrinsic and extrinsic regions (the
enthalpy terms in 3.7.3(i) will be different in these two cases).
Practically, over these temperature ranges, there will be, in fact, little
difference in the gradient of log aT and log a vs. lIT plots.

EXPERIMENTAL
r=.Conductivity cells of the electrolytes O,--,S-MeI/CuI (16:84 mol

ratio) and ~S-MeI/CUI (16:84 mol ratio) were made up as described in
3.2.4. Electrical contact was made by embedding spirals of copper wire
into the copper electrode during pressing; the loose ends protruded
through the die plungers. Tbis was to enaure good electrical contact at
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elevated temperatures. The cell arrangement is shown in figure 3.7.3(i);
these were suspended in an insulated tube furnace.

J'IGURE 3.7.3(i) : CONDUCTIVITY CELL USED AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES

."

~- topp'" ,[«hod,

~- tilcI:YD'9t.

..... !-;' .

..

An alternative method involved mounting the conductivity cells
between spring loaded graphite discs in a pyrex tube. Electrical
contact was via copper rods attached to the graphite discs. The
advantage of this technique was that the whole tube could be evacuated,
or dry nitrogen pa$sed through. Hence if the electrolyte was affected
by oxygen or moistpre, the atmosphere could be controlled. However,
experimentally, the electrolytes were found to be fairly stable in
oxygen (but to decompose on exposure to the atmosphere for several months).
The disadvantage of this teehnique is that as the temperature was in-
creased, the springs would ;elax so that the pressure of the electrode
caps on the electrpde mater~al would decrease, and electrical contact
would probably be less.

The asbestos insulated furnace was controlled by a Rosemount pro-
portional controller and platinum resistance thermometer. Temperature
was measured by a chromel-alume1 thermocouple (which had been previously
calibrated against a platinum resistance thermometer), held adjacent to
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the sample cell •. The ~utput was fed into a data-logger. Conductance
was measured on the Wayne Kerr Autobalance bridge.

The furnace temperature was increased in 20C increments over the
otemperature range 15-80 C. Conductivity measurements were taken after

the system had maintained a steady temperature for 30 minutes.

RESULTS
The results are presen~ed in tables 3.7.3(i) and (ii), and

log er vs. lIT plots ~re shown in figures 3. 73(H) and (iii).
"'.

From the
,'I,.,

gradients, the activation epergies were calculated for
..

<==;s-~el/CuI; (16:84 mol ratio)
-1

E" • lb.,,·kJ mol

for
( • 0.110 eV)

o~s~eI/cuI; (16:84 mol ratio)
EA • 10.9 kJ mol-l

I

( • 0.113 eV)

For a good copductor, where the mobile ions are distributed over a
large number of sites, typical values of activation energies are
15-20 kJ mol (MCKecknie, 1978).

If these experimental values of E~ are compared with those given for
silver halide electrolytes in tables l.l.l(i)~(ii) , and for
copper halide electrolytes in table 3.7.3(iii), the copper iodide!
sulphonium iodide ,lectroly~es have quite low energies of activation.
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TABLE 3.7.3(i): ,
1'\

O\._jS-MeI/CuI 1 • 0.51 cm

a • 1.53 em
2

v/mv T/oc 103K/T 102a1s cm-1 log1oP1-1)S cm

0.6 15 3.47 1.02 -1.99
0.8 20 3.41 1.12 -1.95
0.9 22 3.39 1.17 -1.93•.. '.,.1.1 28 3.32 1.20 -1.92

... 1.3 32 3.28 1.29 -1.89
1.5 37 3.23 1.35 -1.87
1.8 45 3.14 1.62 -1.79
2.1 52 3.08 1.74 -1.76
2.2 54 3.06 1.66 -1. 78
2.3 57 3.03 1.86 -1.73
2.4 59 3.01 1.91 -1.72
2.5 62 2.99 1.95 -1.71
3.0 74 2.88 2.14 -1.67
3.2 80 2.83 2.40 -1.62

3.4 84 2.80 2.69 -1.57
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TABLE 3.7.3(ii): •

1 - 0.50 em
a - 1.33 em2

v/mv .,./oC 103K/T 102alS em-1 log1J'1-1)S cm

0.6 15 3.47 1.59 -2.80

0.8 20 3.41 1.77 -2.75-.. '~
1.0 25 3.35 1.99 -2.70

.. 281.1 3.32 2.03 -2.69

1.2 30 3.30 2.15 -2.67

1.6 40 3.19 2.88 -2.54

1.7 42 3.17 3.02 -2.52

1.9 47 3.12 2.74 -2.56

2.0 50 I 3.09 3.31 -2.48

2.1 52 3.08 3.38 -2.47

2.3 57 3.03 4.06 -2.39

2.4 S9 3.01 4.51 -2.35

2.5 62 2.98 4.89 -2.31

3.0 74 2.88 5.34 -2.27

3.1 76 2.86 6.88 -2.16
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tABLE 3.7.3(iii):· ACTIVATION ENERGIES OF SOME COPPER HALIDES

ELECTROLYTE -1Eo/kJ mol REFERENCES

Quinuclidine HBr/CuBr 11.22 Sammels Gougoutas and
Owens. 1975

Pyridinium HBr/CuBr 24.19 "
N-Hydrohexamethylene 20.52 "Tetramine dibromidel
CuBr
a-Cu2HgI4 44.34 Shibata. Hoshino and

Shimoji. 1974
'10-

N~ethylhexamethylene 17.17 Takahashi, Yamamoto.. Tetramine iodide/CuI and Ikeda, 1973
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3.7.4 TRANSPORT NUMBER
As discussed in 2.2.3, the ionic transference number can be

determined by Tubandts method (Tubandt, 1932) in which the ionic con-
tribution to the total measured current il calculated from masl
transport.

EXPERIMENTAL
A five layered cylinder of copper/3 pellets of electrolyte/copper

was asseubled by cCq}~cting the pellets separately and holq~ng the
-.assembly together in a spripg loaded clamp. The electrolyte

, I

r>O\_/S-MeI/CuI was used. The cell arrangement is shown in figure
3.7.4(i).

PIGURE 3.7 .4(i): TUBANDTS CELL FOR MEASURING IONIC TRANSFERENCE NUMBER

I 2 3

-ve mthod,+Vl anodl

topptr"',mdt

The pellets were weighed before assembly and again after passage of
current.

A voltage of O.SV was ,pplied across the cell for 140 hours. The
mean current flow was found to be 2.48 ~.
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RESULTS
The pellets proved to be very difficult to separate; the anode and

pellet (1), and cathode an4 pellet (3) had fused, and only their combined
weight could be determined. The results are shown in table 3.7.4(i).

'tABLE 3.7.4(i)

Wt Ig Allode + wt/g Pellet Wt/g Cathode +
Pellet (1) (2) Pellets (3)

Before ', Anode • Cathode _. '.,_
Electrolysis ..1.0746 1.5007 - 1.0012.. Pellet (1) Pellet (3)

• 1.4988 • 1.5007
TOTAL II TOTAL ..

2.5734 2.5019

After TOTAL II TOTAL •
Electrolysis 1.8027 1.5103 3.2591

Wt. loss Wt. gain Wt. gain
..0017707 • 0.0096 - 0.7572

Amount of current required to electrolyse 0.75g of Cu

0.76 x 96500 e
- 63.6

.. 1.15 x 103 C
Amount of current passed

• 2.48 x 10-3 x 140 x 60 x 60

- 1.25 x 103 e
The ratio of ~xp/CCAL = % ionic current

e
EXP .. 92%eCAL

i.e. • 0.92

.. . • O.OS
p
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The total conducaivity of the cell was determined to be
crTOT •

Which would mean that
4.6x 10-3 S cm-lO.

1
•

oe S -1cm

CONCLUSIONS
The results from Tubandt's method on 4 methyl-l.4-oxathianium iodidel

cuprous ~odide agree-qualitatively with those from Wagner'a, method '~
reported in 3.7.2. in that the conductivity is found to be predoudnantly,

.onic. The quantitative disagreement is most likely to arise from the
uncertainty of the weight gain value, caused by fusion of the pellets,
or by imperfect monitoring of fluctuations in the mean current value.
It was felt that there was little merit in repeating these experiments
in the hope of securing a better quantitative agreement, as the nature

I
of the electrolyte would inevitably continue to give pellet fusion
problems.
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SECTION IV

4.1 BATTERY SYSTEMS

INTRODUCTION

A number of copper iodide/sulphonium iodide electrolytes were

tested in battery cells. The open circuit coltages (OCV's) and dis-

charge characteristics of the batteries were determined for four

different cathode materials. The cell reaction products were analysed

by X-ray powder diffraction methods, optical and electron microscopy ar.d

energy dispersive analysis of X-rays (EDAX). The anode/electrolyte

interfacial region was examined by Auger electron spectroscopy; the reaction
+kinetics of the Cu ICu reaction were investigated by three electrode

measurements on conductivity cells. In both cases the analogous AgI
cells were used for co~parison. The electron microscopy and EDAX were

carried out at Thorn Lighting (Leicestershire) and the Auger spectroscopy

at the University of California at B~rke1ey, U.S.A.

A number of difficulties were encountered in achieving the expected

open circuit voltage in copper iodide batteries, and three electrode

techniques were used to try and determine the half cell reactions. The

use of a third, reversible electrode in solid state batteries is dis-

cussed, and the results for CuI compared to AgI systems.

Silver iodide batteries were constructed and the thermodynamic and

electrochemical data used to compare with copper iodide cells. An in-
depth study of the discharge characteristics of silver iodide batteries

was not undertaken.
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4.2 ELECTRODE MATERIALS

4.2.1 ANODE
For silver and copper ion conductors, ~eta11ic silver or copper

would be suitable anode materials.
The metallic anode must be:

a) a source of metal ions;
b) an electronic conductor;
c) an ionic conductor, so that iobs once formed can migrate into the
bulk electrolyte.

Silver or copper po~der would fulfil ~ of the above criteria and
electrolyte material (in a 2:1 weight ratio) was incorporated into the
anode to allow ionic conduction and aid adhesion. Particle size would
affect the anode/electrolyte area of contact; generally, the finer the
grain the greater the area of contact. The effect of particle size on
anode efficiences has been studied by Randell (1979) who recommends that

I

fine grain powder be used. For this project Johnson Matthey mesh 200
silver powder and Alpha ~ltra pure' (10 pm) copper powder were used.

Other workers have used different anode materials, e.g. silver
amalgam. silver/graphite and Woods metal (a low melting point alloy of
Cd, Sn, Bi and Pb); (Shari, 1978), but an in-depth study of anode
efficiencies was not undertaken for this project.

4.2.2 CATHODES
The cathode must fulfil similar criteria to those for the anode.

It must be:
a) a sink for metal ions;
b) an ~lectronic conductor;
c) an ionic conductor.
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A number of.c.thode materials have been used in silver and copper
iodide batteries. Those used in silver iodide cells have been reviewed
(Owens, 1973) from which the summary, shown in table 4.2.2(i), is taken.

Some silver cell cathodes have been used in coppe~ halide batteries,
e.g. halogen/graphite (Takahashi and Yamamoto, 1977); ha1ogen/perylene
(Lazzari and Pace, 1975), and the unstoichiometric chalcogenides,
Cu2-xS, Cu2-xSe and Cu2_xTe (Takahashi and Yamamoto, 1977). These are
summarised in table 4.2.2(ii).

In this work, two types of cathode materials were tried in copper
iodide battery cells; those containing iodine and those containing the
unstoichiometric chalcogenides.

IODINE CONTAINING CATHODES
Pure iodine cannot be used as a cathode because it is too reactive;

the activity can be lowered by using iodine in a comp1exed form. Three
types of iodine cathode were used in batteries:
a) I2/graphite: prepared by mixing O.Sg of analar iodine with Ig

of 40 ~m mesh graphite in a sealed pyrex tube, and heating for
othree hours at 200 C. This preparation is an adaptation of that

used by Takahashi for Br2/graphite electrodes (Takahashi and
Yamamoto, 1977). As neither 12 nor graphite are ionic conductors,
0.05g of electrolyte material was added to the purple reaction

product.
The resistivity of the material was found to be 4 a cm-l

b) I2/perylene: the w complexing charge transfer complex was made in
a 3:2 mole ratio by mixing S.05g of perylene with 7.6lg of iodine
in a sealed tube, and heating for several hours at 2000C (Louzos,

Darland and Mellors, 1973). The golden yellow perylene forms a
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black shiny material. Great care must be taken when handling
perylene, as it is a known carcinogen. Electrolyte material, in a
1:5 weight ratio, was added to the cathode mix.
The resistivity of the material was determined as being 8n cm-l

which is in good agreement with that reported by Louzos.

c) Su1phonium triiodides: prepared by dissolving 1 x 10-3 moles of
su1phonium iodide in boiling methanol, and adding a boiling

h 1· I· .. 1 1 -3 . . (met ano 1C so ut10n conta1n1ng x 0 moles of 10d1ne Randell,
1979). 1-Ethy1thio.nium triiodide was used in these battery tests.
The solid black sulphonium triiodide crystallised out on cooling,
and was dried over P20S'
The po1yiodide materials had a high resistivity, and so graphite
and electrolyte material were added in a 5:1:1 weight ratio. The
resulting mixture showed resistivities in the order of 12n em-I.

IUNSTOICHIOMETRIC CHALCOGENIDE CATHODES
Unstoichiometric chalcogenide cathode ~teria18 were prepared a8

described by Takahashi (Takahashi and Yamamoto, 1977). 0.28 of analar
sulphur were mixed with 0.078 of cuprous sulphide and 0.07g of graphite;
the mixture was heated in a sealed tube for 4 hours at 400oC. On
cooling 0.38 of electrolyte material were added.

Unstoichiometric CU2 S is known to be an ionic and electronic con-
-'X -

ductor (Ishikawa and Miyatani, 1977); the resulting cathode material
showed a resistivity of the order of Ion em-I.
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TABLE 4.2.2(i): CAtHODE MATERIALS tTS.ED IN AgI-BATTERIES

CATHODE MATERIAL oc"/v CMfENTS

12 0.675 Too reactive alone

12/GRAPHlTE 0.67 Unstable

12/PERYLENE 0.67 Suitable but expensive

12/VIOLANTHRENE 0.67 " " "
R4N+I3- 0.62 Activi ty of

(Quaternary ammonium iodine low
polyiodide)

RbI) 0.62 II

TeI4 Toxic

Se f "
Te "
V20S Lc»t

CuBr2 Low OCV

S 0.20 "
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TABLE 4.2.2(ii): CA'mODE MATERIALS tJSED IN CuI BATTERIES

ELECTROLYTE COMMENTS AND REFERENCESCATHODE OCV/V

(1)
C6H12N4CH3Br/CuBr 0.8 Initial OCV decreases

and cell resistance
increases (Takahashi
and Yamamoto, 1977)

Initially high OCV, but
drops to 0.35 on exposure
to air (Takahashi and
Yamano to, 1977)

Cell reaction suggested
as: nCu + S ~ eu S

n
(Takahashi and Yamamoto,
1977)

Initial OCV high, drops
to 0.35. Behaviour
explained by Br2 oxidising
CuBr ~ CuBr2, giving in-
crease in electronic
conductivity (Lazzari,
Pace and Scrosati, 1975)

2Battery under 50 ~/cm
Load lasted 10 days

Energy density of 4.5 Wh
kg-l at room temperature.
Discharge current densjty
range 60-150 ~A cm-2
(Takahashi and Yamamo to,
1977)

CunS, CUnSe and CUnTe arc
both ionic and electronic
conductors. (Ishikawa
and Miyatani, 1977)

(1)

(2)

0.35

0.445

Brl
Perylene

0.35

0.5

0.373
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4.2.3 BATl'ERYCEll.S

Battery cells of a humber of electrolyte/electrode combinations

were made up; these are shown in table 4.2.3(i}.

The batteries were constructed by a method similar to that used to

prepare conductivity cells, described in 3.2.4.

19 of copper anode material was lightly compacted in a stainless

steel die press, and 1.2g of electrolyte material placed on top, again

lightly pressed. The three layer sandwich was completed by the addition

of 2g of cathode material, and a final compaction was carried out at

400 MPa.. The battery disc was enclosed between gold electrode caps and

encapsulated in quick setting epoxide resin. which was prevented from

making contact with the battery by a protective paper collar.

The construction of a battery eell is shown in figure 4.2.3(i}

FIGURE 4.2.3(i}: A BAmRY CELL

Some battery cells were not encapsulated in,order to determine tho

effects of air and moisture.

The conductivity of the battery cell was checked repeatedly through-

out the battery tests, to ensure the electrodes were still in contact

with the electrolyte. and to see if a resistive layer had built up.
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TABLE 4.2.3(i): ~ATTERY SYSTEMSSTUDIED (all cells with a copper anode)

ELECTROLYTB CATHODE

08S-MeI/CUI I2/PERYLENE (not en-
capsulated)

r=.
O~S-MeI/CuI

CS-MeI/cuI I2/PERYLENE

CS-EtI/CUI I2/PERYLENE

r»O,--,S-MeI/CuI

CS-EtI/CUI

f"\OS-Mel/CuI
\._/

CS-Etl/CUI ~S-EtI3/CUI:GRAPHITE
(Triiodide derivative)
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4.3.
Open circuit voltages were recorded as a function of time.

4.3.1 OCV RESULTS
The OCV results are presented in tables 4.3.1(i), (ii), (iii),

(iv), (v) and (vi), and figures 4.3.1(i), (ii), (iii), (iv) and (v).
The results are summarised in table 4.3.1(vii)

;' ..
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TABLE 4.3.1(i): 0C\1 RESULTS Cdthode 12/PERYLENE

Electrolyte 1"\O,--,S-MeI!CuI

Time/hrs OCV/v OCV!V
Cell' not encap.ulated Cells encapsulated
Cell (1) cell (2) Cell (3) Cell (4)

0 0.09 0.06 0.006 0.05
12 0.095 0.07 0.04 0.06
24 0.13 0.09 0.07 0.08
36 0.16 0.13 0.11 0.17
48 0.27 0.20 0.17 0.19
60 0.32 0.28 0.26 0.34
72 0.31 0.30 0.45 0.38
84 0.30 0.29 0.45 0.42
96 0.21 0.19 0.44 0.42

I

108 0.08 0.17 0.43 0.41
120 0.07 0.16 0.44 0.42
142 0.06 0.12 0.44 0.41
154 0.07 0.08 0.46 0.41
166 0.05 0.08 0.48 0.45
178 0.06 0.04 0.46 0.44

\

190 0.05 0.03 0.46 0.42
--
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TABLE 4.3.l(ii):' OCV RESULTS Cathode: I2/Perylene

Electrolyte
CS-Me/cuICell (1)

Cell (2) CS-Et/CuI

Time/hrs OCV/V OCV/V
Cells not encapsulated Cells encapsulated
Cell (1) cen (2) Cell (3) Cell (4)

0 0.05 0.01 0.03 0.02
12 0.05 0.03 0.04 0.05
24 0.07 0.12 0.06 0.06
36 0.10 0.18 0.11 ·(,.09
48 0.16 0.34 0.17 0.14
60 0.26 0.38 0.31 0.26
72 0.39 0.41 0.42 0.38
84 0.38 0.41 0.43 0.38
96 0.37 0.40 0.46 0.39

108 0.38 0.41 0.41 0.38
120 0.39 0.43 0.39 0.36
142 0.42 0.38 0.39 0.40
154 0.41 0.39 0.40 0.37
166 0.42 0.41 0.41 0.39
178 0.41 0.40 0.42 0.39

190 0.40 0.41 0.45 0.38
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12/Perylene
r=.O\._/S-MeI/CuI

TABLE 4.3.l(iii): OCV VI. TIME Cathode:
Electrolyte:

Cell (1) not thermostatted
Cell (2) thermostatted at 25°C

Time! OCV/V OCV/V Time/ OCV/V OCV/V
hrs Cell (1) Cell (2) hrs Cell (1) Cell (2)

100 0.301 0.342 2600 0.347 0.342
200 0.315 0.329 2800 0.346 0.339
400 0.307 0.319 3000 0.340 0.336
600 0.309 0.321 3200 0.334 0.838
800 0.320 0.330 3400 0.324 0.338

1000 0.321 0.347 3600 0.320 0.339
1200 0.330 0.348 3800 0.321 0.338
1400 0.330 0.345 4000 0.326 0.334
1600 0.350 0.352 4200 0.301 0.334
1800 0.346 0.348 4400 0.280 0.336
2000 0.341 0.349 4600 0.280 0.339
2200 0.350 0.345 4800 0.278 0.340
2400 0.360 0.340 5000 0.278 0.338
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TABLE 4.3.1(iv): OCV v, •.~illle Cathode: Unstoichiometric Cu2S
E1eetrolytes:

Cell (1) r>:0J-KeI/CuI

(2) ,CS-EtI/CUI

(3) CS-KeI/CUI

(4) CS-MeI/CuI

-------Time/hrs OCV/V Cell OCV/V Cell OCV/V Cell OCV/V Cell
(1) (2) (3) (4)

1 0.155 0.146 0.088 0.081
2 0.157 0.151 0.091 0.093
3 0.111 0.152 0.130 0.098

4 0.100 0.136 0.104 0.134

5 0.094 0.125 0.100 0.357
7 0.082 0.113 0.091 0.509

9 0.076' 0.094 0.090 0.508

15 0.074 0.098 0.091 0.510

22 0.083 0.101 0.089 0.505

36 0.088 0.069 0.080 0.490

60 0.091 0.077 0.081 0.395

72 0.092 0.060 0.078 0.393

100 0.083 0.049 0.071 0.352

150 0.078 0.065 0.070 0.310

200 0,069 0.054 0.062 0.095

250 0.068 0.052 0.061 0.091
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TABLE 4.3.1(v): \QCV VB. TIME

Cathode: <==)S-EtI3 : Electrolyte Graphite (5:1:1)

Electrolyte CS-EtI/CUI

--
Time/ OCV/V Time! OCV!V Time! OCV!V

hrs hra hra

0 0.001 16 0.319 144 0.148

2 0.001 80 0.382 148 0.174

4 0.001 84 0.385 152 0.161

8 0.006 88 0.393 156 0.150

16 0.154 92 0.388 160 0.139

20 0.132 96 0.388 164 0.115

24 0.124 100 0.390 168 0.094

28 0.118 104 0.38~ 172 0.063

32 0.113 108 0.391 176 0.049

36 0.114 112 0.408 180 0.046

42 0.122 116 0.408 184 0.042

48 0.196 120 0.161 188 0.020

52 0.300 124 0.110 192 0.020

60 0.324 128 0.191 194 0.018

64 0.357 132 0.249 198 0.017

68 0.381 136 0.217 208 0.016

72 0.371 140 0.189
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TABLE 4.3.l{vi): OCV VI. TIME Cathode: 12/graphite
T"0\_jS-MeI/CuIElectrolyte:

Time/hrs OCV/V

Cell (1) Cell (2)--
0 0.002 0.004

2 0.003 0.003

4 0.004 0.002

6 0.004 0.002

8 0.004 0.002

10 0.006 0.002

12 0.006 0.002

14 0.006 0.003

16 0.006 0.002.
18

,. 0.002 0.004

20 0.006 0.005

22 0.006 0.006

24 0.006 0.006

48 0.004 0.005

50 0.004 0.006

62 0.005 0.005

74 0.004 0.005

160 0.004 0.005

200 0.004 0.005
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OCV RESULTS
The results of OCV tests are summarised in table 4.3.1(vii)

TABLE 4.3.l(vii)

Cathode
Material

--------------~-------------------~-----------------------E9/V
Calcu-
lated

OCV/V
Experi- Comments
mental

0.7l • 0.4 Initial OCV low, increased to con-
stant value after 60 hrs. Remains
at this value for over SOOO hra
(7 months). Small fluctuations even
when thermostatted.OCV decreases
after 80 hrs if cell not encapsulated

0.45------------------------------------------------------------------> 0.1 Generally the OCV was very low, on
one occasion an OCV of O.SV was
obtained but this could not be
repeated

Tx-iodide
of Parent
Sulphonium
Iodide

0•.72------------------------~-------------------------------------------• 0.4 Initial OCV low, increased to 0.4V
after 60 hrs. The OCV was unstable
and decr~ased rapidly with time.

I/Graphite 0.7'- > 0.01 The OCV aid not rise above O.OlV
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4.3.2 DISCUSSION OF UNSTOICHIOMETRIC CHALCOGENIDE CATHODES
Chronologically, the first cathode materials used in this project

with the copper iodide electrolytes were the unstoichiometric chalco-
genides. This was because:
1) compatability problems have been encountered with iodine cathodes

in silver iodide systems (Randell, 1979),
2) Cu2-xS is compatible with, and gives the expected open circuit

voltage in, CuBr electrolytes (Takahashi and Yamamoto, 1977),for
the simplified reaction, 2Cu+ + S + 2e + Cu2S.
With one exception, which could not be repeated, the CU2-XS

cathodes failed to give the expected OCV in the batteries tested. As
one cell did give an OCV ot O.5V. it was t~ought the other batteries
~ay have failed due to poor contact, e.g. between one of the interfacial
regions. Some time was spent in altering the preparation conditions
described by Takahashi, e~g. grinding and sieving the constituents,
attaching the electrode to the gold caps with silver paint or plastic
graphite; but the batteries continued to give low OCV's. The failed
batteries were broken open and the interfacial region examined under a
microscope. In the vicinity of the electrode, the electrolyte appeared
inhomogeneous. There seemed to be a layer with a faint blue/green
colouration suggesting the presence of cupric salts. Not enought of
this material could be removed to examine by X-ray powder diffraction
analysis. It is known that oxidation of copper% ions can occur in the
presence of small amounts of sulphur in the solid state

but it is s~rprisin8 that this was not reported for CuBr

electrolytes.
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4.3.3 DISCUSSION OF IODINE CATHODES
Iodine/graphite cathodes were used to try and obtain the expected

OCV from the CuI electrolytes, as again the halogen/graphite combination
is successful in AgI electrolytes. It was not intended to use 12/
graphite cathodes in working battery systems, as iodine is too reactive.
The OCV did not rise above O.OIV, and on cleaving the cell, the
electrolyte, the gold caps (and the araldite) had been attacked. It
was concluded that the reactivity of the iodine was too high.

12 perylene, and l-ethylthianium triiodide cathodes were in-
vestigated as in these materials the activity of the iodine is reduced
by complex formation.

For the cell R:I2/Agl/Ag, the corresponding reaction can be

written: Ag(S) + 112(S) • Agl(S)

Thermodynamic data for the Standard Gibbs energy of formation of
AgI gives a standard celt potential, Ee • O.687V. This compares with a
measured value of the'cell potential of a 0.66V. The difference
probably arises from the r~duced activity of iodine in the complex.

A sindlar argument for the cell a:I2/cuI/Cu gives a standard cell
potential, Ee • 0.72V. The measured value for this system is of the
ord~r of m 0.4V; this discrepancy cannot be accounted for by reduced
iodine artivity in the complex, as this term must be comparable to that

observed in the AgI case.

TRIIODIDE CATHODES
Test batteries with a CuI electrolyte and a triiodide cathode did

not produce a stable OCV. The initially low voltage rose erratically
in some cells over a 70 ho~r period to around O.38V; this voltage
was maintained for period. up to 120 hours, and then decreased, again
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erratically, to below O.IV.
On cleaving the cells, the electrolyte around the electrode inter-

face was dark brown in colour. This suggested that the cathode material
had reacted with the electrolyte. A decrease in conductivity accom-
panied this change: for example after 100 hours, the conductivity had
decreased from 7.2 x 10-3 S cm-l to 4.3 x 10-5 Scm-I.

I2/PERYLENE CATHODES
-------------------

As with the triiodide cathode tests, batteries with 12/perylene'
cathodes initially showed a low OCV. This rose smoothly over a 60 hour
period to between a.3S-O.46V. This voltage was maintained, and in long
term tests, remained fairly constant for over 5000 hours (7 months).
A small amount of fluctuation was observed, even when the batteries were
thermostat ted at 2SoC in a water bath. Ce~ls not sealed in epoxide resin
failed to achieve an OCV ,bove a.3V, and this decreased rapidly after
80 hours. This indicates that the battery system was sensitive to the
atmosphere.

None of the battery systems studied using an iodine cathode achieved
the expected acv. The maximum voltage was consistently around 0.4V in
12/perylene and triiodide cells.

The overall reaction in Ag/AgIELECTROLYTE/12 batteries ia:

Ag(S) + ,I2(s) + AgI(s)

E9 for this reaction • O.687V
E experimental • O.66VCELL
If this type of cell reaction occurs in Cu/CuIELECTROLYTE!I2

batteries the experimental value of ECELL is about half that calculated,
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Le. Cu (s) + 612($): Cul(s)

Ea for this reaction • O.72V

ECELL estimated • O.70V
ECELL experimental a O.4V

This unexpectedly low voltage cannot be explained by a decrease in
the activity of iodine because:
l) there was a similar voltage drop in batteries with different types

of iodine cathode, i.e. 12/perylene a~d triiodide cathodes showed
a similar OCV. although the activity of iodine in each case would
not be expected to be the same.

2) on examining the battery cells, the iodine had attacked the
electrode caps, indicating a fairly high reactivity.

Two possible explanations for the drop in OCV are:
(a) the cell is showing significant electronic conductivity;
Cb) the cell reaction is not Cu + 612 + CuI.

A similar anomalously low OCV has been reported for

Cu/cuBrELECTROLYTE/Br2-perylene and CulCuBrELECTROLYTE/I2-perylene cells
(Lazzari, Pace and Serosati. 1975), and for
Cu/CuBrELECTROLYTE,cuBr-graphite cells (Ta~ahashi and Yamamoto, 1977).
In all cases the initial oev was high (m O.6V), but fell within
24 hours to a stable voltase (. 0.35). Batteries tested in this work
however, initially showed a low OCV. iucre.sing after 24 hours to a
higher voltage.

The drop in OCV for the cell Cu/CuBrELECTROLYTE/Br2-perylene was
attributed by Lazzari to the oxidation of CuBr by the halogen, producing
CuBr2, which is an electronic conductor. The drop in OCV recorded for
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,
batteries used in this project cannot be explained by assuming electronic
conductivity, as is now discussed.
a) From 2.2.3 and 2.2.4, the ratio of the measured OCV to that

calculated from the free energy of formation of the cell product,
gives the electronic and ionic transference numbers, te and tie

From equation 2.3.1(i)

EEXPERIMENTAL/ECALCULATED • tIONIC • 1 - ~LECTRONIC

in this case, ECELL fo~ CuI • 0.7V, ~Xp·· 0.4V

~xp • 0.57
ECALC

•". te • 0.43

These values of tt and te differ greatly from those found by
Tubandts method in 3,7.4.

The total condpctivity 0TOT (given in 3.4.1) of the electrolyte
" -2-1Cull o\__/S-MeI. l,3 x 10 S cm

~ 7.4 y 10-3 S cm-1•• arONlC ..
• 5.6 x 10-3 S cm-l°ELECTRONIC

An electronic conductivity of 5.6 x 10-3 S em-I, would give a cell
resistance of approximately soon.
The electronic current flowing across soon under a voltage of 0.7V

-3.. 1.4 x 10 A.
The anode material contained 0.5g Cu

= 8 x 10-3 moles
to deplete anode requires:
96 500 x 8 x 10~3C

• 770C
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-3Drawing 1.4 x 10 A, this would occur in a time, t
170

t - 1.4 x 10-3 x 60 60 hour~
s_11_ ....15.w0:aho~u.

i.e. the electronic conductivity required to account for the drop
in OCV would deplete all of the anode material in approximately
150 hours. The batteries did not show complete discharge in
5000 hours (the OCV remained fairly constant).

b) The electronic conductivity was found by Wagner's technique in .
-7 -13.72 to be II 10 S cm which,as discussed in 2.2.4, is likely

to be a maximum value. a calculated from voltage ratiose
-3 -1assuming an OCV of 0.7V II 5.6 x 10 S em ; thus the drop in

OCV experimentally found cannot be explained by assuming the
conmination of electronic conductivity and the cell reaction:

Some possible alternative explanation~ are:
1. the conducting specie. is the cupric ion and the cell reaction

product is CuI2•
2. the cathodic reaction is complicated, perhaps involving the

triiodide or perylene in the cathode.
3. the cathodic reaction involves chemical and electrochemical

reactions in sequence.

The cupric ion is unlikely to be the conducting species for the

following reasons:
1. Copper halide batteries with cha10gen cathodes give the expected

OCV for the simplified reaction:
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EEXP • O.SV
ECALC Cl O. 48V

f 2+ ••I Cu were the mob11e spec1es, and eus the prod~ct, the OCV

would be 0.2SV.

2. For iodine cathode., if eu2+ i. the modile species, the cathode

reaction would be
2+eu + 12 + 2e + Cul2(s )

and the overall reaction

Cu + I + CuI
(s) 2($) 2(s)

9The standard Gibbs energy change, ~G , 1s not known, but the

corresponding standard enthalpy change is unavailable. The standard
9entropy change, ~6 , was obtained from the expression

A_S9 _ S9 _ S9 _ S9
~ Cul2 Cu 12

I 9 9 9Data were ava~lab1e for SCu and S 12' and the value for SCuI2
. 9was estimated from figure 4.3.3(i), which is a graph of SMX2 against

relative molar mas, for a series of divalent metal halides. This gave

A S9 - 144 - 33 - 116F

• -5 J K-1 mo1-1

AFG
9 • ~H9 - TdFS

9

- 7.1 - (298 x (-5 x 10-3» kJ mo1-1

• -S.6 kJ mol-1
-A G9

E9 _ F _ 0.029V
nF

which is too Iowa value to explain the voltage produced by the battery.

so that
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FIGURE 4.3.3(i):. 69 FOR A NUMBER OF DIVALENT METAL HALIDESMX2 --~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

50
,.-0
E-~
e

CD
(f')

100 200 JOO !OO

Molar Mass
The perylene or t·riiodidematerials are unlikely to take part in

the cell reaction, as the OCV is about the same in both cases; and
again these cathode materials behave as expected in AgI batteries.

The cathode reactions could be complicated, perhaps involving Cu2+
(which would account for t~e low OCV not occurring in Ag! batteries).

For example, if CuI2 was initially formed by a chemical reaction,
and Cu+ then reacted electrochemically giving the overall reaction

$The Standard Gibbs energy change, ARG , is given by
A G9 • 2G9 GQ _ GQ-a CuI· Cu CuI2

The Gibbs energy of formation of CuI and Cul2 are given by:
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subtracting
2A_G9 _ A cS • 2Gc

S
UI_ GS _ GS

~ CuI uF CuI2 C Iu 2 Cu
& 9 S

~G • 2~GCuI - AFGCuI
•. .

• •

• 2 x (-70) - (-5.6) kJ 1001-1

• -134 kJ mo1-1

E9 • 1.39V

which is too high to explain the observed OCV in the battery.
Reactions proceeding by chemical and electrocheDdcal steps are

known to occur in liquid systems, e.g. in the cell

I I +:. 2+ I 3+ IAg Ag20 Ag i!Fe Fe Pt
THE CHEMICAL REACTION OCCURRING IS:

2+ +2Fe + AS20 + 2H

THE ELECTROCHEMICAL REACTION OCCURRING IS

3+ -2Fe + 2e •

•• •

2Ag + H
2
0

TOTAL REACTION:
3+2Fe + 2Ag + H20 • 2 2+ 0 + 2H+Fe + Ag2

The fact that the OCV was initially low and built up gradually to
O.4V does support the possibility of a chemical reaction occurring first,
but it could also be explained as an increase in electrode/electrolyte

contact.
It was decided to examine the anode/electrolyte and cathode/

electrolyte interfacial regions, and half cell potentials, to try and
determine the cell product and reaction mechanisms -(Sections 4.5 and 4.6).
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4.4 BATTERY DISCHARGE TESTS
The battery discharge

r=;
Cui 0\_jS-MeI

Anode Electrolyte

characteristics of the cell
Cull 12-Perylene

Cathode
under different loads were assessed.

The cells were prepared by the method described in 4.2.3. When a
steady OCV was recorded, the cells were pu~ under load using the cell
shown in figure 4.4.(i)

FIGURE 4.4. (i)

R

ccthode OI1odt

DVM
ON dal:4 ,.

With the switchopen, the open circuit voltage was recorded on the
digitial voltmeter; with the switch closed the cell was under load, given
by the resistance, R. During discharge. the cells were thermostat ted
at 25 ! IOC in a water bath.
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.4.4.1 BATTERY DISCHARGE CURVES
The battery discharge results are shown in tables 4.4.l(i), (ii),

(iii). (iv) and (v) and in figures 4.4.l(i). (ii), (iii), (iv) and (v).
The batteries generally maintained a fairly constant current on

discharge. Fluctuations were found in some cells; the worst example
being shown in figure 4.4.I(ii).

This could perhaps be explained by interfacial effects
e.g. varying area of contact. or availability of active material. The
cells operated satisfactorily at current drains up to 230 pA.

In all cases a sharp decrease in the recorded voltage occurred
after a specified time. The voltage did ~ot decrease to zero. but
achieved a constant level at approximately 0.17V.

The anode mass efficiencies of the cells were calculated. assuming
+ -the anode reaction to be Cu + Cu + e , .t\n example of the method of

calculation is shown below. and a summary table of results shown in
table 4.4.l(vi)
CALCULATION OF MASS EFF~CIENCY FOR DIS~GE ~CROSS 8.3 kG

Electrolyte: 00S-MeI/CUI
Anode:
Cathode:

Cu/Electrolyte
I/Perylene

(1:1 wt ratio)
(3:2 mol ratio)

-32g of iodine cathode contains 1.OOg of iodine • 7.90x 10 moles.
Ig of copper anode contains 0.5g of copper • 7.82 x 10-3 moles.
Time taken for battery to become flat « 0.3V) • 840 hrs.
Amount of charge transferred (found Py the integral of I vs. t plot.

using Simpson's approximation) • 1.39 x 102 C
•. . Amount of copper depleted from anode - 1.44 x 10-3 moles

Cl! 0.092g

The average voltage during discharge • O.38V
The average curren t qrawn • 46 pA.
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TABLE 4.4.I(vi): SUMMARY OF BATTERY DISCHARGE RESULTS
r\ .For the cell CuI O,--,S-MeI CuI/I2-Perylene

Load Time Average Average No. of Amt. of %
/kG /hrs Voltage Current Coulotllbs eu Effici-

Iv It-A (Calculated) Depleted ency
/g

8.3 840 0.38 45.8 1.35' x 102 0.089 17.7
5.2 400 0.41 18.9 1.2tt x 102 0.082 16.3
4.7 425 0.42 89.4 1.38 x 102 0.091 18.2
1.8 170 0.38 211.1 1.21 x 102 0.080 15.9
1.67 140 0.38 237.S 1.16 x 102 0.077 15.3

These mass efficiencies are low, but an ~epth study of anode
efficiencies was not undertaken, and theBe results compare favourably
to some Ag/AgI/I2-pery1ene batteries (Randell, 1979).
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TABLE4.4.1(i) Eletttolyte r=:0\._jS-MeI/CuI

Load 8.3 kO

Time/hrs Cell Time/brs Cell
voltage/V vo1tage/V

0 0.382 520 0.381
20 0.384 540 0.380
40 0.391 560 0.378
60 0.392 580 0.364
80 0.381 600 0.362

100 0.379 620 0.360
120 0.372 640 0.361
140 0.380 660 0.465
160 0.380 680 0.365
180 0.381 700 0.471
200 0.382 720 0.370
220 0.378 740 0.370
240 0.378 760 0.372
260 0.376 780 0.373
280 0.376 800 0.373
300 0.378 820 0.375
320 0.377 840 0.210
340 0.370 860 0.195
360 0.368 880 0.180
380 0.360 900 0.183
400 0.360 920 0.172
420 0.360 940 0.181
440 0.358 960 0.180
460 0.359 980 0.178
480 0.361 1000 0.178
500 0.362
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TABLE 4.4.l(ii) Electrolyte 1\0,--,S-MeI/CuI
Load 5.2 kG

Time/brs Cell Time/hra Ce11
voltage/V voltage/V

0 0.375 310 0.485
10 0.376 320 0.485
20 0.375 330 0.485
30 0.375 340 0.485
40 0.370 350 0.487
50 0.360 360 0.488
60 0.330 370 0.491
70 0.325 380 0.495
80 0.326 390 0.493
90 0.325 400 0.440

100 0.310 410 0.375
110 0.300 420 0.310
120 0.290 430 0.300
130 0.390 440 0.275
140 0.415 450 0.275
150 0.425 460 0.248
160 0.435 470 0.242
170 0.448 480 0.220
180 0.451 490 0.217
190 0.470 500 0.215
200 0.470 510 0.215
210 0.47Q 520 0.200
220 0.470 530 0.198
230 0.476 540 0.180
240 0.490 550 0.175
250 0.490 560 0.163
260 0.490 570 0.171
270 0.491 580 0.162
280 0.492 590 0.161
290 0.485 600 0.161
300 0.485
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TABLE 4.4.1(iii) Electrolyte:
Load: 4.7 kO

--Time/hra Cell Time/hra Cell
voltage/V voltage/V

0 0.401 320 0.480
20 0.403 340 0.475
40 0.400 360 0.461
60 0.39a 380 0.453
80 0.405 400 0.421

100 0.402 420 0.400
120 0.402 440 0.310
140 0.397 460 0.220
160 0.397 480 0.210
180 0.400 500 0.185
200 0.401 520 0.187
220 0.398 540 0.185
240 0.398 560 0.185
260 0.399 580 0.169
280 0.421 600 0.170
300 0.440
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TABLE 4.4.l(iv) Electrolyte: r<O\.._/S-MeI/CuI
1.8 1d1Load:

Time/hra Cell Time/hra Cell
vo1tage/V vo1tage/V

0 0.362 105 0.375
5 0.362 110 0.375

10 0.362 115 0.375
15 0.375 120 0.375
20 0.375 125 0.370
25 0.380 130 0.361
30 0.402 135 0.350
35 0.415 140 0.350
40 0.425 145 0.350
45 0.420 150 0.348
50 0.420 155 0.345
55 0.,405 160 0.325
60 0.408 165 0.280
65 0.413 170 0.210
70 0.398 175 0.175
75 0.399 180 0.175
80 0.398 185 0.175
85 0.390 190 0.170
90 0.380 195 0.170
95 0.315 200 0.162

100 0.315
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TABLE 4.4.1(v) \ E1ectrQ1y~e: f\0\.....JS-MeI/CuI
Load: 1.67 kg

Time/hra Cell Time/hra Cell
voltage/V vo1tage/v

0 0.361 125 0.374
5 0.362 130 0.371

10 0.363 135 0.370
15 0.364 140 0.261
20 0.375 145 0.250
25 0.382 150 0.210
30 0.401 155 0.181
35 0.408 160 0.172
40 0.425 165 0.164
45 0.425 170 0.162
50 0.425 175 0.162
55 0.410 180 0.162
60 0.408 185 0.161
65 0.412 190 0.160
70 :0.400 195 0.162
75 0.389 200 0.161
80 0.394 205 0.161
85 0.410 210 0.150
90 0.398 215 0.151
95 0.381 220 0.152

100 0.380 225 0.150
105 0.380 230 0.153
HO 0.379 235 0.151
115 0.371 240 0.150
120 0.377 245 0.150

250 0.150
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4.4.2 BATTERY CYCLING tESTS
Iodine/perylene is known to b.~ave as a reversible electrode in

the cell Ag/Ag4RbI5/12-perylene (Serosati, Torroni and Butherus, 1972),
(reversible in this sense meaning that the battery can operate as a
secondary cell). The reversibility has been tested by charge-discharge
cycling; the charge-discharge efficiency is reported as being about
70% (Scrosati, 1973).

"This was tried for the cell Cut O\__;S-MeI.CuI/I2 perylene.

EXPERIMENTAL
The experimental procedure of Scrosati was to mimic a dischargec

battery, and charge the cell Zn/A2~RbI5/Agl-perylene at 0.05 rnA for
18 hours, and subsequently discharge at 0.1 mAo As the cell products
for the Cu/I2-perylene couple are uncertain, it was decided to cycle a
battery on a discharge~harge, rather t~an a charge-discharge cycle.

A discharged battety (i.e. with, an open circuit voltage < 0.2V)
was subjected to a 10-20 hour recharge at 0.05 mAo The resulting OCV

was recorded, and the results shown in table 4.4.2(i)

Table 4.4.2(i): OCv's RECORDED AFTER BATTERY RECHARGE

------------------------,._---
Time/hrs 10 hr recharge 20 hr recharge

OCV/V OCV/V-----------_._---_ ..._-_.- .. ----_._---
o
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

0.31 0.34
0.15 0.20
0.13 0.16
0.10 0.13
0.54 0.10
0.02 0.08

0.04
0.02
.------
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After recharging the open circuit voltage did increase, but was

not stable and fell in a few hours to below O.OSV. Battery discharge

was therefore not tested.

On cleaving the cell, the electrode, electrolyte and electrode

caps had turned black, probably from the corrosive action of iodine.

The cathode material had also become brittle and crumbled on touching.

It is interesting to note that the test cells used by Scrosati,

may differ significantly from the working battery. In a battery Ag!

is produced by a solid state electrochemical reaction, and so will be

likely to show a different state of subdivision and contact than a

pressed disc of fresh AgI.
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4.4.3 DISCUSSION 01 BATTERY DISCHAlGE RESytTS
The batteries sh~ed consistent discharge characteristic_, i.e.

efficiency was not a function of load in the range studied. There was
no measurable deterioration of the electrolyte, nor a significant
decrease in conductivity. This indicates that the electrode ruaterials
are compatible with the electrolyte, and the reaction product does not
build up significantly as a resistive layer during discharge, i.e. the
reaction product is either an ionic conductor, or it is soluble in the
electrode or electrolyte materials.

The operating voltage of the batteries was about 0.38V over a
current drain range 50-200 pAl In all cases a sharp drop in current

4was noted after ~ 10 C of charge had been drawn. The voltage dropped
from 0.38 to a 0.18V, and again remained constant at this new lower
level for some time. On cleaving the cells at this stage of discharge,
it was noticed that the gpld plated electrode caps had been depleted.

I
As the expected voltage for the combined reactions:

Au ... Au+ + e; Au+ + U2 + e - ... AuI

is 0.2V, the electrolytes appear to be aurous as well as cuprous
conductors.

The results from these gold capped batteries are interesting

because:
1. although its commercial importance may be lindted, this iR

probably the first solid state gold battery that has been made.
2) it indicates that all of the available copper anode material has

been used. This means that the available copper is only about
20% of the total copper originally put in, i.e. 80% of the copper
is·unavailable for electrocheudcal reaction.
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On exaudning the anode region of a discharged battery it was
noticed that the characteristic metallic lustre of copper was absent,
and under microscope the electrode material appeared inhomogeneous.
Attempts were made to examine this by X-ray diffraction analysis, of
material removed from the region of the anode/electrolyte interface,
but only CuI and electrolyte could be detected.

It is not known whether 80% of the anode material is unavailable
for physical or chemical reasons. If it were physically unavailable
in the sense that the electrode may have become a poor ionic conductor,
thus isolating the majority of the anode from possible reactioos, it is
difficult to explain why the gold ions should be mobile. If it were
chemically unavailable then 0.4g of copper must have reacted to produce
a significant amount of some new material which should have been
detectable by X-ray analysis.

A possible exp1anation is that the copper forms a solid solution
I

or compound with the electrolyte m_terial present in the anode, without
significantly altering the X-ray patterns or the ionic conductivity of
the starting materials.

As discussed in 4.3.3, the cel1 reaction products are not known
at present. There is clear evidenee that the CuI system behaves
differently from that involving AgI and the cell reaction cannot simply
be wri tten as

Cu + iI2 • CuI
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4.5 THREE ELECTRODE MEASUREMENTS

Three electrode measurements are useful for investigating cell
reactions and charge-transfer kinetics.

In solution electrochemistry a third reference el~ctrode i. ideally
designed so as not to disturb the sy8te~. eg. it has a large surface
area, and virtually no curfent is drawn.

This second cfiterioQ can be ful!ulled when using a reference
electrode for meas~rement8 on solid state systems, but due to the
design and shape ot solid state batteries, the reference electrode
usually has a small surface area. One way of increasing the effective
surface area of a reference electrode in solid state systems would be
to use a luggin capillary arrangement (this has been tried by
Dickinson (1978» but it is difficult to press a powdered electrolyte
at compaction pres.ures around 10 MPa and keep a capillary tube intact
and in place.

In comparison to ,solution electrochemistry, diffusion to and from
the electrode surface of the electrode products will be an important
factor and the presence of a third electrode may affect some of the
diffusion properties.

Three electrode measurements were made during the course of this
project on silver and copper iodide electrolytes in conductivity cells
and batteries. It was hoped to find some differences in behaviour
between silver and copper iodide systems that would suggest why the
open circuit voltage for the Cu/I2 combination of electrodes does not
produce the expected value, whereas Agl/12 behaves as predicted. Tafel
type plots were constructed from the current voltage characteristics
of conductivity cells and reversible As/AaI reference electrode.

were used in batteries.
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4.5.1 CHARGE TRANSFEl lCINETICS--
As discussed in 2.2.5, the exchange current density, I , and the

o
transfer coefficient, a, can be determined by measuring the current
response to an applied potential.

From equation 2,2,5(ii)
1nl • 1nl + nanF/RTo

A plot of 1nl vs. " should be a straight line with an intercept at 1nlo
and a gradient of naF/RT.

The electrolytes O~s~eI/CuI (16:84 mol ratio) and
(CH3)28(CH2)3S(CH3)22I/AgI (7:93 mole ratio) were used.

EXPERIMENTAL

The experimental procedures ot Armstrong, Dickinson and Taylor
(1974) were followed.

The electrolysis cell was a perspeX cylinder with an 8 mm diameter
axial hole. A 1 mm di~ter radial bole ~d-way along the cylinder
accommodated a fine sil~er or copper wire reference electrode. This
electrode was embedded in the powdered electrolyte located between two
silver or copper electrodes backed by short steel rods. The silver and
copper were Johnson~atthey 'specpure' grade. The assembly was com-
pressed in a vice and the applied pressure measured by a load gauge .

The electrolyais cell is shown in figure 4.5.l(i).
Current potential measurements were made using a potentiostat in

conjunction with a function generator and an X-Y record~r. A cycle
scan rate of 10 mV 8-1 was found to give the least hysteresis.

The resistance between the working and reference, and working and

secondary electrode was measured. This wa. to enable corrections to be
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made for the lR drop across the elactrolyte, and to check that there

were no internal short circuits.

FIGURE 4.5.l(i): ELECTROLYSIS CELL

work/;'j and s€cOI1c1a.f'!J
etecbrod IS

el~c~o~te
mattrial

il1s~lo.ted
Jaw f. r vice

staal rod

RESULTS
There was a great deal of difficolty in obtaining reproducible

results. Current was found to depend considerably on the applied

pressure (as would be expected as surface area of contact is pressure

dependent). When the cell was subjected to successive sweeps of

voltage, the current did not remain constant, but Lnc rease d slowly 2nd

somewhat erratically. This again is not surprising as the metal world r'g

and secondary electrode initially consisted of a polished cylinder,

but metal deposited by electrolysis on the surface would be in a

different physical state and so rate of dissolution would be expected

to be different.
The CuI electrolyte cell was subjected to a -500 to +500 mV

potential sweep either side of the rest potential. The current was
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also found to be dependent on whether the voltage sweep was anodic
(working electrode positive) or cathodic. These voltages could not be
achieved on the silver electrolyte as at about 30 mV the electrolyte
decomposed, dramatically, violently and irreversibly, with liberation
of iodine. For both electrolyte voltage sweeps showed little hy steresLs .

Reasonably reproducible result. were obtained for the copper
system, at an applied pressure of 10 MPa, and for the silver system at
an applied pressure of 8 MPA. The scans were repeated 15-20 times
before results became consistant; these are presented in tables 4.5.1(i),
(ii), (iii) and (iv) and figures 4.5.l(ii), (iii), (iv)

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The first sweep in the CuI/electrolyte system produced non-linear

log I vs. n plots, probably as the voltage across the cell is governed
by the IR drop. The 10th and 20th sweep.swere similar to each other.
The cathodic sweep sh~ed linearity ~bove 160 mV; the reverse was true
for the anodic sweeps, where linearity was not observed above 200 mV.

These results indicate that the kinetics governing the plating
process are different from dissolution process. A possible explanation
for this could be that the mechanism of diffusion is different towards
and away from the electrode interface, Le. it is the rate deteru-I ni i-g
step for the plating process but not for the dissolution process.

This data cannot be compared with that given in the litetature <IS

results are given only for anodic sWeeps (e.g. Armstrong, Dickipson and
Taylor, 1974; Armstrong and Dickinson, 1976; Armstrong, Dickinson and
Willis, 1974). The Tafel slope and I values reported by Armstrong foro

a number of electrolytes are ,compared to the values found during this
work in table 4.5.l(v). As can be seen, they are in the same order of
magnitude as those obtained for the CuBr electrolyte.
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TABLE 4.5.1(i): ELECTROLYTE: Cull O~-MeI (84:16)

Conductance between wotking and counter electrode:
• 2.3 x 10-2 S

• 43.5QResistance:

,Conductance'between working and reference electrode:
• 2.4 x 10-2 S

Resistance: • 41.00

INITIAL SWEEP (1st C~~le) ...cathodic cycle leads anodic.

Applied E-lR/mV Measured 10glO I
voltage/mV current/mA

---------
CATHODIC

100 78 0.50 -3.3
200 139 1.40 -2.85
320 216 2.40 -2.62
400 265 3.10 -2.51

ANODIC
100 83 -0.40 ...3.40
200 152 -1.10 -2.96
300 209 -2.10 -2.68
400 252 -3.40 -2.47

--.-
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TABLE 4.5.l(ii): ELECTROLYTE: Cull 08S-MeI (84:16)

10th CIcle Resistance • 43.50

Applied E-IR/mV Measured 10gl0 Ivoltage/mV current/trIA
CATHODIC

100 87 0.30 -3.52
200 178 0.50 -3.30
300 267 0.75 -3.12
400 361 0.90 -3.05
500 448 1.20 -2.95

ANODIC
100 89 -0.25 -3.60
200 163 -0.85 -3.07
300 222 -1.80 -2.74
400 287 -2.60 -2.59
500 352 -3.40 -2.47

TABLE 4.5.l(iii): .ELECTROLYTE: Cull OCS-MeI (84:16

Resistance • 43.50
20th Cycle

--Applied E-IE/mV Measured 10gl0 Ivoltage/mV current/mA

CATHODIC
100 91 0.20 -3.70
200 183 0.40 -3.40
300 274 0.60 -3.22
400 363 0.85 -3.07

AmDIC
100 85 -0.35 -3.46
200 159 -0.95 -3.02
300 220 -1.85 -2.73
400 270 -3.00 -2.52
500 343 -3.60 -2.44
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TABLE 4.5.l(iv):

(93:7)

Conduct.nce between workin8 .nd counter electrode:
• 1.91 x 10-2 S

Resistapce • 52.40

Conduct.nee between workin8 and reference electrode
-2• 1.95 x 10 S

Resistapce • 51.20

Sth Cycle

Applied E-Ir/mV Measured loglO I
vo1tage/mV curren t/mA

CATHODIC
2.0 1.95 1.0 -6.00

6.0 5.74 5.0 -5.30

10.0 9.37 12.0 -4.90

12.0 11.27 14.0 -4.S5

16.0 14.95 20.0 -4.70

20.0 18.64 26.0 -4.59

ANODIC
2.0 1.90 2.0 -5.70

6.0 5.74 5.0 -5.30

10.0 9.45 10.0 -5.00

16.0 14.79 23.0 -4.64

20.0 lS.32 ~2.0 -4.50
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TABLE 4.S.l(v): COMPARISON I AND TAFEL SLOPES FOR VARIOUS ELECTROLYTESo

---
! System Pressure 101 Tafel Slope. References

/MPa cm-2 mA cm-2

Ag/Ag4RbIS 10 20.0 Armstrong.Dickinson
Thirsk and Whitfield
1971

20 2.8 -3 "5.0 x 10
20 1.8 5.0 x 10-3 Armstrong. Dickinson

and Willis 1974-----.-----
Ag/Ag6W0414 100 1.1 9.1 x 10-3 Armstrong, Dickinson
Polycrystalline and Taylor 1974

Vitreous 400 3.1 9.1 x 10-3

10 0.10 -3 Armstrong, DickinsonCuBrl 3.12 x 10
CH3C6H12N4Br and Taylor 1974

CuBrl o.il . -3
(CH3)2C6H12N2Br2 10 3.12 x 10 "

-L-
Cull

00S-+1eI 10 0.2& -3 This work1.4 x 10

10th sweep
20tb sweep 10 0.41 3 x 10-3 This work
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As the experimental results varied so much, and there is such
little data to compare the results ~th. an in-depth study of this
type of experimentation ~as not undertaken.

The results are however interesting a.:
1) the anodic and cathodic processes produced different plots.
2) Tafel plots could not be carried out for AgI systems because the

electrolyte decomposed irrever8i~ly at 30 mV. This is surprising AS the

battery operates at O.68V. This suggests that applied pressun

affects the current voltage characteristics (as well as
increasing area of contact in the cell).

In a battery or conductivity cell, the electrode caps are held
in place by a spring loaded clamp, and although pressure is applied to
the electrodes this would still allow a lateral expansion of the
electrolyte when current flowed. In the perspex cylinders used to
make three electrode measurements, Db expansion is allowed.

The effects of applied pressure and the relationships between
pressure, mechanical stress and strain are not taken into account
during these measurements, but could well prove to be important.

4.5.2 HALF CELL REACTIONS
Three electrode measurements were made on copper and silver iodi0(-'

battery systems using a silver/silver iodide reference electrode. It
was hoped to determine the half ce1l potentials of the cell reaction,
and therefore possibly to account for the low OCV recorded in CuI
batteries.
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EXPERIMENTAL
The Ag/Ag reference electrode was aade by electrochemically

depositing AgI onto a fine silver wire (Johnson~atthey 0.2 mm dia.).
Two silver wires, 10 ca in length, was suspended in 1.M KI solution,

•and a voltage of 0,5V appl~ed for 30 seconds. The polarity was then
reversed and Agl was depos'ted on the cleaned surface of the silver
wire. Electrolysis tiae was 30 minutes.

Assuming a 100% effic~ency, 0.5V applied for 30 minutes, drawing
a current of approximately O.lA,would deposit about 0.05g of AgI onto
the surface of the wire (approximate .urface area • 0.6 cm2).

The bright silver wir. turned yellow/green from the Agl after
10 minutes.

PRELIMINARY TESTS ON Ag/ Agl RE¥E~~~ODE

The stability and reversibility of the reference electrode were
Idetermined before measurements were made on battery cells. Potential

differences between electrodes were measured using an electrometer
(Vibron model number 33B2).

TEST CELL (A):
Pellets were made by pressing a four layer sandwich of 19 Ag,

2g AgI, 2g CuI, 19 Cu. Pure CUI and Agl were used although they show
low ionic conductivity. Essentially no current is drawn by an
electrometer, and therefore the cell would not polarize. A 2 em length
of the reference electrode. bent into an L shape, was placed in the
Agl layer prior to final compaction at 400 MPa. When the pellet was
removed from the die press, the loose end of the wire was located by
scraping around the pellet with a scapel blade, and bending it back

from the side of the electrolyte.
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Scrosati (1973) inserted a silver wire reference electrode into
Ag4RbIs electrolyte by locally melting the electrolyte. This procedure
was not adopted as the measurements on te,t cell (B) and on the batteries
were made using electrolytes with organic and inorganic constituents.
Local melting of the elec~rolyte would decompose the organic compounds.

The electrode arrangement of the tes~ pellet is shown in figure

are shown schematically in figure 4.5.2(ii).
4.5.2(i). The measured potential differences between the electrodes

FIGURE 4.S.2(i): TEST CELL (A)

topper ibd Ide-+

silver -- ...

FIGURE 4.5.2(H): TEST CELL (A) MEASURED POTENTIAL DIFFERENCES

El'OV

A9/Ag1
,.,F'ffne' ,~ch-'odfL-..._----- E,.o.4v--------'
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The results from measurements on test cell (A) indicate:
1. E for the cell Cu/CuI/AgI/Ag • O.4V
2. The Ag/AgI reference electrode 'behaves in tbe same manner aa

the bulk Ag/AgI electrode, because E2 - 0, and also
E3 - El (- O.4V).

Therefore Ag/Ag wire is a luit8ble reference electrode in AgI.

TEST CELL (B):
This cell was designed to test the use of a Ag/AgI reference

electrode in a copper iodide electrolyte.
A two layer pellet was constructed, using 19 Cu and 2g of CuI

electrolyte (16:84)4methYl-I.4-oxathiani~ iodide/copper iodide).
As described for test cell (A). Ag/AgI electrode was embedded into
the electrolyte.

The results for the measured potential differences between
I

electrodes are shown in figure 4.5.2(iii).

FIGURE 4.5.2(iii): TEST CELL (B)
r=;Cu CUI/ O\_/S-MeI

'-----4·o.",v---

These results indicate that Ag/Agl wire behaves as a reversible

electrode in CuI electrolytes, because E4 • El • E3 • O.4V.
i.e. E for Cu/CuIELECTROLYTE/Agl/Ag - O,4V, as found for the system
using bulk Ag/AgI electrolyte.
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The results from the two test cells were consistent and did not
show significant drift.

The Gibbs energy expected for an overall reaction
Cu + AgI ~ CuI + Ag

is given by ~G9 9 9• ~GCuI - AFGASI
• -69.5 - (- 66.3) kJ mo1-1

• -3.3 kJ' mo1-1

E9 • O.034V

The Gibbs energy expected for an overall reaction
Cu UgI --t Cul2 + 2AS

9AaG • - 5.6 - (- 2 x 66.3)
• + 127 kJ mol-1

Ee • _ O.66V

is given by

. .
Experimentally ECEL~ for Ag/AgI/CuI/eu was approximately O.4V.

which cannot be explained by either of th. above reactions ••
i.e. the observed EeELL cannot be attributed to the overall reactions:

Cu + Agl ~ Cui + Aa

or Cu ...2AgI --.Cul2 + 2Ag
The battery cells

Cu/ 00-Mel.CuI/I2 -perylene
Ag/(CH3)3SI.AgI/I2-perylene

were made up (as described in 4.2.3) with a Ag/Agl reference electrode
embedded into the electrolyte. The potential difference between the
electrodes was recorded at time t • 0 and t • 48 hours. The results
are shown .chematically in figures 4.5.2(iv) and (v) and are

summarised in table 4.5.2(i).
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ri9 4.52 (iV)

Three eLectrode measurements on AgI batteritS

time: Dhrs em~/V
,._- 0 -- -0.&3 ----.

A3 lAsI

~ EL£clrQlyte 1%

~------n~--------
~,me ; 48 hrs

.--0 O.O'T----...

A!j/AgI

------0.65--------'



Thr'te eltlc~rodemeQSu~mtn~s on CuI bolterias

~lm(l = 0 hrs
_-.o..,.__------ .0' --...

Ag/AgI

CLt ~~te 12

...._--- 0 ------'

tlme = 48 hrs

....--.15--.,..-- .003--

0( Eltcl:t-ol8~ 1z
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TABLE 4.S.2(i)

For Ag! For CuI

The summation of the half
cell potentials • ECELL

ECELL did not change signi-
ficantly in 48 hrs.

ECELL and half cell
reactions consistent with
EEXP of battery

The summation of the half
cell potentials • ECELL

ECELL initially zero, increased
to O.4V in 48 hrs.

ECELL and half cell reactions
not consistent with EEXP of
battery

CONCLUSIONS ON THREE ELECTRODE MEASUREMENTS

Silver/silver iodide wire can be used as a reference electrode
.in copper and silver iodide electrolytes doped with sulphonium iodides.
It &lidnot prove possible, however. Ito identify the reaction in the
cell Cu/CuI/AgI/Ag.

The half cell potehtials for ,ilver iOdide batteries were com-.
patible with the overall cell volt~ge. Th~ cell voltages in copper
iodide batteries were initially loW and the working cell voltage was
achieved only after 48 hours. The half cell potentials for CuI are

.' inexplicable •
This experiment did not offer electrothemical explanations as to

why the OCV for CUI batteries is sO low. The induction period for a
cell voltage to develop does 8uggelt an initial chemiceI reaction. It
may be useful to study the kinetics of the cell reaction by monitoring
voltage as a function of temperature.
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4.6 SURFACE ANALYSIS OF ELECTRODE/kl:-.!LCTROLYTEINTERFACES
As discussed in 2.4 •• there would be great merit in analysing the

composition and structure of the interfacial region between an electro-
1yte and electrode. An in 8itu technique would be preferred so BS to
disturb the system as little as possible.

During the course of this project the surface compositiopa1
techniques of Auger electron spectroscopy and scanning electron micro-
scepy with energy dispersive analysis of X-rays (AES and SEM/EDAX)

were used. The fortnergives information about the outermost at.OO1ir.::
layers of the material whereas the latter probes to greater depth.
Silver and copper iodide based conductivity cells and battery systems
were studied. The theories of these methods are described in 2.4.2 and

2.4.3.
Tbe aim of this study were:

a) to see if these techniques coul? be used on solid electrolyte
systems (as they are high vacuum techniques and there may be a
problem with organic volatility).

b) to determine the difference in composition of the interfacial
regions in conductivity cells and battery systems.

c) to ascertain if there were any significant differences between
copper and silver iodide systems, as they behave. so differently

in battery cells.

4.6.1 SEM/EDAX

This technique was tried on a lample taken from the cathodel
electrolyte interfacial region of a Cu/O~S-MeIcuI/I2-perylene
battery. The experimental work waS carried out at Thorn Lighting,

Leicestershire. with the help of Dr. V. Goddard.
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EXPERIMENTAL

A discharged battery ce11 was eleaved at the cathode interface with
a scalpel blade and a small piece (A O.S cm2) was mounted on platinum
wires in the sample chamber. When the sample chamber was evacuated (to
10-4 Pa) electron micrographs at a magnification of 280 where taken at
an electron tube voltage of 15 keV.

Elemental analyses by EDAX of the same area of sample were taken
for sulphur, copper and iodine. The results were displayed on a
television screen, and recorded bymking a polaroid photograph. The
photographs are shown in figures 4.6Ki) and (ii) (which have been
included at the end of the thesis).

The results can be summarised:
1. the electron micrograph of the sample area showed a certain amount

of inhomogeneity, which would be expected as the two regions of
electrode and electrolyte could not be cleaved cleanly.

I
2. the elemental analysis showed a homogeneous dispersion of sulphur,

iodine and copper. The density of iodine was higher than sulphur
or copper. The densities of copper and sulphur were about equal.

The results indicated that the cathode region contained a high
proportion of iodine which could be explained by some of the t2-perylene
being unreacted. As discussed in 4.4.3, this would be expected as,
during discharge, only about 20% of the anode material was consumed
and the mole percentage of copper and iodine in the anode and cathode
were approximately equal. The presence of unreacted iodine would also
explain why the battery continued to operate at 0.l8V as an
Au/ELECTROLYTE/I2 cell.
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4.6.2 AUGER ELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY
AES was tried on the electrode/electrolyte interfacial regiona of

a) Cut O~S-MeI.CUI/CU conductivity cell

b) Cut
(anode/electrolyte interface after discharge)

c)

d)

Ag/(CH3)3SI.AgI/AgI conductivity cell.
Ag/(CH3)3SI.AgI/I2-perylene battery
(anode/electrolyte interface after discharge).

The Agl samples were 4lso examined for stoichion1etry changes from
electron beam damage, by comparison of intensities of repeated Bcau.

This work was carried out at the Universi~y of California,
~erkeley, USA with the help of Mr. F. Wag~r.

EXPERDtENTAL

of 10-5 Pa.
A Varian 3-grid Auger electron spectrometer was used at a pressure

I

During sample insertion and removal, the chamber was filled
with dry nitrogen, at a pressure just above ambient to prevent atmos-
pheric contamination. Evacuation was by sorption pumping followed by
continuous ion pumping augmented by intermittant use of a titanium sub-
limation pump. An electron gun situated at the centre of the screen
and grids, was used which produced an electron beam normal to the
sample surface. The accelerating voltage chosen was 3 kV. to preclude
interference from the primary beam and to satisfy the general condition
that Auger beam intensities are maxiudsed when their energies are in
the region of one third of the primary energy. The primary current
was 10 pA. The energy selection grid was ramped at 3 or 10V 8-1 and a
modulation voltage of SV ~ was used. The additional grids were
earthed to minimise field interference. Tbe Auger current was collected
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on the phosphor ~creen and was doubly differentiated with respect to
selection grid voltage by using a lock-in amplifier to select the
second harmonic of the modulation voltage. This er~bled a signal of

~l 710 A to be detected against a background of 10- A. The spectrum was
displayed on an X-Y recorder in the form Qf a plot of dN(E)/dE
(:d2I/dV2) vs. E (=V). Tb, sample was prepared in the following way.

A small amount of the electrode was chipped away from the electro-
lyte using a scalpel blade. Any visible electrolyte was scraped off,
as the volatile organic components would damage the apparatus. The
samples were less than 50 mm2 in area.

The anode frorodischarged battery cells cleaved easily from the
electrolyte, and the interfacial region was Pocked with holes, aome aa
large as 0.5 mm in diametef. The holea had formed in an irregular
pattern but on a sample 3 , 2 mm, there could be as many as six. The

copper batteries also showed evidence of moisture at the interface
(but no blue/green coloura~ion).

The samples were moun~ed on a tantalum sheet as shown in Fig.
4.6.2(i), which had been e~ched in 1:1 HN03IHF, washed and dried.
Lugs were cut into the tan~alum to hold the specimens, and the whole
assembly screwed into the ~unting plate. Two plates were prepared
and positioned on a carousel arrangement. The first sample on each
plate was a copper standard, cut from a single crystal, which was
used to optimise the electron beam.
FIGURE 4.6.2 (i) : §AMPLE MOUNTING FOR AES

r---J 0 0 l ,
..._--I---. ....,."._...r--~F--.;;-:.;-.;...J ttJlfl4lutt1 rh"t

t--.....,ro.jl.lol.V"'c:~~-Lu-f hInt DV'/"

SQwtp"
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RESULTS

The experimental results are shown in tables 4 .6.2(i). (ii), (iii)

and (iv).

For elements with an atomic number abo~e three, several Auger
peaks may be produced. This is because in this three electron process,

EAUGER • 'bUT· - E,OOWN' - E,~,

there is a choice of levels for the 'out' (first electron which results
in ionisation), 'down' (second electron dropping fr~ a higher orbital)
and 'up' (Auger electron emitted) electrons.

The energy of the Auger electron can be calculated to within 5 eV
by using the following equation (Prutton, 1975):

EABC(Z) • EA(Z) - l{EB(Z) + EB(Z + 1) + Ec(Z) + EC(Z + I)} + C
4.6.2(i)

were EA' ~ and EC are the binding ene~gie8 of electrons in the
'out', 'down' and 'up' levels respectively.

I

Z • atomic number of element concerned
Z + 1 • atomic number of element one higher up in the

periodic table.
C • constant, calculated from deviation of Cu standard from

predicted Auger peak.
(This takes into account inaccuracies in Z/Z + 1 conC'ept,
the grid work function and experimental miscalibration.)

The element Z + 1 is used for EDOWN snd Eup because after
primary ionisation the electron shielding and binding energies will be
more analogous to Z + I than to Z.

For the Cu standard, peaks at 773, 838, 847 and 917V were found
corresponding to Auger transitions
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The AES results for CuI samples indicated that
1. the interfacial region of the electrode/electrolyte was relatively

clean; there were as many peaks for the conductivity and battery
cell samples as for the copper standard.

2. Conductivity cells showed no significant chemical shift with
respect to the Cu standard. The battery cells showed m 6 eV shift
to lower Auger energies, i.e. to higher binding energy of the
level from which the second electron escapes. This would be
expected for Cu+ and Cu2+ relative to Cu. These results suggest
that Cu at a higher valence state was present at the electrode/
electrolyte interface in the battery.

3. There was a splitting of Auger transitions involving M4,S electrons
(which are valence electrons)~ this behaviour could arise from

o I Ithe presence of two copper speties. e.g. Cu and Cu or Cu and
I

C II
u •

The AES resul~8 for AgI samples indicate:
1. Unlike the CuI systems, there was no downward shift of Auger peaks

in AgI battery cells relative to conductivity cells. In fact the
shifts that were observed were in the upward direction.

2. Auger peaks involving transisions of valence electrons did not

show splitting.
These results indicate that the silver on the interface of the
conductivity cell was in the same valence state as the silver in
the battery.

3. On successive runs of the same sample (table 4.6.2(iv», the peak
height ratio for Ag:I increased, i.e. the ratio of Ag:! approxinl-
ately doubled after eight runs. This is an indication that the
sample had been damaged by the electron beam e.g. by loss of iodin~
from the surface.
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TABLE 4.6.2(i): AES RESULTS
1. COPPER STANDARD SCAN RATE 10 eV/S

-Assigned Peak Position Element
Transition (eV)

23 e
K2,3M4,SM4,5 60 Cu

183 Cl
242 PLASMON
273 C
383 I
493 0
513 o or I

L3M2,3M2,3 773 Cu
L1MIM1 838 CU
LJM2,3M4,~ 847 Cu Ll - 28
L3M4,SM4,5 917 eu L2 3 - 2pL1M2,3M2,3 939 Cu Al - 35

Ll" M2,3 • 3p
M4,S - 3d

2. ELECTRODE FROM CuI' o~s~eI CONDUCTIVITY CELL
SCAN RATE 10 eV Is

Assigned Peak Position Element
Transition (eV) --25 C

40 1 or Ta
M2,3M4,5M4,5 61 Cu

83 Fe
152. S
185 Cl
243 PlASMON
274 C
273 C
435 1
511 o or I
519 0
561 I

L3M2,3M2,3 774 Cu
L1MIM1 838 Cu
L3M2,3M4,5 847 eu
L3M4,SM4,5 919 Cu
L1~2,3M2,3 939 eu
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TABLE 4.6.2(H): AES RESULTS

3. ANODE FROM Cull CS-MeI BATTERY SCAN RATE 10 eV/S

Assigned Peak Position Element
Transition (eV)

23 C
40 I

M2,g~,5~,5 62 Cu
MIM4, sM4, 5 105 Cu

151 S
270 C
508 o or I
515 0

LgM2, sM2,3 769 tu
LINIMI 832 Cu
LgM2,3M4,5 1842 CuValence 853 CuSplit
LgM4 5~ 5 " {9l2 Cu, , 933 Cu

4. ANODE FROM Cull OCS-MeI BA'lTERY SCAN RATE 3 eV/S

Assigned Peak r Element-I i Assigned Peak Element
Transition position I Tranaition Position

(eV) (eV)
23 C 516 I
36 I 557
39 Ta 566 I

M2,g~, sM4, 5 61 Cu 712 Cu?
MIM£., sM4, 5 105 Cu LgMIM2 3 725 Cu

152 S LgH2,SM2" (762 Cu
181 Cl (770 Cu
271 C LaMIM4,S 792 CII

349 Ta LIMIMI 832 Cu
378 I L3M2,3M4,5 [841 Cu

"" 433 I Valence Split 853442 I
476 0 LaM.. sMIt 5 " t913 Cu
490 0 ' . 933 Cu
509 0
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TABLE 4.6.2(iii)': AES RESULTS SCAN RATE 10 eV IS

5. ELECTRODE FROM AgI/(CH3~I
CONDUCTIVITY CELL

6. ANODE FROM AgI/(CH3)3SI
BATTERY

Assigned Peak Element Assigned Peak Element
Transition Position Transition Position

(eV) (eV)
24 C 25 C

149 S 40 I
MIMSN2 3 267 C 152 S, } 297 Ag MIMSN2,3 273MSN2 gN4 5 C, t }343 Ta MSN2NSNit t S. 301 Ag
MIM4N4 349 AS MIMS It 350 Ag

503 0 MIMLtbllt 355 Ag
518 I 370 I

383 1
434 I
444
508 0
518 I
559 I
569 I

TABLE 4.6.2(IV): COMPARISON OF PEAK-TO-PEAK HEIGHT FOR I AND Ag

SAMPLE:AgI CONDUCTIVITY CE~L
RUN NUMBER

SCAN RATE 10 aVIS

PEAK I

latio 3 4 5 6 7 8
--- -- --

Ag:! 3.65 3.21 4.7 5.54 5.9 6.92
-- r-- --

Ag:! 2.88 3.42 4.06 5.24 7.15 7.85PEAK II
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CONCLUSIONS
In principle, the energy of the Auger electrons can show chemical

shifts which reflect changes in valence state or chemical environment of
the surface elements (Linford and Parry, 1972). These.effects are
usually in the order of 2 eV and can therefore be masked by uncertainties
in operational parameters, such as work function of the grids.

These uncertainties are sufficient to prevent the unambiguous
.ssignment of valence state to the copper on the sample surface.
The experimental results do suggest that some copper is in a different
valence state (at the interface) in batteries and in conductivity cells.
It would be interesting to continue and perhaps extend this work.
,.g. to obtain three-dimenaional information by ion bombardment of
~he sample, or to ~se scanping AES to determine elemental distribution.

There are also a number of other surface techniques that could be
applied to the stu4y of splid state i~terface8 e.g. photoelectron
,pectroscopy (UPS and ]PS), although time did not permit investiaationB
of this nature for this project.
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SECTION V

ELECTROLYTES CONTAINING GROUP II ELEMENTS

5.1 INTRODUCTION
Some of the material contained in this section is covered by the

restrictions of public access, delineated in the flyleaf of the thesia.
It should therefore be treated as confidential and not revealed to any
outside person.

As !tated in 1.1.1, concurrent with the work on copper and silver
iodide electrolytes, other novel ionic conductors, particularly those...

containing Group II elements bave been examined.

5.1.1 ANION CONDUCTORS
Calcium fluoride is • fluoride ion conductor, with a conductivity

of I x 10-3 S cm-l at 450°C (Nagel and O'Kaefe, 1973).
Unlike AgI and CuI, Iit does not undergo allabrupt phase transition;..

there is a gradual transition from the insulating to conducting Itate.
The transition is made apparent by a gradual saturation in conductivity
(O'Keefe, 1977) accompanied by a peak in the specific heat ( working
and Bredig, 1968). Dop~ng CaF2 by addition of mono or trivalent
fluorides e.g. NaF or YF3, increases the ionic conductivity by producing
fluoride ion vacancies or intersddals (Bollman, Mothes, Gorlich and
Hauk, 1970; Takahashi, Iwahara and Ishikawa, 1977). The conductivity
of some doped CaF2 electrolytes are shown in table 5.1.l(i).

CaF has a fluorite type structure, which consists of a face-centred-
2

cubic arrangement of cations with the anions occupying all the tetra-
hedral sites. Each cation is located at the centre of a cube, one eighth
tbe volume of the unit cell, surrounded by eight anions. Each anion i.
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TABLE 5.1.1U) IONIC CONDUCTIVITIES OF DOPED CaF2 ELECTROLYTES

ELECTROLYTE CONDUCTIVITYIS cm-1
at 3600C

CaF2
CaO•7SYO.2SF2.2S
ErO.7ICaO.79F2.71
CeCaFS
CeO.02SFo.22SCaO.07S.

3 x 10
I x 10-2

8 x 10-1

3.7 x 10-2

6.1 x 10-1

..
on the corner of the cube surrounded by a tetrahedral arrangement of
cations. The anions are mobile with the cations forming an immobile
F.C.C. cage, as shown in figure 5.1.1(i). Thie 8tructure i. similar to
the structure of y and a CuI.

The empty bOQY centre4 positions of the anion cubes are the
!

octahedral sites and thea~ion .ites are ~e tetrahedral locations in
~he F.C.C. cation lattice. If an anion moves through the facel of the
~olyhedra, the conduction path consiste of alternatina octahedral and
tetrahedral sites, as for a-CuI.

FIGURE 5.1.l(i): FLUORITE STRUCTURE OF CaF2_

•• eeL 1'0t\

F Ion In 4U tcao~lIIrtll
sitts
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,
As the temperature is increased towards T , the transitionc

temperature, the anions begin to occupy the octahedral interstitial
sites, leaving vacancies in the tetrahedral sites. Above T there isc
significant disorder of the anion sublattice. The early X-ray diff-
raction studies of SrC12, which has a similar structure to CaF2, in-
dicated anion disorder as T approaches Tc (Croatto and Bruno, 1946).
This is corroborated by conductivity measurements on CaF2 (Ure, 1957)
and by neutron diffraction studies (Mobius, 1962) •

.It has been ~uggested that the fit to experimental data could be
improv~d if the F- ions wefe displaced in the (111) directions towards
the faces of the tetrahedra, i.e. towards the unit cell body centred
interstitial sites (Willis, 1965).

The data indicated that instead of undergoing harmonic vibrations
about the F lattice sites at (I. I. 1).(1. I. I) etc., the ,- ions
were displaced to (I + 6J ! + 6, I + 6). A similar anharmonic
oscillation model has 'been proposed for CuI (Mlyake. Ho.hino and
Takewaka, 1952 ; II. "Buner and Halg. 1977).

It was decided to investigate the possibility of producing a room
temperature fluoride ion conductor by distorting the lattice of CaF2•
Doping CaF2 with NaF and YF3 increases the conductivity by producing
Schottky and Frenckel defects. As there are already an excess of
available sites in caF2• it was thought possible to alter the lattice
and so make the e~isting sites available rather than create new
defects. This was attempted by dopin, the CaF2 lattice with a large.
soft, polarizable anion. 'n this project calcium fluoroborate,•
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5.1.2 CATION CONDUCTORS
Group II cation conductors can be produced by doping lithiuDl

sulphate with divalent atom sulphates. Pure lithium sulphate has a
high lithium ion conductivity at high temperatures, 3 S cm-l at BOOoe,

(Benrath and Drekopf, 1921). The high temperature modification of
lithium sulphate has been stud~ed (Fflrlandand Krogh-Hce , 1957) by high
temperature powder diffractometry, and is face centred cubic with a
lattice parameter of 7.08 X. It is suggested that LiS04 has a face

centred cubic arrangement of sulphate ions, with lithium ion sites in

the tetrahedral and octahedral positions (1. i, i),Cl, i. i> etc. lind

There are therefore a large numer of possible cation positions,
aud the tetrahedral and octahedral arrangement of sites create 3-
dimensional tunnels (as in a AgI and a CuI).

Binary systems of LiS04 combined with Na2S04, K2S04• Rb2S04• CaS04
i

MgS04' Cs2S04 and znS04 exhibit solid solution behaviour over a wide
composition range. Phase diagrams of these systems have been con-

structed (Schroeder, 1975; StaffanssOD, 1972 and Ljungmsrk, 1974), and
highly conductive phases are achieved at temperatures lower than for

pure Li2S04•
The nearly equimolar high temperature phases of the systems Li2S04

-Na2S04 (Schroeder, 1975) and Li2S04~g2S04 (~e, 1963) have been
studied by high temperature X-ray powder diffraction. They both have
BCC lattices. In the system LiS04-ZnS04 (33 mole % znS04) the lattice
is of lower symmetry, prObably orthorhombic (Schroeder, 1975).

Diffusion and conductivity studies have been carried out on
leveral of these binary and some ternary sulphates. The conductivity
is attributed to the cation, and iftcontrast to Agl-based double salts
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and the lS-a1uminas. bo th mno and divalent cations are mobi le (Heed,
Lunden and Schroeder, 1977).

The phase diagrams of these systems art often complicated. with
possibly one or two highly conducting phasea. The phase diagrams of

FIGURE 5.1.2(i): PHASE DIAGRAM OF THE BlNAky SYSTEM Li2S04-CaS04

I,,,,

x+ 111
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Battery cells with mixed sulphate electrolytes and a divalent or
monovalent metal anode and manganese dioxide cathode have been con-
structed (Heed, Lunden and Schroeder, 1977), and are s~own in tabl~
l.l.l{vii). For a divalent metal ion anode, cell e~'s in the order
of 1.2-2.6V were ~corded at temperatures ranging from 360 to 7450C.

It was noticed that electrolytes based on Na2So4 doped with znS04
or MgSO produced highly conducting phases at lower temperatures than

4
• -1 0Li2S04 based electrolytes, e.g. LiI.76MgO.12S04 6- 0.7 S em at 745 C

-2 0Nal.6ZnO.2S04 6- 2 x 10 at 380 C and
~ -3 -1 0Nal•6M80.2S04 - 1 x 10 5 em at 360 C.
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Calcium doped lithium sulphate produced highly conducting compounds at
temperatures lower than magnesium doped lithium sulphate. It was
decided to investigate the conducti~ty of Na2S04-CaS04 binary mixtures.

The phase diagram of Na2S04-cas04 is shown in figure 5.1.2(iii)
(M~l1er, 1910).

'400

'200

bOO

400

zoo

bO 8020
•
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S.2 EXPERIMENTAL WORK ON CaF2 ELEC'l'ROLYTES

The conductivity of various mate ratio~ of CaF2!Ca(BF4)2 were
investigated.

5.2.1 PREPARATION OF CALCIUM FLUOROBORATE
Calcitml fluoroborate was prepared by dissolving 109 of NaBF 4 in

150 cm3 of distilled water and running through a calcium formed ion
exchange resin (zeolit 225,14-25 mesh). On evaporation. white crystals
formed which were washed in sodium dried ether and dried in a vacuum

ooven at 150 C for 12 hours. Atomic emission analysis of the product
indicated the sodium content to be very .low. Analysis for water was
carried out using Karl Fischer analysis (a titration technique based on
the reaction between iodine. sulphur dioxide. pyridine, methanol and
water). The semple was found to corttain0.45% water. This was carried
out because Ca(BF4)2 ia known to be hydroscopic. The presence of the
BP; ion was confirmed by infrared an,lysis. X-ray powder diffraction
photographs however did not give the powder pattern for CaBF4' The

pattern was that expected for Na(B'4)2'
The erroneously lo~ results for sodium by atomic emission spectro-

scopy could be due to interference by the Br; ion.
Ca(BF

4
)2 was obtained as the dihydrate from ventr~ Ltd. Th~

water of crystallisation was removed by heating the sample to ISOoC,..
until no further weight loss was recorded. X-ray analysis confirmed

the sample to be Ca(BF4)2' Analar Car2 was used to make the conductivity

cells.

5.2.2 PREPARATION OF ELECl'ROLYTES
The electrolyte materials were prepared by two methods:
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METHOD I: Various mole ratios of CaF2 and Ca(BF4)2 were ground together

and pressed into a pellet at 600 MPa. The pellets were kept at ISOoC

for 48 hours in a vacuum oven before electrodes were attached.

METHOD II: Various mole ratios of CaF2 and Ca(BF4)2 were ground together

and fused in a pyrex tube in dry nitrogen (as CaF2 is sensitive to air).

This method proved to be unsatisfactory as white fumes of BF3 were

evolved which attacked the pyrex tube. TGA on a very samll 6an~le

confirmed that Ca(BF4)2 decomposed at 360oC,

Conductivi ty cells were made by grinding pellets prepared by

method I and repressing with graphite electrodes at 500 ~~a.

The graphi te electrodes were made by combining a 1:5 weight ratio

of electrolyte and Cabot (10 pm) graphite. A .typical conductivity c 1.1

would contain 19 graphite electrodehg electrolyte/lg graphit electrode.

5.2.3 CO~~UCTIVITY MEASUREMENTS
Conductivity measurements were clade by mounting the cells between

spring loaded graphite discs in a pyrex tube. Electrical contact was

via copper rods attached to the graphite discs. The apparatus is shown

in figure 5.~.3(i).
F~5.25(i)

grapltik dISC lit
rprll1J loadtd clamp

CDl1ducftiilty all

.lJpp_ayatus ~ormakiJ1j_.
eliCrrlcAI conduchvit:J measuramenis

U"dtr vacuum
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The pyrex tube was evacuated to a pres8ure of • 1 Pa using a
molecular sieve pump. As discussed in 3.7.3, this arrangement had the
disadvantage of decreasing the pressure on the electrode contacts during
heating because the spring would relax.

The pyrex tube was heated in a tube furnace controlled by a Rose-
mount proportional controller and platinum resistance thermometer.
Temperature was measured by an iron-constantan thermocouple (which had
been previously calibrated against a platinum resistance thermometer)
held adjacent to the sample cell. Conductance was measured on a Wayne-

Kerr Autobalance bridge. The furnace tenperature was increased by 2°C
increments, and conductivity measured after a steady temperature had
been recorded for 30 minutes.

The room temperature conductivities of these systems were below
10-10 S em-I. Conductivity as a function of composition at lOOoc is
shown in table 5.2.3(i) and figure 5 .;Z ..3 (H). Conductivi ty as a function
of,temperature is shown for CaF2/Ca(BF4)2 (80:20 mole ratio) in tables
S.~.a(ii) and (iii) and figure 5.2.3(iii)

TABLE 5.2.3 (i) & CONDUCnVITY AS A FUNCTION OF COMPOSITION AT 3000C.

Mole % CaF2 tonduttivity/S cm-l
......,_._..__. _____ __.. --..

50 1.4 x 10-8
x 10-7 .... 70 1.3 .

-772 4.3. le 10
-675 7.0 x 10
-676 6.8 x 10
-580 3.8 x 10
-682 8.7 x 10
-685 5.3 x 10
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TABLE 5.2.3(ii): CONDUCTIVITY AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE
ELECTROLYTE : 80:20 CaF2:Ca(BF4)2 CELL (1)

Temp 1°C 103 KIT a/S em-1- logl0[a/-~S ss,
TEMPERATURE INCREASING

103 2.49 3.01 x 10-10 -9.52
181 2.09 1.25 x 10-8 -7.90
193 2.04 2.11 x 10-S -7.68
202 2.00 -S3.32 x 10 -7.48
213 1.96 -85.52 x 10 -7.26
21S 1.94 -86.66 x 10 -7.1S
222 1.92 8.62 x 10-8 -7.06

1.89 -7231 1.27 x 10 -6.90
-7237 1.87 1.88 x 10 -6.73

1.85 -7 -6.62243 2.39 x 10
1.80 -7 -6.22259 6.06 x 10

276 1.74 -6 -5.831.41 x 10
1.66 -6304 7.09 x 10 -5.15

1.59 -6 -5.13330 7.50 x 10
-6331 1.59 7.89 x 10 -5.10

338 1.57 1.12 x 10-5 -4.95

TEMPERATURE DECREASING
1.71 -6 -5.S0287 1.59 x 10
1.96 8.5 1 -7 -6.07213 x 0

-8 .. -7.02175 2.12 9.53 x 10
-9 -S.7494 2.55 1.S0 x 10 •~
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TABLE 5.2.3 (iii): CONDUCTIVITY AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE

ELECTROLY'l'E: 80:20 CaF 2:(Ca(DF 4) 2 CELL (2)

0 103 k./T als e..-1 log10 [j,Is ern-I]TempI C

103 2.49 3.01 x 10-10 -9.52
131 2.33 9.02 x 10-10 -9.04
144 2.26 1.65 x 10-9 -8.78
154 2.21 -92.71 le 10 -8.57
164 2.16 4.21 x 10-9 -8.38
180 2.08 -9 -8.107.97 x 10
193 2.04 -8 -7.841.44 x 10
194 2.03 -8 -7.662.17 x 10
201 2.00 -8 -7.612.45 x 10

1.99 -8 -7.57204 2.69 x 10
1.97 -8 -7.42210 3.77 x 10
1.96 -8 -7.40212 3.97 x 10

216 1.95 -8 -7.493.25 x 10

226 1.91
. -8 -7.02~.55 x 10

1.90 I -7 -6.85229 1.41 x 10
1.88 -7 -6.69235 2.05 x 10
1.87 -7 -6.64236 2.30 x 10
1.a7 -7 -6.60238 2.52 x 10
1.85

-7 -6.48243 3.28 x 10
1.84 -7 -6.42247 3.80 le 10

-5 -4.42306 1.65 3.80 x 10
-4 ..

334 1.58 1.75 x 10 -3.16
-4 -3.34340 1.57 4.59 x 10 II

-'
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5.2.4 CONCLUSIONS ON CONDUCTIVITY MEASUREMENTS

The conductivity of calcium fluoride was increased by the addition
of calcium fluoroborate. Conductivity as a function of composition
indicated a maximum in conductivity at around 80 mole percent CaF ,

2
-5 -1a • 3.8 x 10 S cm • Conductivity increased with temperature, and

Arrhenius plots for this composition gave an activation energy of
117 kJ mol-l (1.21 eV).

Calcium fluoride was not investigated further because of the
experimental difficulties in keepirtg the samples dry. Calcium fluoro-
borate is ext remely hydroscopic. The conductivity cells shoved a
decrease in conductivity with time, although stored in a vacuum
desiccator. The conductivity of tHis system is too low to be of
commercial interest for making room temperature solid state batteries.
Suitable fluorine electrodes for a battery ~ould also present a problem.
Fluorographite electrodes, (cFx) • where x is between 0.5 and 1.5, andn i

n a large number, can be prepared by reacting powdered graphite with a
mixture of F2 and HF at room temperature. This material is commercially
available from Ozark-Mahoning Compgny, Oklahoma. Fluorographite is
reported as having one of the highest theoretical capacities of any
cathode material, but is extremely corrosive. A possible alternative
fluorine electrode could be a polyhalogen complex, e.g~ (C2HS)4NIF2'
which is prepared by the reaction between tetraethyl~trmOnium Lodocb lorideJ

and silver fluoride (Popov, 1963)
Ace tonitriIe

Although CaF2,Ca(B'4)2 was not extensively studied in this work,
it was shown that the conductivity of CaF2 was enhanced by the addition
of Ca(BF4)2. It would be interesting to carry out further investigations
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of the possibility of producing a fluoride ion conductor. Time did
not permit a structural investigation of these materials. There would
be merit in further characterisation of CaF2 doped with divalent metal
ion salts to ascertain the nature of the conductivity •

•
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5.3 EXPERIMENTAL WORK ON caS04 ELECTROLYTES

The conductivity of binary mixtures of Na2S04-caS04 vere studied
as a function of composition and temperature.

S.3.1 PREPARATION OF ELECTROLYTES
Analytical grade Na2S04 and caS04 were used vithout further

purification. Weighed amounts of CaS04 dih,drate and Na2S04 deca-
hydrate were dried in a furnace for 48 hour. at 200oC, or until there
vas no further weight loss. Various mole ratios of the salts were fU8~C
together in a quart~ tube at lOOOoC in a muffle furnace. When cooled the

salts were ground ih an agate pestlt and mottar, and stored in a vacuum
desiccator.

S.3.2 CONDUCTIVITY MEASUREMENTS
Conductivity cells were prepared by pressing a three-layered

pellet of graphite/electrolyte/graphite; The electrode material wal
i

composed of a 1:2 weight ratio of electrolyte:graphite (Cabot 10 pm).
A typical conductivity cell would contain 1& electrode 2g electrolyte/
19 electrode. Electrical contact was made by pressing spirals of
silver wire into the electrode material. as shown for CuI cells in
figure 3.7.3(i). The compaction pressure was higher than for CuI and
AgI electrolytes (= 600 MPa). The pellets vere found tb be extremp.ly

.'. brittle. Conductivity was measured on 8 Wayne-Kerr Autobnlance Bridgc ,
and the samples were suspended in a Rosemount proportional controlled
furnace. as described in 3.7.3. The cells were used without encapsul-

ation, in a normal atmosphere.
An alternative method of measuring the conductivity of these saItH

ia des~ribed by Ljungmark (1974). Hi. cond~ctivity cell consists of two
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quartz tubes, connected by a capillary tube. Molten salt solidifies
in the tube, and electrical contact i8 made by platinum wires set into
the electrolyte. The cell constant of the quartz tube is calibrated
using I M potassium chloride.

Cond~ctivity was recorded as • function of temperature and
composition. The conductivity results are .hown in tables S.3.2(i),

(ii) and (iii), for 90, 80 and 70 mole % Na2S04, and Arrhenius plots
are shown in figures S.3.2(i), (ii) and (iii).

S.3.3 CONCLUSIONS ON CONDUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT
The conductivity results were similar to those obtained by

Ljungmark (1974) for Li2S04-MgS04• Conductivity increased with
temperature. The Arrhenius plots did not show linearity above lOOoC,
but there were no abrupt discontinuities indicative of a phase tran-
sition or a cbange from intrinsic to ex~rinsic conductivity.

The 80:20 mole ratio Na2S04:CaSP4 showed the highest conductivity,
-3 -1 0reaching 2.S x 10 S cm at 250 C, which is higher than that reported

for Na2S04:ZnS04 or Na2S04:MgS04•
Preliminary X-ray powder diffraction studies indicated that the

structure of 80:20 Na2S04tCaso4 wa* similar to Na2S04• which is ortho-
24rhombic, space group D2M (JCPDS card No.S-0631). The d-spacings..

increased with temperature indicating unit cell expansion but did not
.'

show a phase transition in the temperature range of the conductivity
measurements. Guinier-Lenne X-ray powder photographs showed a phase
transition at approximately 800oC.

Time did not permit further investigation of these materials, but
it is ~uggested that work be continued in this direction. Electrolytes
with a divalent cation as the mobile species would be of commercial
significance for producing high voltage solid state cells.
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'.3.2(i) : CONDUCTIVITY AS A FUNCTION or ~EBATURE
ELECTROLYTE 70:30 Na2So4:CaS04

0 103 KIT alS cm-1TempI C 10g10~/S-1cm
29.1 3.06 ~O x 10 -9 -8.52
40.5 2.95 6.0 x 10-9 -8.22
53.8 2.84 1.2 x 10-9 -7.92
68.8 2.73 -81.8 x 10 -7.74
85.3 2.61 -8 -7.592.6 x 10
92.8 2.56 -8 -7.226.0 x 10
109 2.46 -8 -7.098.1 x 10

118 2.41 2.0 x 10-7 -6.69
2.36 -7 -6.54125 2.9 x 10
2.33 -7 -6.32130 4.8,x 10
2.29 -7 -6.25139 5.6 x It)

-7 -6.09147 2.25 8.2 x 10
-6 -5.64157 2.20 2.3 x 10

2.11 -6 -5.22176 6.0 x 10
-6 -5.04184 2.07 9.1 x 10
-5 -4.80194 2.03 1.6 x 10 ..
-5 -4.12205 1.99 7.6 x 10

•
,J' -4213 1.96 2.9 x 10 -3.54
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TABLE 5.3.2(ii): OONDutTIVlTY AS la FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE

ELECTROLYTE 80r20 ~2S04:CaS04

0 103 KIT als cm-1 10810 [er IsTe~1 C
cm-I]--

20 l.41 0.21 x 10-7 -7.68
l22 1.68 1.42 x 10-5 -4.85

37 3.22 -8 -7.285.l x 10
45 l.14 -86.0 x 10 -7.22
59 l.Ol -7 -7.001.0 x 10
71 2.91 -7 -6.n1.7 x 10
81 2.82 -7 -6.721.9 x 10

2.77 -7 -6.5188 l.l x 10
2.68 -7 -6.37100 4.3 x 10
2.54 -6 -5.98120 1.1 x 10

ll4 2.46 1.9 x 10-6 -5.73
2.4l -6 -5.54139 2.9,x 10

149 2.37 4.0 x 10-6 -5.31
i -5162 2.30 1.0 x 10 -4.99

2.24 -5 -4.74174 1.8 x 10
2.21 -5 -4.39180 4.1 x 10

-4 -l.12211 2.07 7.5 x 10
2.0l -3 -2.94219 1.2 x 10

-3 -2.84229 1.99 1.5 x 10
-3 -2.74239 1.95 1.8 x 10
-l -2.69246 1.93 2.1 x 10
-3 -2.60256 1.89 2.5 x 10
-5 -4.11189 2.16 1.8 x 10

2.26 -5 -4.88169 1.6 x 10
2.35 -6 -5.21152 6.2 x 10

-6 -5.55139 2.43 2.8 x 10
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S.3.2(iii): CONDUCTIVITY AS A FUNCnON OF tEMPERATURE

ELECTROLYTE 90:10 N82S04:caS°4

Temp 1°C 103 KIT alS cm-1 log fO~/S
em-l

33.6 3.01 -71.69 x 10 ~.77

33.8 3.01 -7 -6.384.13 x 10
60.0 2.79 -6 -5.523.10 x 10
128 2.35 4.0 x 10-6 -5.40
209 1.97 4.9 x 10-5 -4.31

224 1.92 7.5 x 10-5 -4.12

239 1.86 1.0 x 10-4 -4.00
256 1.80 -4 -3.911.24 x 10

1.16 -4270 1.24 x 10 -3.91
285 1.71 1.24 x 10-4 -3.91

1.67 -4 -3.94299 1.16 x 10
1.64 -4 -3.82312 1.50 x 10
1.63 -4 -3.88314 1.31 x 10

-4 -J.77323 1.61 1.69 x 10
-4 -3.66346 1.55 2.18 x 10
-4 -4.00357 1.53 1.01 x 10
-4 -3.71414 1.40 1.95 x 10
-4 -3.59439 1.36 2.55 x 10
-4 -3.35473 1.30 4.51 x 10
-4 -3.22498 1.26 6.01 x 10
-4 -3.20574 1.15 6.24 x 10
-4 -3.13610 1.10 7.38 x 10
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, . A 8uggested programme for further work would be
1. to construct a phase diagram 01 CaS04/1a2S04, as the pha8e diagram

given in the literature dates back to 1910, and does not give
.~

structural information.
2. to establish regions where hiah conductivity exists, by

conductivity measurements.
3. to characterise the nature of the conductivity by transport

number determinations and electronic conductivity measur~ment8.
4. to examine the structure of the high conductivity materials by

X-ray diffraction.
s. to investigate the possibility of further lowering the temperature

at which high conductivity is achieved by addition of a third
component.

6. to construct battery cells ba.ed on optimum conductivity
electrolytes using divalent metal {on anodes.

i7. to determine battery ~ischarge charact~ristic8.

It is also suggested that othet alkali and alkaline earth salts
with tetrahedral anions be investigated. e.g. the alkali and alkali
earth tungstates, chromates and'mo1ybdates.
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SECTION VI

6.1 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

6.1.1 SILVER AND COPPER IODIDE
Silver and copper iodide electrolytes containing organic lulphonium

ammonium dopant materials have been studied. Some of the.e eleetro-
lytes have been used in battery eells.

A number of experimental techniques have been used to lnve.tig.t.
the chemical and physical properties of the electrolyte., and to ••••••
their performance in battery systems.

Mathematical modelling of the electrolyte by computer simulations
and molecular dynamics calculations have been suggested a. the com-
plement to electrochemical methods. A theoretieal .imulation has the
advantage of avoiding experimental failing8 such aa poor electrode contact.
but is limited by the degree to which the model cell mimic. the working ·Ylt.t

There must aleo be a limit as to how far electrochemical mealure-
ments on test cells can be extrapolated to predict the behaviour of a

,f

battery. For example, Wagner's technique for measuring electronic
conductivity uses a polarised test cell, with one reversible. and one
irreversible blocking electrode. The battery cell hal two reversible
electrodes, and electronic self discharge is against a field gradient.

Emphasis on some experimental techniques is also questionable.
~~en screening for new room temperature ionic conductors. it i. usual
to confine interest to those materials with low activation energiea.
It has been pointed out that this is neither a necessity nor a distin-
guishing characteristic (Huggins and Rab:enau, 1978). The electrolyte
Agl/pyridinum iodide show. high ionic conductivity at room temperature.
but has a silver ion activation energy of 4 eVe Moat fait ion
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conductors have'activation energies in the order 0.05-0.5 eVe
It is suggested that there is a need to qualify and quantify

the assumptions made when applying solution electrochemical techniques
to the solid state. During this work, Tafel type measurements have been
made on copper and silver iodide based electrolytes. There was a marked
difference in behaviour between the test cell and the battery. The
Ag! electrolyte decomposed on applying a voltage of 30 mV acrosa the
cell whilst under pressure, but operated satisfactorily at O.6V under
normal working battery conditions. The shape of the Tafel plot on
anodic and cathodic sweepa suggested that the kinetics were different
for the plating and dissolution processes.

Copper iodide showed some similarity to silver iodide, in that it
formed highly conducting material when doped with certain sulphonium
iodide compounds. Unlike AgI, there were no simple criteria that
would predict the effect (of the organic dopant.

The structure of ,the fOom temperature electrolytes vere similar to
the room temperature forms of AgI and CuI; the high conductivity alpha
phase is not stabilised to room temperature by the addition of dopant
materials. This work could be extended to compare the conductivities
of single crystals of certain electrolytes with those for the compacted
powders. The role of interparticle boundaries and the mechanism of

conduction at present unknown.
The performance of so~ CuI electrolytes was assessed in battery

cells using different cathode materials. The open circuit voltages from
batteries with a copper anode and an iodine charge transfer complex
cathode were inexplicable. There was some evidence for the additional
involvement of a cqemical r~action. Auger electron spectroscopy of the

2+electrode/electrolyte intelface 8ugges,ed the presenc~ of Cu •
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Further work in this direction, possibly using scanning AES and'
XPS/UPS could give more detailed information as to the structure and
composition of the interfacial regions in batteries.

The efficiencies of the batteries, calculated as a percentage
utilisation of anode material, were in the order of 18%. On discharge,
the gold plated electrode caps were utilised as an anode after 18% of
the copper had been depleted.

It was hoped to produce a copper iodide battery with an open
circuit voltage in the order of O.7V. This did not prove feasible.
Although there is perhaps little commercial interest in these batteries,
study of these systems could lead to greater understanding of the
physical and chemical properties nece,sary for producing a Bolid Btate
battery.

6.1.2 ELECTROLYTES CONTAINING GROUP II CATIONS
Concurrent with the/work on copper iodide electrolytes, new

electrolytes, containing group II cations, have been examined.
The work on calcium fluoride/calcium fluoroborate was promising,

but experimental difficulties such as the hydroscopic nature of Ca(BF4)2'
and the generation of BF3 were encountered.

Perhaps the most interesting possibility for a novel battery
system has been the work on calcium sulphate. A battery with Ca2+ as
the mobile species would be of significant commercial interest.

The sulphate electrolytes were not examined until the last year
of this project, and the experimental work presented in this thesis
represents only ap initial survey, rather than a complete study. A
suggested programue for further work has been outlined in section V.
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APPENDIX t

DIFFERENTIAL THERMAl ANALYSER - TEdRNlCAL S~ECIFICATIONS

Te1lJ)eratureRang!.: The DTA was designed to operate from 20-l000oC. The
range is wider than that of most commercially available models, and is
well suited to the study of solid state electrolytes.

Heating Rate: The rate of heating and cooling was variable and ranged
from -1 K s-1 ~ + 1 K s-1•

Heater Power: The heater controller was designed to supply enough power
to maintain a heating rate of 1 K s-1 with T Gb' 1000oC. The controller
can operate a 2 kW heater if necessary, but a 200W heater was found to
be adequate.

Heater; The heater was made by non-inductively winding 0.0148" diameter.
nichrome wire around a quartz tube (3.2 ~ms diameter). The quartz
tube was set in fire-clay cement.

I.

Thermocouples: Stainless steel,pyrotenaxinsulated, chromelalumel isolated
junction thermocouples of 0.5 mm sheath diameter were used (from 8.ICC Ltd).

Sample: Approximately 10 mg of sample (ground to a fine powder) was
found to be sufficient to embed the thermocouple junctions. ThE' sAtt'ple

was contained in a 1.0 mm (internal diameter) quartz tube.

Reference Materi!!!: Alumina (A1203) vas chosen as a reference material,
as it does not undergo a phase transition in the temperature range

o0-1000 C. App,roximately 10 mg of reference material was contained in
a 1.0 mm quartz tube.

Mechanical Design: Two quartz tubes containing reference material were
used: one to accommodate the temperature measurir~ thermocouple junction
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(the remaining junction being maintained at a constant temperature) and
the second to accommodate the differential temperature measuring thermo-
couple junction (the remaining junction was placed in the sample tube).

The sample tube, and two reference tubes were placed in a stainless
steel block of diameter 3.15 ems. The steel block was wrapped in mica
and fitted into the quartz tube containing the heating element. The
whole assembly was placed in a lathe turned, asbestos cement, insulating
jacket. The furnace assembly was housed in a glass domed vacuum
chamber, which could be evacuated by a sorption pump to about IPa.
Electrical contacts from the thermocouples and to the heater were
achieved via Wilson seals.

Electrical Desi~: .,.
1) Ramps (Figure 1(1»

The linear ramps which were used to control the furnace heating
rates were generated from operational amplifier analogue integrators
Al and A3 designed to give a voltage change of 10 mV s-l with a on~
volt input. The input voltage was taken from a I kn potentiometer
across which one volt was developed, which was used to control the rato
of ramping. The output voltage from the integrator was added to a
static voltage representing the initial temperature at the summing
point of a second operational amplifier, A2"

A similar integrator and voltage level were used to control the
cooling rate and maximum temperature shown as A3 and A4 in figure~)

The outputs from these two integrator stages were taken to an
analogue linear or gate arrangement (AS and A6) which could be
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programmed to give either the maximum or the minimum voltage level a8
the output. The output ~oltage wa' then taken through a buffer A1, to
the next stage to eonttol the heater circuitry. In this design 10 mV
was chosen to represent 1 K.

The minimum voltage level, ma~imum voltage level and ramp potential
were taken to a 31 digit digital voltmeter which, on the 20V range,
showed the equivalent celcius temperature reading on an LED display.

2. Temperature Measurement and Control (Figure l(ii»
The furnace temperature was monitored using a chromel alume!

thermocouple, one junction of which was located in a sample tube in the
furnace, and the other junction was thermostatted at ambient temperature.
The voltage output of this thermocouple was buffered by amplifier Bl
and taken to amplifier B2• At B2 a correction for ambient temperature
was applied and the gain maintained such that the output voltage gave
10 mV/K for the recorder output, th, digital voltmeter display and
other circuitry.

In a proportional control .Yltem, the energy supplied to the heater
was obtained by amplifying the voltage difference between the actual
signal (temperature) and the control level (ramp). The amplifier B3
subtracted the temperature signal from the ramp level and had a g~in
adjustable via the proportional band control. This signal was then

taken to amplifier BS·
It was considered desirable to incorp~rate into the design a back-

ground heating level t~ compensate approxi~tely for heat lo~ses due to
elevated temperatutes. This facility was tombined with a zeto lev~l
adjustment in amplifier B4, the output of ~hich drove a zero voltage
switch integrated circuit which controlled the heater power by menns

of a triac.
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3. Temperature difference between Sample and Reference (Figure l(iii»
A thermocouple was arranged to monitor the differential temperature

and its output was fed to amplifier Cl' which had a gain of 250 to
produce a signal of 10 mV/K. The associated circuitry was arranged to
provide either automatic or manual base line drift correction. The
signal from Cl was directed towards differential amplifier C6• where a
correction signal proportional to the the~stat temperature, T, was
added, producing an output which could be attenuated using a potentio-
meter, known as bT gain. Amplifier C7 could be controlled to give
positive or negative base line corrections and provided the manual bas~
line adjustment.

For automatic base line .control, it is necessary to eliminate slow
drifts in 6T, but DOt to attenuate appreciably rapid changes due to
genuine transitions. This was accomplished by feeding the output of
Cl to a differentiator C2 followed by a large (1000) gain amplifier, C3•

I

The output of Cl was then integrated by C4 and attenuated back to the
original signal level by CS. Any rapid change in 6T caused amplifier
Cl to saturate and the integrator would then no longer follow the
change. The output from Cs was subtracted from the 6T signal from Cl
in differential amplifier C6 which again produced the 6T output for the

X-y recorder.
A J.J. Instruments (model number 01 120) X-Y plotter was used.
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APPENDIX II

STRUCTURAL INVESTIGATION OF CuI
There is some confusion in the literature as to the number of phase

transitions in cuprous iodide and the temperatursat which they occur.
1) Wells (1962) reports two phase transitions:

o 0
F .C.C. 369 C ,HEXAGONAL 407 t )CUBIC (of unknown structure)

2) Wyckoff (1965) also reports twb phase transitions, but at
different temperatures:

o 0
y-FCC 402 C) S-HEXAGONAL 440 t> a-CUBIC

y Lattice Constant a • 6.0427 X; BLattice Constant ~a. 4.3li
e • 7.09X

3) Miyake, Hoshina and Takenaka (1952) agree with Wells, and suggest
that the high temperature cubic form of CuI has an averaged

structure:
o 0

y-FCC 369 C) S-HEXAGONAL 407 C) a-CUBIC

Lattice Constant
o

a • 6.040 A
Lattice Cin8tant
(a • 4.3 0
(c • 7.7 A

Lattice COnstant
o6.1 A

The cubic a-phase has a similar structure to the y-phase, and from
the intensity of the diffraction lines it is suggested that the
Cu+ occupy a number of available sites. These are given by the
lattice co-ordinates; the four positions (I. I, I), <I. I, 1),
(i, 1, I), (I, I, I) and the sixteen positions in the two sets at
(t, t. t). The entropy change for the transition to the a-phase
is in agreement with the disordering of Cu+.

The suggested lattice positionl of Cu+ in the a-phase are shown
in figure II(i).
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FIGURE II(i): LATTICE POSITIONS FOR Cu+ in a-CuI

i of a unit cell of FCC CuI is shown.

The I occupy an FCC configuration, and the Cu+ are

arranged in a tetrahedron.

= Lodide ion Sill

•
.: S t·te a vtll1able

for coffllr ion

It is interesting to note here that if this model is correct, th e

are 16 sites per unit cell that are in the faces of tetrahedra (and,
i-coincidentally, of octahedra) of I ; this is closely analogous to

a-Ag!. The remaining 4 sites are in the faces of octahedral arrange-

ments of 1-. As octahedra and tetrahedra share faces, this could

account for the high ionic conductivity in a-CuI.

4) Polishchuck and Zvago1 'Skaya (1976) report three phase t.ransLtIons ,

and suggest that a birefrigent phase exists that cannot be

detected by phsyicochemical methods, such as X-ray crystallography.
y-FCC 369°C) P-HEXAGONAL 402-40SoC ) a-CUBIC 440°C> u-CUBIC

BIREFRINGENT

The birefringent phase is' detected by optical methods and con-

ductivity measurements. The birefringence is said not to b€' nssocia t

with t~e cubic iodide lattice, but with Cu+. Birefringence is caused

by a crystal possessing two refractive indices, which can be due to
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there being differettt atomic Bpaci,naB in different directions in the
crystal lattice, allowing light to pa.8 with different velocitiel.
Polishchucksuggests that the birefringence in a-CuI is caused by the

+ • • 0Cu occupy1ng more than one set of ava1lable 8ites. Above 440 C the
birefringence disappear8 because all of the available sites are
randomly occupied. At 4400C Polishchuck reports a point of inflection
in the Arrhenius plot of log a vs lIT, as well al the normal abrupt
discontinuity at 4020C. However, this has not been noted by previouB
workers (e.g. Tubandt, Rindtorff and Jost, 1927), nor i. it apparent
from the experimental data of Polishchuck.

EXPERIMENTAL WORK

1. Crystal Structure of Room T!!!ierature CuI
The room temperature phase of CuI was detervdned from X-ray powder

measurements to be face centred cubic, with a lattice parameter of
6 .07 ~, which is slighly larger than j that recorded in the literature.

The range of eXperimental result. obtained from the same sample
using two different type8 of X-ray cameras and a diffractom.ter are
shown in table II(i); a. can be seen there is some variation, particu-
1arly at high d-spacings. The results from the Pye-Unicam ca~era were

used for indexing.
The formula fot the interplanat .pacings of a face centred unit

cell is given by:
a

where h, k, tare the Miller indices and a l. the unit cell dimension
o -10in Angstroms (lA • 10 m).

Ce,rtain plains of reflection will be absent in a face centred cubic
system (see section 2,3.4). For an F.C.C. lattice, positive interrerenc~
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will occur only if h + k, k + t and t + h ate even numberl.
Using the !ragg equation: .).. 2~kR. adn &

FOR A CUBIC SYSTEM
2 24a sin e
).2

By assigning d values of ~, k and t, the lattice parameter, a,
can be calculated.

These results are presented in table II(ii)

2. Phase Transitions in CUI
The phase transitions in CUI were exmnined by DTA.8 mg of smnple

was used; A1203 (again 8 mg) was uled as a reference material. Two
heating rates were used, 7oe/min and 26oe/min; the rate of cooling was
kept constant, at -140C/min.

The DTA traces are shown in fiaure:IICiO.
There are a number of interesti~8 features in the DTA traces:

otwo distinct ttansitions occur on heating, one at 39 C and
the other at 413°C.

b) on cooling, two transitions occur at 367 and 40SoC respectively.

a)

The peak produced at 3670C is less sharp than that produced on
heating.

c) on heating there is a small peak at 42SoC, possibly indicating a

transition. This peak is absent on cooling.

The peaks detected on cooling agree well with the reported
transitions given by Wells and Miyake. oAlthough the 367 C peak is 1es8
sharp than that produced on heating. it is broader, and the integrated
area is probably about the same in both cases. The difference in
transition temperature on heating and cooling is likely to be due to
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TABLE II(i): RANGE OF EXPERIMENTAL 4-SPACINGS FOR CuI (Room
temperature)

Be1ative Debye- Debye" Diffracto- d-spacings/X
Intend ties Sherrer Sherrer dieterTraces from JCPDS
100 "LIlo

Philips Pye Umc:am d-spacings/iCamera cl- Camera d-
spacings/ X spacings/i

100 3.40 3.55 3.51 3.49
10 2.95 3.08 2.77 3.03
60 2.09 2.14 1.98 2.139
30 1.78 1.83 1.80 1.824
5 1.71 1.77 1.71 1.747

10 1'.49 1.52 1.52 1.5127
15 1.36 1.39 1.39 1.3881

5 1.33 1.36 1.35 1.3529

15 1.22 1.23 t! 1.24 1.2351
7 1.15 1.17 i 1.17 1.1644

3 1.06 1.07 1.07 1.0696

6 1.01 1.03 1.03 1.0228

2 1.00 1.01 0.98 1.0084

4 0.95 0.96 0.96 0.9568

2 0.92 0.94 0.92 0.9228

1 0.87 0.93 0.904 0.9121
.t

3 0.84 0.88 0.90 0.8733

1 0.84 0.8' 0.85 0.8473

3 0.83 0.84 0.84 0.8391

5 0.79 0.81 0.80 0.8086
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TABLEII(ii): INDEXINGOF CuI

Measured sin2e/deg h2 + k2 + g.2 h2 + k2 + g.2
0 using as a using 88 a hk!

d-spacings A constant constant
0.01604 0.01612--.

3.55 0.0470 2.93 2.90 ll1
3.08 0.0625 3.90 3.86 200

2.14 0.1295 8.07 8.00 220

1.83 0.1770 11.04 10.93 311
1.77 0.1892 11.80 11.68 222

1.52 0.2566 16.00 15.85 400

1.39 0.3069 19.14 18.96 331

1.36 0.3206 19.99 19.81 420

1.23 0.3919 24.44 24.21 422

0.4331 27.01
,t:

1.17 26.76 333
j

1.07 0.5179 32.29 31.99 440

1.03 0.5589 34.85 33.77

1.01 0.5812 36.24 35.99

0.96 0.6433 40.11 39.74

0.94 0.6710 41.84 41.45

0.93 0.6855 42.74 42.35

0.88 0.7656 47.74 47.30

0.85 0.8206 51.17 50.69

0.84 0.8403 52.40 51.91

0.81 0.9037 56.35 55.83

a • 6.097 i 0
a • b.067 A

0average • 6.082 A
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the fast rate of heating (producing luperheating effects); this i.
often found in solid-solid transitions (Gam. 1965).

The absence of a transition at 42Soe on cooling is very interesting:
it could perhaps be caused by a slow disordering of the eu+ sublattice
(which would correlate with the birefringence noted by Polishchuck at
these temperatures). The transition may be present when the heating
rate is fast as a sudden disorderin8 occurs. No definite conclusions
can be made at this stage. and time did not permit further investigations.
It would, however. be interesting to take a Guinier-Lenne photograph
of the transitions to see what structural changes occur on heating CUI
at different rates.

. ....
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APPENDIX III

STRUCnJRAL INVESTIGATION OF THE ELECTROLY'l'tnea3) 4N.12As13IIS

Single crystal data of Geller and Lind (1970) was compared to
powder X-ray data for the electrolyte [(al3)4NJ2AgI3IlS' As discusaed
in 3.6.3., it is Dot immediately apparent that the powder and single
crystal forms of {jal3)4N]2Ag13I15 have more than their stoichiometries
in common.

From single crystal data, the structure belongs to space group
R32-D3; which can be described as rhombohedral or hexagonal.

If indexed on rhombohedral axes,(the cell dimensions are given by
Geller) a • 11.52 ± 0.02 X, and a • 67.35 ± 0.15°. If indexed on

hexagonal axes, the cell dimensions are given by a • 12.77 ± 0.03A.Dd
°c • 26.54 ± 0.05 A.

The cell formula for a hexagonal cell with this space group i.
given by (International Tables of Crye'tallography):

• s.c./3! I
~1 .{4(h2 + k2 + hk) c2 + 312a2}

for a hexagonal system, sy.tematic a~8ence. will occur wben
K + 1 - h wi 3n

The cell formula for • rhombohedral edtt with thil apace group i.

given by:

where A • atlt •

and atltcos - •2
1

a2 COl -2
tit

B • COl a
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oIf Cl· 67.35 •

c*cos 2· 0.60082
a*. 106.140

and ait• 0.09797.

There are no special absences.

[(CH3)4NI]2AgI3IlS was indexed on rhombohedral and hexasonal axe••
The results of best fit are presented in tablesIII(i) and (ii). MOre
than one plane of reflection may give the calculated d-spacing, although
to simplify calculations, the low hk1 plene. only were examined.

For the hexagonal indexing, the Bra~ai.-Miller .ystem was uRed,
namely hki1, where h + k • -i. The i is of~en replaced by 8 full stop.

hki1 • hit 1e.g. 1120 can be wntten 11.0

A reasonable fit was obtained for rhombhedral and hexasonal
indexing within the bounds created by e~erimental error. of camera
geometries etc.

This does not conclusively prove that the single crystals aDd
powdered electrolyte have the same structures, but it does not contradict
the possibility of these planes of reflection being present in both
cases. Further investigation must await electrochemical measurements
on single crystals.
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Experimental Calculated Possible. / 0
d-spacdnga A d-spacings/A hkl Planel

8.758 8.845 111
6.707 6.380 ITO
4.087 4.130 2TO
3.995 3.989 m
3.969 3.831 311

3.738 3.689 211
2.831 2.833 330
2.392 2.394 442
2.171 2.130 333

1.956 1.912:, 441,
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Experimental 'CalcU1ated Possible
0 0

d-spacings/A d-spaclngs/A hkl Planes

8.758 '.847 00.3
6.707 6.385 11.0

4.087 4.129 3r.l
3.995 3.987 12.2
3.969 3.686 30.3
3.738 3.537 21.4
2.831 2.784 13.4
2.392 2.370 32.4
2.171 2.128 33.3
1.956 1.964: 15.2

..
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